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The homeroom of Jerry Conley was first place winner in the
eleventh grade division, and also took the first prize in the
Christmas Door Decorations contest at Calloway County High.

The homeroom of Douglas Tucker took first place in the tenth
grade category.

The homeroom of Mrs. Jo Mathis was awarded first place in the
ninth grade competition of Christmas Door Decorations at
('aliosay County High School.

Mrs. Geraldine Myers' homeroom placed first in the t%elth
grade division.
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Council Closes Session To Public
1

Critical Gas System
Situation Discussed

Fred Gillum Elected As
Head Of Purchase Group
provenient Association. He has
served as vice-president of the
Association for the past year.
Professional
ImThe
provement Association's
membership is composed of
thirty-two Extension county
agricultural
and
home
economics agents and area
specialists in the eight-county
Purchase Area.
Gillum is a native of
Livingston County and a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture. He majored in
animal science, and received
his Bachelor of Science Degree
in this field. Some of Gillun's
college activities include being
a member of the 1968 University
of Kentucky Livestock Judging
Team which won the Mid-South
Collegiate Judging Title and
placed second in the SouthEastern Regional Contest.
Fred Gillum
The local agent served two
years as treasurer of the
University of Kentucky Block
and Bridle Club, vice-president
of the school chapter of Alpha
Zeta Honoriry Fraternity, and
was a member of the Dean's
List. He is married to the forThe Calloway County School mer Barbara Ann Schuler of
system closed at 10:15 this
morning, due to the inclement (Continued on Page Sixteen)
weather anticipated by school
officials.
School will resume after the
Christmas holidays, on January
2, with examinations to be
rescheduled for January 3,
according to a school official.
The
Calloway
County
basketball game at Mayfield
Rev. Robert Brockhoff,
will be held, according to in- minister of
Immanuel
formation received at press Lutheran Church, will be the
time.
Bible Study leader for the KEY
Murray
City
Schools '73 Prayer Breakfast of the
remained in session today. The Murray-Calloway County
Murray High—Fulton game will Ministerial Association on
be played here.
Monday morning at 8:30 at the
Holiday Inn.
Rev. Jerrell White, Phase II
Chairman of Key '73 and pastor
lit- the Memorial Baptist
Church, will preside.
The general chairman of Key
Cloudy and cold tonight. '73, Rev. Gene Keith, pastor of
Clearing and continued cold the Murray Church of the
Saturday. Highs today mid 30s. Nazarene, will be in attendance.
I,ows tonight low 20s. Highs
These Prayer and Bible
Saturday near 30 degrees.
Study breakfasts will continue
Winds, northerly 10 to 15 miles during the month of January for
per hour today and tonight.
the ministers of Calloway
Fair Sunday, increasing County.
cloudiness with rain possibly
During the month of
mixed with snaw Monday rtight February key lay persons from
ending Tuesday. Cold Sunday the various denominations will
with gradual warming until participat, and they in turn
turning colder again late during the month of March will
Tuesday. Lows in the teens and lead similiar neighborhood
20s Sunday, rising to the 30s Bible devotionals and prayer
Tuesday. Highs in the 30s Sun- sessions throughout Murray
day, rising to the 40s Tuesday. and the County of Calloway.

Fred Gillum, Calloway
-County 4-H Extentiin Agent,
has been elected president of
the Purchase Area Extension
Wiii-kers. -Professional Im-

County Schools
Close Early

Prayer Breakfast
Planned, Ministers
On Monday Morning

The Weather
/

ICY ROADS—Hazardous driving conditions caused by the morning snow caused this vehicle,
driven by Wayne Pace, to slip off Highway 641 North into the ditch this morning at 9 a.m. Pace was
admitted to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment of a fractured shoulder. Verba
Pace, a passenger in the car, was admitted for contusions and lacerations of the face, according to
hospital authorities.
Staff Photo by David Hill

The Murray City Council last
night closed part of its regular
session to the public for the first
time in about twenty-five years.
The motion to hold the closed
session was made by Councilman Paul Mansfield with
Councilman Melvin Henley
giving a second to the motion.
Mayor Homes Ellis indicated
that he was against such a
move, however, he would follow
parliamentary procedure. The
tweleve councilmen voted
unanimously for the closed
session.
Councilman Mansfield is
Chairman of the Council
Natural Gas Committee and in
the closed ces.sion he brought up
the critical situation in the
system which he apparently did
not wish to bring up in public.
About fifteen voters and
taxpayers and the news media

Apollo Voyagers Survey Surface
Of Moon Before Returning Home John L. Williams
SPACE - CENTER, Houston
I AP) — Three American astronauts, united again after the
Apollo program's final and
most bountiful moon-landing
expedition, lingered in lunar orbit today surveying the surface
below for still more knowledge.
Gone was the landing ship
Challenger, which had carried
Apollo I7's Eugene A. Cernan
and Harrison H. Schmitt to the
surface for 75 hours and then
returned them safety to the
command ship America and reunion with Ronald E. Evans.
In the early morning hours,
Challenger was thrust away
from the command-Ship, and a
radio signal from Mission Control sent it crashing into the
moon.
Today, and for_most of Saturday until they start their jour-

Red Bonds Speaker
For Church Meeting
The Dexter -Harding
Palestine, and Olive United
Methodist Churches will have a
joint Christmas program at the
Palestine Church on Monday,
December 18, at seven p.m.
Red Bonds of Dyersburg,
Tenn., will be the guest speaker.
A potluck supper will be served
prior to the program.
Cantrell Jones, president of
the Methodist Men and
associate lay leader, urges the
public to attend. Rev. Whitesell
Harpo is the minister of the
three churches.

ney home, the astronauts' task
was to probe the moon with
cameras and sophisticated sensing devices. They were in an
orbit 69 miles above the surface.

Party And Luncheon
Planned By Senior
Citizens On Monday

Cernan and Schmitt completed man's most successful
moon visit ever late Thursday
when they rocketed off the lunar surface with a record cargo
of moon samples and film.
After transferring the precious lunar treasure into America, the astronauts cast off
Challenger, freeing it for destruction in the cause of science. The lander, which cost
$40 million, could not have been
returned to earth with the command ship.
"It seems an unfitting finish
to a super bird," said Cernan.
during his last moments aboard
the craft he had flown to a

The Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County will have
their Christmas party and
potluck luncheon on Tuesday.
December 19, at the Commhnity
Center on Ellis Drive.
Meat and beverages will be
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
furnished and each one is to
bring a covered dish for the
luncheon. Gifts will be exchanged and each man is to
bring a man's gift and each
woman a woman's gift, not to
Anyone
exceed one dollar.
bring a guest is asked to bring
gifts for exchange by the guest.
One-sucker sales dropped off
Mrs. Dottie Haley, Mrs. Edna
McReynolds, Mrs. Elizabeth considerably on Thursday's
James, and Mrs, Lola Hale will market on the four local tobacco
the floors.
be
of
in
charge
A total of 30,765 pounds was
arrangements for the luncheon
sold for $12,852.30 at an average
and party.
Following the luncheon a of $41.78, according to local
Christmas program will be tobacco market reporter David
presented. Gifts will be ex- Hill.
Season totals on the local
changed and games played.
Since third Tuesday is the market show a total of $141,431
regular date for the Senior pounds sold for $59,695.54 at an
Citizens table games, and the average price of 142.21 per
geams will continue through the hundredweight.
The next sale is tentatively
afternoon and evening until nine
scheduled for January 3, 1973.

$41.78 Average
Recorded On
One-Sucker Sale

To Be On TV
This Saturday
John L. Williams, Chairman
of the Crippled Children's
Committee of the Murray
Shrine Club, will appear on
WPSD-TV at 6:30 p.m. Saturday
with George Everett, Oriental
Guide of Rizpah Shrine Tenple.
Williams and Everett will
show what can be done with
in
children
crippled
rehabilitation with property
surgery and treatment in the
Shrine Hospitals. In the
program which is the regular
Accent program of WPSD-TV,
Williams and Everett will tell
who is eligible for treatment
and just how a child can get
admitted to a Shrine Hospital.
The twenty minute film will
show in a dramatic manner how
crippled children can be helped.
Mr. Evverett lives in Prin.
cetial, Kentucky.
The Shrine of North America
has
orthopedic
nineteen
hospitals and three burns institutions which are maintained
by Shriners in North America at
a cost of $76 million dollars each
year.
Williams and Everett will
also explain the current $100
Million Dollar Club which was
formed to raise funds in this
year, the 100th anniversary of
Shrinedom and the 50th anniversary of the founding of the
Shrine hospitals.

were excluded from the closed
session. The closed session
continued for forty minutes
while the city council men
argued over the critical
situation in the natural gas
system, and the general
management of the system.
Those who are excluded from
the closed session of the public
body were called back in after
the forty minute session and
several councilmen had red
faces as though vociferous
words had been spoken.
Councilman Mansfield said he
wished to have the closed
session since he did not want to
embarrass Mayor Ellis. Mayor
Ellis said that he was not embarrassed in the slightest.
Mayor Ellis has supported gas
Superintendent Wayne Doran in
the past while several members
of the new council have been
critical of his management of
the system.
The system has been the
subject of hot discussion over
the past several weeks with
Councilman Henley, Scott and
Stalls especially critical of the

Broadus Creekmur
Planning Christmas
For Poor Persons
Broadus Creekrnur is now
preparing special Christmas
sacks of candy, fruit, popcorn,
etc., to take to about one
thousand children and two
hundred elderly persons in the
fifty mile area of Manila, Ark.
Creekmur said he does each
year at Christmas as these
children will not even receive a
stick of candy. In this area are
many people who have not
worked in many years. They
formerly picked cotton or
chopped weeks in the Missippi
bottom farni lands, but now
with automation, this work has
been cut out.
The Calloway County man
niakes trip about twice a month
to the area to take clothes to the
people. He will leave December
21, for his annual Christina
distribution of the sacks for the
children and elderly people.
Any person having clothes or
items to donate for the destitute
persons, may take them to
Dixie Cleaners on NorthOsltd
Street, to the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles at 1606 Farmer Avenue,
or to the store at Kirksey.
Creekinur said items will be
appreciated.

many gas leaks in the system.
Also the sudden action of the
council in tightening up use of
natural gas in the city has
brought some comment. It was
felt by some that the situation
should have been forecast some
months ago and some action
taken at that time to prevent the
critical shortage that the
system now finds itself faced
with.
No new residences or
businesses will be connected to
the system and industry must
now cut back its use of the fuel.
The Tappan Company needs
24,000 more MC'F than it now
uses or will be faced with laying
off some employees. Residents
are urged to have the gas
system turnoff any gas lights in
use since several hundred of
these gas lights use a considerable amount of the fuel.
The gas rate increase ordinance was passed last night
on the second reading by a vote
iContinued on Page Sixteen)

Pam White Is
Club Speaker
Members of the Murray
Kiwanis Club heard an inspiring
program of Christmas readings
by Miss Pain White at their
regular meeting Thursday
evening at the Murray Woman's
Clubluaise,
Miss White, daughter of Mr.
White,
Mrs. Otley
and
presented Peter Marshall's
sermon, "Let's Keep Christiiias." The speaker is a senior at
Calloway County High School
and is active in the Speech Club
and the National Forensic
League. Miss Gail Broach,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Broach, was also a guest of the
club. Dr. Morgan Sisk introduced the program.
Harry McGurk, a former
Kiwanian in Angola, Indiana,
was inducted into the Murray
Club by J.D. Rayburn.
Next Thursday evening the
members and their wives will
attend a buffet dinner at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Harold
North
820
Eversnieyer,
Nineteenth Street.
On December 28 they will
meet at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Raymond Carter, Lynn
Grove Highway.
President Raymond Carter
presided at the meeting.
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
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Southern States Industrial Council

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
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Itaymond Hargrove, age 72, died December 13. He
‘was a resident of Murray Route Two.
An average of $34.30 was reported for the sales of
Ofte Sucker Type 35 tobacco on the Murray Market
y•sterday.
An open house has been planned tomorrow at the
School of New Hope on South 16th Street. This is a
special project of the Murray Civitan Club.
''Bernard Harvey's big boxer, Princess, has arthritis, according to William, Bernard's youngest
son. He reported Princess is seven years old," from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."

IS
AMID
a

Ccookipy Hews Sonic*

20 Years Ago Today
Toms

FILE

Riley Bizzell, age 80, died today at his home on
Dexter Route One.
Seasonal decorations by Mrs. Eaf Huie, Murray
f)orist, are being featured in the Holiday House
being sponsored by the Garden Department of the
Woman's Club of Paducah. She also decorated for
the opening of Kenlake Hotel.
"Work seems to be progressing on Dr. P.A. Hart's
home on Main Street. Glad to see work started so
!.a.3on after the fire," from the column, "Seen &
Reard Around Murray."
.Mr. and Mr. Charles Oakley attended the annual
Christmas pffty of the Kentucky Society of Certified
iblic Accountants held in Louisville.

"ible Thoughtfor Today
And Jacob awaked out of his sleep, and he said,
Surely the Lord is in this place; and I knew it not.—
Genesis 28:16.

The closer you live with God and walk in His ways,
the more conscious you will be of His presence in all
of life.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The difference between a gentleman and a ruffian
I:an be measured in the attitude of each towards
*omen. The gentleman addresses himself to all
males as though they were ladies. The ruffian
lipproaches all ladies as though they were females
lInd that may be why he is so often more successful
With women—he convinces the ladies they aren't.
"When a lady says no she means perhaps; when she says perhaps she means
yes; when she says yes she ain't no
lady."
—Anonymous

Plans Approved For
State Forest Study
LEXINGTON,
Ky.—
Pirectors of the Kentucky
Torestry Council have approved plans for an in-depth
Ittudy of the development and
jitilization of Kentucky's forest
Yesources.
The survey, already endorsed
Isy Gov. Wendell H. Ford and
Natural Resources
tommissioner Thomas 0.
arris, is designed to establish
•platform for long-range land
Ilse planning and forest policies.
Officials of the council said
:9lat periodic progress reports
3(vill be made to the governor
Ind to Commissioner Harris as
)(rell as to the General
*ssernbly's Interim Committee
On Agriculture and Natural
41esources. The council is an
;advisory group designed to
Coordinate the forestry policies
nd programs of industry,
servation groups, educators
d agencies at all levels of
vernment.
,/Robert
H. King, immediate
*fist-chairman of the council,
!rsiid the present survey will be
the first major study of Ken:Iticky's forest reAsources since
11,55. "Every great surge for:Ward in forestry in Kentucky
has been preceded by the sort of
review now proposed." he said.

P

He pointed to the Clifford Hall
reports of 1909-1911, the Central
States Forestry Congress held
in Louisville in 1932 and the
Society of American ForestersPace Forestry Foundation
Study in 1945. "Such studies do
more than merely establish a
program or platform," he said.
"Properly promoted, they
establish in the public mind the
fo
ry problems of the state
a
he need for action."
Kentucky has almost 12
million acres of commercial
timber land, controlled by
243,000 farmers an other private
owners in holdings that average
less than 100 acres. In addition
to representing $146.5 million in
annual cash crops, these
forests provide scenic and
recreational attractions,
watershed protection and
habitat for fish and wildlife.
The state's forest industries
are active in 97 of Kentucky's
120 counties and employ some
20,000 production personnel.
Their direct payrolls of $83.6
million generate an additional
$52.7 million in indirect wages.
Industry investment in plant
and equipment is estimated at
$259.8 million; gross sales
amount to $262.4 million annually.

James C.,Williams, Editor
Ledger & Times
103 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
IN RE: NATURAL GAS CRISIS
Dear Mr. Williams:
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Poetically
Speaking

-Forced Handwriting

BY TOM PERKINS
UNTITLED POEM
Moody self hide away,
Leave the clouds from
Covering my clear joy.
Oh well, I suppose
Without a little rain
Inspiration would be dry.
—Tom Perkins

Submit your poems typewritten if possible. Those that are not
typewritten may be delayed in printing. Poems on the Christmas
theme must be in this office very soon.

During a holdup at a gas station, the robber handed the manager a threatening note. Some
months later, when a suspect was
brought to trial for the crime, he
.Was asked to make a sample of
Ins penmanship for purposes of
-comparison.
But he flatly refused to do so
He invoked his constitutional
protection under the Fifth
Amendment against self-incrimination.
- !Severtheloss, the court ruled
that he would have to make the
sample or fac,e punishment for
.contempt. The court said handwriting is not a form of testimony
but a neutral, objective fact.

THE SEA OF LIFE
life is a mighty ship that weathers many gales,
And tosses and turns us many ways,
As through life's seas we sail.
Sometimes it takes us to a port,
Where we should never sail,
Where broken hearts and broken dreams,
And only dark prevails.

THE ALIBI ERA
While the presidential election set the course of leadership for
the four years ahead, the outcome of the contest hasn't solved the
root problems facing American society. The confusion in the
minds of many citizens over the goals of government is the result
of a deeper confusion over the nature of man and society. The
American people must gain a new understanding of human and
societal realities if the quality of life and government is to be
improved in the years a ahead.
Robert Ardrey, author of The Territorial Imperative and other
pioneering books, has touched on our basic problems in his latest
volume entitled The Social Contract. Mr. Ardrey refers to our
time as the "Age of Alibi," noting that our erg, by extending its
compassion to the violator rather than the violated," has with
elegance prepared us for maximum danger as we face a future of
maximum civil disorder."
MR. Ardrey goes on to make this penetrating assertion:
"A philosophy which for decades has induced us to believe that
human fault must always rest on someone else's shoulders; that
responsibility for behavior damaging to society must invariably
be attributed to society itself; that human beings are born not
only perfectible but identical,so that any unpleasant divergencies
must be the product of unpleasant environments.. such a
philosophy has prepared in all splendor the righteous selfjustification of violent minorities, and has likewise prepared with
delicate hands the guilts and bewilderments of the violated."
Charging society in general with the crimes and inadequacies of
the individual is a device that's enormously hurtful to our country. Individual accountability was the source of American success
in earlier centuries; it is the only hope of success in the future. Yet
our educational and judicial systems are permeated with alibi
thinking. That's why the educational system has ceased to be
effective, why the family is weakened, and why law and order
have broken down in so many communities.
Public schools are under pressure not to administer I.Q. tests,
and many have yielded. The opponents say that the tests are
"culturally biased" againt those from slum backgrounds. These
opponents would scran strict standards of testing and
achievement. They would give slum dialects the same standing as
good English. In the process, the civilizing goals of education
would be abandoned.
In its treatment of marital relationships and the family, the law
today tends to absolve the marriage partner and parent from
responsibility. Society is depicted as cruel if it thwarts an individual from reaching his or her personal goal of selffulfillment—even if fulfillment means the neglect or abandonment of a responsible mate or children. The irresponsible
marriage partner and parent is given every opportunity under the
law of many states to use whatever alibi is convenient.
The criminal is the ultimate beneficiary of the alibi era. The
rights of victims are virtually ignored in many jurisdictions.
Concern is directed almost exclusively at those responsible for
crime. Even when a lawbreaker is sent to prison, alibis continue
to be offered for his violent behavior.
Recently, prisoners at Lorton Reformatory outside
Washington, D.C., went on a strike. Instead of being returned to
their cells and punished, prison officials sat down and held
lengthy negotiating sessions with the inmates. Among other
things, they were promised better "food service." Officials and
commentators somehow suggeated that the real crime at the
prison was society's treatment of the inmates. No mention was
made of the fact that Lorton is filled with the type of urban barbarian who makes the nation's capital unsafe after the sun goes
down.
A society that continually resorts to alibis in handling
irresponsible, delinquent or criminal people is a society that is
destroying itself. This month, Americans made important
political decisions. But these decisions must be followed up by
involvement in remedying the hurtful psychological and social
notions which have taken hold in the last generation, For the
country to go forward,there must be an end to alibis.
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According to Boyle

dike a ship without an anchor,
We are carried out to sea,
In a blinding and raging storm of life,
That should never never be.

"The constitutional privilege,"
said the court., "does not protect
a man from being compelled to
stand up, sit down, walk, speak,
or submit to photographing or
fingerprinting."
Almost always, courts have
ruled this way when an accused
person is reluctant to demonstrate
his handwriting. In fact, he may
even be called upon to write in
an unnatural style if that will
help clear up the case. Thus:

Often youthful eyes are blinded,
Coming from a rising mist,
Coming from the seas of life,
That we think are joy to bliss
But the sea of life is not that easy,
For a wave will carry us out so far,
Where there is no return to loving home.
Or loving children reaching out for you.
For what we sew into the sea of life,
We can never again undo.
—Wanda Mae Beane

WORTH OF RAIN or GUIDE MY STEPS
Guide my steps that I may go
Down the path sure but slow.
Gently guide the steps I take,
Sure and steady for the sake
Of one who may be just behind
Stumbling. helpless as if blind.
One who has surely lost the way
Among the rabbling crowd today
Guide my steps sure and slow,
Along the path they should go.
Lest someone following me
Lose their way and fail to see
The dark chasm, wide and deep
On the mountain path, narrow, steep.
Though my path is rough and long,
The smoother way is surely wrong.
It leads not where I'd have one go
To heavens gates...a heavenly abode.
I'd like to steer them from around
The worn path that most have found
My body's weary, and muscle sore
My old legs are trembling more.
At each faltering step I pray,
Lord let me not, lead one astray.
Tho' the step is sure and strong
The path you take is often wrong.
You plunge headlong into the crowd,
Undaunted by the warning cloud.
You set your sights for earthy gain
Hot fail to see the worth of rain.
And in your haste will fail to find
The christiann way among mankind.
Lyric by Bea Smith, July 14, 1970

The defendant in a forgery trial
was requested to write something
with a backward slant, since the
document in question had been
written that way.
Again, the court said he would
have to comply. The court reminded him that the odd style of
writing would be especially helpful in exonerating him if he was
truly innocent.
Still, a defendant might properly object to the content, rather
than the form, of the writing.
In another case, involving fake
claims against the government,
the defendant was asked to write
down the specific names that had
been used in the falsified papers.
This time, when he refused,
the court decided he was justified. The court said that by complying with the request, he might
he tying himself directly into the
Compelling him to do so. added
the judge. would be "an infringement upon the spirit" of the constitutional privilege.
tit American liar A.mociation
public Aervice feature b.! Will
Hernard.

A little boy lost
curls up to sleep
A 3-year-old boy who got
lost in freezing fog among
treacherous pits of sludge and
mire in Surrey, England, got
undressed when it became
dark, curled up and went to
sleep.
Little Matthew
eppard
was found by his father, shivering and cold after his 16hour ordeal, wearing only his
coat. "I always get undressed
before going to bed," said
Matthew.

Boyle's Class
In Double-Talk
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK ( AP) — All
right, kiddies, let's settle down
in our seats. The class in
double-talk is ready to begin.
Those of you who remained
awake during our last session
will remember what double-talk
is. It is the art of sounding convincingly meaningful while saying something which is usually
just the opposite of what you
are really thinking.
Double-talk is intentionally
tactful, helpful and healing despite its total insincerity. You
don't believe what you're saying, but you say it so that it
sounds consoling.
Here for your guidance,
class, are a few common examples of double-talk in a variety
of situations. The quoted remarks are what the person
said, followed in each case by
what he actually was thinking.
"Are you borrowing my
umbrella, Jane, dear?" — I
caught you red-handed this
time, didn't I, you little thief?
"I think these weekly early
morning staff idea sessions will
prove highly productive." — At
least I'll be able to get all you
goldbricks to work on time
once during the week.
"It' an honor to reward your
50 years of faithful service to
the firm with this token gift of
a gold watch." — How could a
guy spend half a century without ever getting off his backside!
"I love you just as much as I
did the day I met you at the
altar." — Once a crazy, mixedup kid, always a crazy, mixedup kid.
"There are times when we
have to put up with life as it is,
not as we would wish it to be."

— Weep some more, my lady.
You haven't got half the lumps
you deserve yet
"Never mind how the casserole turned out, Kate. After all,
I didn't marry you just because
I needed a cook." — Right now
I can't remember just what it
was I needed.

This letter is written to you as
Editor of the Ledger & Times in
the hope that you will publish it
in the Letters to the Editor
Column so that Calloway
County Citizens will again be
reminded of the acute shortage
of Natural Gas in our community.
I have this day requested of
the Murray Natural Gas System
that they turn off all of the
outside lights at the Courthouse
and aVall other county buildings
and at my residence on 9th and
Vine.
I am advised by the Gas
Company that there are approximately 100 customers- in
the area served by the system,
and I urge all civicminded
citizens to have the gas lights
turned off until the gas supply
increases.
I am advised of the Gas
System that it is a very simple
and free procedure to turn off
the fixtures, and in the event of
an emergency' or good reason
the lights need to be turned back
on, they would do so upon
request.
I again urge all citizens to join
in the conservation of our gas
supply.
Very truly yours,
Robert 0. Miller
Calloway County Judge

Music Classes
In Schools
Going Modern
KALAMAZOO. Mich.

(API — Taking Bob Dylan.
the Beatles and rock
MUSK' in school
That IS a
dream come true for millions of
youngsters in today's school
Music programs
Popular songs. guitars and
electronic synthesirers are

being combined with traditional
instruments in many music
classes, says the American Music Conference
A major new emphasis in
music education is improvisation — allowing each
child greater freedom in developing his own musical interests
and abilities.
One teacher in California has
4th, 5th and 6th graders -converse" with drums The combination of drums and the intensity of playing results in a
spontaneous musical composition
The class may be asked to
compose music to a piece of
poetry written by someone in
the group They select the instruments they feel best exemplify accent points and melodic lines which best suit the
mood of the poetry.
Another teacher. in Florida.
has turned her music class into
a learning center where students are free to decide what
they will study for part of the
day The semester's music lessons are all on tape and each
child can select the session he
wants_ Lessons include modern
music, rock songs. the xylophone flutes, music notation
and vocal music
In Kansas. Maryland. Michigan and dozen of other states
piano students are "plugginginto electronic labs These labs
contain pianos with individual
earphones all connected to a
central piano Console

"If there is anything more I
can do for you, please don't
hesitate to call." — But call
somebody else — not me.
"Oh, Harry, you're so impulsive I'm afraid you spent far
too much mo money getting me
this lovely engagement ring."
— You ought to have given me
a magnifying glass, too, Dummy, so I could see it without
The instructor gives instrucsquinting.
"You never looked better in tion to the entire class Then he
y'ur life." — Somebody call the can, by the touch of a knob, tune
out the group and focus on indihearse.
vidual students for additional
"I love our class in doubleassistance He can also adjust
talk, Professor. I wish it would controls to allow students to
never end." — There are some hear the others or just thenidays when I don't think it will. selves
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Big K Is Your Headquarters
for Fisher-Price Toys!!
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was termed "adulterated." ("A
food shall be deemed to be
adulterated if any substance
has been substituted wholly or
in part therefor; or...if any
substance has been added
thereto or mixed or packed
therewith so as to increase its
bulk or weight..." t By provision
of the same act, the sale of
adulterated milk is illegal.
It was by the educational
method that survey officers
first attempted to solve the
watered-down milk problem.
Following the check at the
company July 18, inspectors
checked a bulk milk tank at the
producer's farm, where they
collected a sample which was
found to contain 39 per cent
excessive water. Inspectors
advised the producer of the
consequences
of
selling
adulterated milk and told him
another sample would be taken
at a later date.
On July 31, another sampling
showed 15 per cent excessive
water in stored milk at the same
producer's farm. At this time
the State Department of Health
notified plants throughout the
state not to accept milk from
this source.

FRANKFORT, KY..—The
State Department of Health's
Milk
for
Manufacturing
Program is keeping a close
watch over Kentucky's milk
producers to prevent the
recurrence of cases similar to
one it took to court this fall, says
Leon Townsend, program
director.
The first case ever to be
brought to court by the
program, it- involved a milk
producer who on Oct. 12, was
charged r\ with
selling
adulterated (excessive water)
milk to a cheese company. Oct.
24 the case was heard in county
court, where the producer was
judged guilty as charged" and
fined $100 plus court costs.
The program's goal is to
make sure nothing but quality
milk gets to market and
eventually reaches your table in
the form of milk products,"
says Townsend,
The methods of reaching that
goal are largely educational,
training those who handle
milk—before it reaches you—
the procedures for retaining its
natural nutritional values in
milk products such as cheese
and evaporated milk, Townsend
says.
Another method the program
uses to safeguard Kentuckians
from the chance of buying low
quality milk products is through
surveillance. State milk survey
officers periodically check
records of Kentucky plants that
buy milk for use in foods they
produce. Approximately 35 such
plants now operate in Kentucky,
mostly in the state's central
region.
It was by the regular survey
method that the producer who
was fined was traced. July 18,
just weeks after the Milk for
Manufacturing Program began
operation, I under provision of
House Bill 562, passed last
General
spring by the
Assembly, the program began
July 1), a routine check of a
cheese manufacturer's records
showed a producer - had sold
milk to the company that
laboratory tests determined
contained excessive water.
Under Kentucky's Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act(KRS 217.005217.215 and 217.992) the milk

"August 4th the producer
wrote us requesting another
sample be taken," Townsend
says. "August tb,e we collected a
good sample, so we told plants
using milk for manufacturing
they could legally accept milk
from him."
But on Oct. 4, another survey
check showed the same
producer
had again sold
adulterated (excessive water)
milk to the same cheese
manufacturer—this time with
12 per cent excessive water. "A
week later we started legal
action against the man,"
Townsend says.
The state's six milk survey
officers and inspectors are
maintaining close surveillance
over this milk producer as well
as other potential trouble spots
in the state, Townsend reports,
using both education and enforcement procedures to lessen
the chance that Kentuckians
will buy and consume inferior
milk products, get sick or get
less nutrition than they need.

Christmas
shopping
in 1924

the newspaper advertised
Patsy Ruth Miller in "The
Girl on the Stairs," plus
vaudeville, at a local theater.
A coming attraction called
"Excitement" starred Tom
Mix.

By SAM STEWART
Copley News Service
"I cannot but remember
such things were, That were
most precious to me." — William Shakespeare, in Macbeth.
This may have been the
Bard's forerunner of a phrase
which has been used by many
of us, as when a conversation
begins with "I remember
when ..." or, when undiplornatically directed at friends
or kinsmen of more tender
years,"now, when I was your
age.
There is no gambit better
designed to set up the barrier
we know as the Generation
Gap.
And actually, unless you belong to, say, the under-30 brigade, the Decade of the Twenties doesn't really seem so
Long gone. f. Does it?) But as
Christmas approaches, some
references thereto may not be
entirely out of order. Take,for
example, getting ready for
Christmas in the year 1924
A.D.
This is not necessarily
chosen as the epitome of what
is recurrently referred to as
the "Good Old Days," but because there are at hand some
copies of a newspaper dated
in December of that year.
Be advised that eating out
was not unknown back in 1924.
People planning to dine out
then could have turkey dinner
"with all the trimmings" for
85 cents. A hotel recommended its own chicken dinner at 85 cents a plate. There
was no problem about
whether to have cocktails or
wine before dinner, because
those were Prohibition days.
Remember Prohibition?
To cater to the sweet tooths
that sounds much more
sugary than sweet teeth, for
some reason) peanuts were
being sold at 30 cents a pound
and chocolated almonds at 50
cents a pound.
For those who planned to
duck out to a holiday movie

All rated "G," without a
doubt.
How about shopping?
One store offered dainty
gifts like bloomers and stepins, $1.65 to $6.50; fancy garters. $1.50 to $2.50; and men's
neckwear, 50 cents to $3.50.
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BIG K WELCOMES FISHER-PRICE CO.
TO MURRAY
Big K carries the largest assortment of Fisher-Price Toys in West Kentucky all at low discount prices.

* Be Sure and Check Our Large Display in Front of Toy Dept. *
DO-RE-MI

CHATTER

TELEP hone
Big K Price

pocket
radio

AIRPORT

Big K Price

Big K Price

17

HAPPY HOUSEBOAT

PLAY FAMILY FARM

SCHOOL BUS

Big K Price

Big K Price

PLAY
FAMILY

ACTION GARAGE
Big K Price
$1188

$444

Big K Price

SCHOOL
Big K Price
$118

PLAY FAMILY

PLAY FAMILY

FUN JET

Big K Price

$477

Another store had bargains
galore. Neckties were 35
cents, linen tablecloths were
$2.98, ladies' silk hose were 75
cents a pair; and silk teddies
were $3.45 "and up."
Teddies?
Still another store had "100
hats at 12.50" and silk teddies
at $1.95 and $2.75.
The big spenders could get a
Ware Neutrodyne Receiver
for $98.50, it was boasted that
"60 families" had bought this
superb radio, which was
"years ahead of its time."
A furniture store had gas
ranges for "$35 and up" and
leather rockers for $22.50.
An auto store catered to the
motorist, and gift suggestions
included a Motometer at from
$2.90 to $7, or an onyx ball to
top the gear shift at only $1.75.
Dinner at home? There was
help for the budget.
The Groceteria had bacon
at 25 cents a pound, Swift's
Premium ham at 29 cents a
pound, coffee at 42 cents a
pound, and 12 pounds of Burbank potatoes for a quarter.
Beef pot roast was 15 cents a
pound and fresh-ground hamburger two pounds for a quarter. Another market was
pushing pork roasts at 18
cents a pound.
Turkey? The restaurants
must have cornered the market. The butcher shops
weren't advertising it.
Well, that gives an idea of
the economy, pre-Christmas
in 1924.
And if it sounds great, be reminded that 35 to 50 cents an
hour was "good wages" and a
salaried person was in the
chips at $25 a week.
As a fellow named Einstein
once said, all things are relative. It was Einstein, wasn't
it?

DO-RE-MI
MUSIC BOX
MUSIC BOX

TEACHING
CLOCK

POCKET
RADIO

RECORD
PLAYER

POCKET
RADIO
Big K

Big K Price $788

Big K
Price

Big K Price

Big K will be Open from 9 a.m. til 10:00 p.m. Mon. thru Sat. &
1-6 Sunday until Christmas for your shopping convenience.

9-10 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday
Until Christmas

Bel Air Shopping Center
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

IBANKAMERICARD
',Amy ot+v

753-8777

Price

$

1
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Baptist
Scotts Grove
II 00 am
Worship Service
Evening worship
7 30p m

LA%

West Fork
11• m
Morning Worship
• 30p m
Evening Worship

Methodist

Spring Creels
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

a p.m.

Northside

fl em.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

70.m.

Sinking Springs
111.m.
Morning WorshtP
7:70p.rn.
Evening Worship

Kirtsey BablYst
Morning Worship
11 a ni.
Evening Worship
7 30p m.

Murray Church
10a Mc
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
it ens.
Worship
Morning
7p.rn
Evening Worship

Temple Hill United
10 a.m.
11 a.m

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

New Mt. Carmel Missionery
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship

Goshon Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m. 1st 8.
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 4.5a in 1st
4th
83rd Sundays. hem 2nd
Sunday

'p.m.

Cole's Caine Ground
Worshrp Service
10 00 a m

Salem Baptist
11 am.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:150.m -

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10.00 a m.
let 8. 2nd Sunclaya, 11:00 a.m.
3rd 8. 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
lit 8. 3rd 11. 4th Sunday

Sugar Create
Ii a.m.
Morning worship
7.15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
3:30PM

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday
Sunday School Il•00 a m
1st
Sunday-t0:00 a.m 2nd 3rd 8.
4th Suay
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday: 11:00 a.rn 4th Sunday
Sunday Scheel 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3r0
& tm Sunday: 11:00 am, 2nd
Sunday

Lone Oak Primitive
I3T. 31.10013V
1U:310 A.M.
led. Sunday
2:00P.M.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11 AM.
Evening Worship
6:30 P.M.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship
13:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00P-m-

i0 a.m.
Sp m.
SO a.m.
710.M
It am.
6P.M.
I la.m.
3 P.m.

10:00a.m.
11:00a.M.
10 50a m.
6 P.m

Bridal Shower

Church
Jesus Christ
Of Lauer Day Saints
SlIeldlly School
loam

At Wilson Ho
For Miss Wo

St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mass I.m.lIam 130
pm
Saturday Mass
6. 38 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
them,
Jehovah's witnesses
Watchtower
10 30•rn.
9 30 M.
Bible Lecture

)0 00
11 CO

Another delightful
extended to Miss I
Woods, bride-elect of
Williams III, was
shower
held
December 4, at
o'clock in the even
lovely home of
Wilson.
The gracious hoste
occasion were Mrs.
Mrs. John Nanny.
Miss Woods cho
from her trousseau
knit dress and was
gift crosage of whi
The honoree open
lovely gifts for th
view.
Refreshments
squares, hot tea, a
were served.
Twenty-one pe
present or sent gif

Wayman Chapel A.M.I.
Worship Services 11 a in , 7p m
St. Satin's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 30 a.M
Morning Worship
9 308.M
Immarivel Lutheran
9 SamI
Sunday School
Morning Worapip
10 )0• m
Seventh bay Adventist
10.00• m.
Sabbath School
#.70 •.m
Worship Service

Christian
First Christian
10 308 m 7
Worship Services
prim
Murray Christian
Worship Services to Asa m , 7 p m

Triangle Inn
Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services10:45A.M

RESTAURANT & CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat 8. order or
cafeteria line
A breakfast Anytime A

Use

Shady Oaks

The). H. Churchill
Funeral Home

our

;
West Kentucky Rural

753-2411

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

Co-Operative Corp.

500 Main
753-3231

Phone 7S3•5017

So. 12th /1, Story
753-6655

Ph 753 5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121

4

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Electric

SIIITIP fashion ci
using the word
describe sprint
b't
versed
up
designers. The c
ultimate in ro
feminine looks.

Mobile Horne Courts

753-4953

Put first things first,
Attend Church

5041.m
JO p.m.

Other
Denominations

Liberty Cumberland
10 a m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
1011.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grave
1041.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11• m .7 p.m
Plesant
Mount
11 a.rri.
Morning Worship
7p m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9 30 a in.
Church School
Worship Service
10 45 •.ns

let this cup pass from me '(51 Matthew 2839).
Even the Son ot God could not away, have H13 way
The baler cup did not pass Even though Josue
prayed three times for the cup to go away, He always
concluded with, not as I will, but as thou will
He drank it deliberate,
/ in a calm majestic
mood, while God stood by in loving sympathy
By drinking that most Wier cup, Jesus
became the Saviour of the wond God gave Him
strength tor the suttenng and through this heroic
deed. Jesus became perfect
People, all about us, every day. cry the
same prayer, -let this cup pees from me" We
tremble at the ordeal ahead. Our faith shnnks to
know we must suffer such tate as St Matthew spoke
of But sulleeng seasons us It links us to
God, for high adventure and noble service
through His church

Russells Chapel United
Sunday Sch001
10 a.m
11 a.m
Morning Worship

Ilam
7p m

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

Presbyterian

First Methodist
Worship
8 45 8. 10 SO a.m.

Flint Baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
7 70p m
Evening Worship

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Almo Heights
11 a m
Morning worship
worship
730p M
Evening
Irvah
Ave.
United, 710
lOam
Sunday School
7p m
Evening Worship
United, New Coheir.
10 err,
Sunday School
Worship SerirKes 11• m , p.M.
Calvary Temple
10a.m.
Sunday School
11• m , 7 30
Worship Services
pm
First Assembly DI God
Church School
Worship Service

30•.m.
69 m.

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

Sunday

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 SOO m.
Evening Worship
6 300 m

Sovonth 6 Poplar
WOrShIP Set' VICO
10
Evening ServiCe
New Concord
Morning Service
10
Evening worship
Fission? Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

K irk sty Unite*
1100a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
700 p.m
Coldwater United
Worship Service 1) 00 a.m 1st &
2nd Sunday: 10:00 a m. 3rd & ith
Sunday SCh001 10:00 a m. 1st &
2nd Sunday: 11:00 a.m 3rd & 4th

Bleed River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening WOrship
6:30p.m.

/

Ifit &Passible

Independence United
9,30a m
Ist & 4th Sundays
11.00a m
2nd Sunday
3rd Sunday
8 00p m

Grace Baptist
Merrning WorshiP
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
7p m.

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

West Murray
Morning Worship
)0
Evening Worship
Union Grove
10
Morning worship
Evening Worship
a

Bethel United
1st Sunday
11.00a
7 . 00 p
7nd & 4th Sundays
3rd Sunday
930a

Poplar Spring'
lamm
Morning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship

Miss Patricia M
December 27th bride
Kenneth Hosford, w
honoree at a bridal sho
at the Community R
Sunday, November 26.
The gracious hostesse
special occasion wer
Douglas Tucker, Mrs
Lee Potts, and Mrs.
Tucker.
For the event Miss
chose to wear a red
Jersey dress with long
The hostesses prese
with a corsage of fall
Refreshments of pun
mints, and nuts wer
from a beautifully
table overlaid with g
lace cloth. Centering
was an arrangemen
flowers.
Approximately fift
were present or sent

Green Plain
Morning Worship
tO 4.3• m.
Evening Worship
7p m.

Brooks Chapel united
7 00p m
1st Sunday
9 30a m
2nd Sunday
11
00a m
3rd & 4M Sundays

Hazel Baptist
11 a m.
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening WOrshrp

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
'0 Xi•in
Evening Worship
6 00p.m.

Nt

Palestine united
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sundlili
Martins Chapel united
Sunday School
10 30a m
Worship Service
9 30a m
South Pleasant Grove
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
?00p m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11.00a m
Sunday School
10.00 a.m

First baptist
10.45 a M.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7.70 pan.

New Pro vidierKie
Morning Worship
II• m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Hi

4.4

Emmanuel Missionary
11 a m
morning Worship
Evening Worship
7
r rr

Patricia McCan
Honored At Sh
At Community

Church Of Christ

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

.... ?5)935m
*dm 753 MAO
WHICKESTER PRINT 116jElatif
.
102 NT
.•
he
thlusintsaman a Choice For Fine Printing
Murray, Ky

Chestnut St.
753 1215

Flame P

,

Grecian Steak House

Master Tire Service, Inc.

union

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates . Sandwiches
Specials mon., Sirloin Steak • Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753-4419

RECAPPING
Hwy 121 W (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

I

Halmes

I

Real Estate Agency

J

E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8270

and Ga
of The Lak
"Jet. Hwys.
5 Mi, North
Open 9 a.m.
"Gilt

W. WILHAM-MGR.

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*

Residential Commercial • Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying • Selling- Leasing
518 W Main
Phone 753-7774

Ellis, Mgr.

Plan

Kenlake Marina

Guy Spann

iv

Highest Cash Prices for Corn a Soybeans
Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753.7175
Central Shopping Center

Now Re

753-3914

,
41
A
64
.'‘

GRAIN DIVISION

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Hwy 641 S, (Hazel Hwy.)
Ph 753.1150

Air Shopping Center

I
,

Corp. ,Inc.

Murray Warehouse

ROSES)

Body Shop

4gallibIllail0
"

Bel

CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
100 So. 13Th St.

---

Jones Brothers
41kNP

Storey's Food Giant

THE CLEANER 'THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

ele

I

Artifi
Ire

'
S TERMITE & PEST
KELLEY

Boone's Incorporated

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Park

Ky. Lake State

4
Sholar
'
s Auto Repair

Murray Livestock Co.

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
.Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment.
• Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M - PH 753-5334
Hogs bought daily
Wm

r
. Edwin Cain Construction Co.

E. DODSON, OWNER

709 So. 7th

COMMERCIAL

Carroll Tire Service

RESIDENTIAL

Wells Electric

YOUR UNI•ROYAL TIRE DEALER
el Buildings

S
61) So 4th

753 1751

1105 Pogue - 1 1 Block E. of S 17th . Phone 753- 14119

Phone 753,1675

I
Rudy

Lassiter & Frankhousor
Glass Company

Ili

ao A.

Lovett Distributing
Co.

r.4 _I Ckiekot

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN
ITS FINGER LICKIN' GOOD
"'"

Sycamore at 12th
Peck'
s Auto & Furniture
Upholstery
a MRS WM

MR

Not God

PI1

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 5200.

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Air Conditioning-Heatinci Commercial Refrrgeration

.SALES

,

753 1494

802

Phone 153-8181

Chestnut

alace Drive-In

141S Main Street

,
Appliance

1

118 South 17th

FTD

Phone 753 3037

RCA VICTOR

Mrs Mona Purdom RN Admin
- A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN "
Physician On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
753 74'25

Phone 753 1713

JAS

A Choice Selection of Relishes' Salads roc ats

lit ATING

OPTON

SHEET METAL

9th at Chestnut

"cA

God Is Love

vett,St

1

fRittiVta eoWttA

14 U ItitAY

"Invites You To The Prrvate
World Of luxury Living-At No
Extra Cost"

i:46,,,
:,..•"'
mr.:
'-__ s•74
464...,..,
41.

Urt.
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North
Phone 753 7700

\

Phone 753 6448

I .......3

MAYTAG

403 Maple'

751 3251
IV

Fern Terrace Lodge

FRIGIDAIRE

cfrt
753.6734

Top Quality UsiO Cars

Five Points

U S 641 North

Phone-502.7S3 32110

Muditer sERv 1cL

Custom Pipe Bending
Lifetime Guaranteed Mufflers
71h 8 Maple

Ph 753-9999
1

Die

BEAL'S

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

Alit CONDITIONING

BUILDING BLOCKS IL READY MIX CONCRETE

Alinor Repair & Welding

North 4th St.

Phone 753 4837

Phone 753-8119

East Main Street

Phone 753 3540

•
Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies

vi-•-sze"
"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

..-Murray, KY

Phone 733-1933

H&H Cycle Shop
YAMAHA & DKW SALES & SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
514 Coldwater Rd
753-8078

SALES

SERVICE & RENTALS

Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
115 So 4th
7t,-3 1763

Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
4th at Poplar
7.53-1372

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
MASSEY -FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 753 1319

Industrial Woad

Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home
c uo

A

101,'

_

BURGER
QUEEN
Highway 641 Nor i ii
,.

.

X .

-BOOKS

'101.0 SIP

A,

,13 6071

Wallace's
Book Store

.S;...,.• ?IL-, .s.... 11.......t,
1413 Olive Blvd

753-7311

"Peanuts
in th

*1

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

MEMBER F T D.
507 N 4th St

American
Motors

Ward-Elkins

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral 8, WhrrIpool

Starks

MOBILE HOME SALES
SALES a SERVICE

5 Mi. No. Murray on 641

*

Shirley Florist
n_,WERS

Dunn Furniture, TV &

is alrill
.74_41111

Ambassador Hornet-Mat4clor-Greml,n•leep

I

,.Neal

7
-

*

r

P"Pairs & Installation - Gas A SCINI.,
50) N 1111
Phone 753 Steil

Phone 75.i :,':.

1

....g

. SERVICE

Hwy 94 - 1 MI E Murray . Ph 153-6685

Plumbing Heating and Air Conditioning
ronimercial and Residential - Sales a. Servuse

Phone 753 7991

,

SAT. & S

205 No 4th Street

Phone 153-5$01

PARK RENTAL

Claude Vaughn

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Points

kipsis ii

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST*
F ,vC

Phone 153 2997

12th 8 Chestnut

Cati in Orders 753-7101

r

P

Sales and Service

OR MORE

Randy Thornton Service Co.

A. JONES, OWNERS

604, S eth

Sam Calhoun Plumbing -Electric

. PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

,
Prayer Changes Us,

Trenholm's Drive-In

hotimay rneu

Distributing Gulf Products
r,.,. its..-rwoits • ACC(1180•.“
MulIIIIIA, ar

-Commercial Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753 7117

i

Roberts Realty
REALTORS
HOYT ROBERTS RAY ROBERTS
Phone 753 1651

505W Main

Nile 753 3924

Hendon
'
s Service Station
PHIllIPS

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

66

PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No

4th Street

Phone 753 1931
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Patricia McCann
Honored At Shower
At Community Room

I m
)m

Friday, December 15
The Almo Parent-Teacher
at the school at
Miss Patricia McCann, Club will meet
1:15 p.m,for the program by the
December 27th bride-elect of
first four grades.
Kenneth Hosford, was the
honoree at a bridal shower held
The Golden Circle Sunday
at the Community Room, on School Class of the Memorial
Sunday, November 26.
Baptist Church will meet at the
The gracious hostesses for the
unity Room, Murray
Comm
special occasion were Mrs. Federal Savings and Loan, at
y
Douglas Tucker, Mrs. Harr
6:30 p.m.
Lee Potts, and Mrs. Brown
Tucker.
Murray Art Guild Open House
For the event Miss McCann
nues from ten a.m. to four
conti
chose to wear a red printed
p.m.
es.
sleev
long
jersey dress with
The hostesses presented her
Saturday, December 16
with a corsage of fall flowers.
MYF of the Bethel United
,
cake,
The
Refreshments of punch
present a
mints, and nuts were served Methodist Church will
h at 6:30
churc
the
at
ram
nted
prog
appoi
y
ifull
a
beaut
from
a
and
p.m.
table overlaid with gold
lace cloth. Centering the table
Oaks Club Couples Bridge will
was an arrangement of fall
be at the club at seven p.m. Call
flowers.
Sturm 753Approximately fifty persons Mr. and Mrs. Paul
p.m.
five
after
5278
gifts.
sent
or
were present

a m

•m
pm
a m
pm
a m
pm

la m
,p m

p m

I• m
6p m

m

la

3 I)

DO a m
00a m

Oa m
6p m

Bridal Shower Held
At Wilson Home
For Miss Woods

bo.rn.

la.rn.

Oa.m.
Oa as

4.
7p

m

)0 a m
30. m

S• m
)0• m

Cam

0a m

rts

, 753-5209

s3113117
$l MIN

are
Some fashion obseners
using the word "grace" to
describe spring looks being
served up by American
designers. The clothes are the
ultimate in romantic and
feminine looks.

nk_if
Prmtinq
Murray, Ky

PEST
as

Nays

Flame Proof

Artificial
Trees
Now Reduced

733-31I4

Plantland
"Gift and Garden Spot
of The Lakelands"
"Jct. Hwys. 68 & 641
5 Mi. North of Benton
Till 8 p.m.
Open 9 a.m.
211 Est In

Sunday, December 17
The Youth Choir of the
Puryear Baptist Church will
present a Christmas Cantata at
the church at seven p.m. with
Mrs. J. T. Dale as director.
Open House to celebrate the
90th birthday of Quint T. Guier
will be held at the Community
Room, Federal Savings and
Loan, 608 Main Street, from two
to five p.m. No invitations are
being sent. All relatives and
friends are invited and asked
not to bring gifts.
The annual parish Christmas party and program of St.
Leo's will be held at the WOW
Hall at 6:30 p.m.

ath Street

Starks
)ME SALES
SERVICE

chtovie!
753 6734

LVICE

Ph 753 9999

X CO.
ONCRETE
ne 753 3540

3 I ty
tOBERTS
Hite 753 3924

Station
AYS
UCTS
ne 753 MI

Miss Jane Ellen Hills
of Louisville, announce the
Mr. and Mrs. Alan George Hills
Miss Jane Ellen Hills of
ter,
daugh
approaching marriage of their
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
son
ay,
Murr
of
Wolf
Alan
John
Murray, to
.
Walter Wolf of Louisville
ay State University in 1971
The bride-elect graduated from Murr
nt of Child Welfare for
rtme
Depa
ucky
Kent
the
with
and is now
Calloway County.
Murray State University, is
Mr. Wolf, also a 1971 graduate of
Degree in Economics and is also
now studying for his Master's
s Assurance Company.
Men'
ess
Busin
employed by the
A December wedding is planned.

When husband's away
the wife shouldn't play
By Abigail Van Buren

have two children, 7 and 5.
DEAR ABBY: I am 22 and
fast
when I was 14. I grew up
I married the first time
I divorced two years
and
and
husb
first
My
to.
because I had
the
body else. He married her
ago because he found some
The United Methodist Men
final.
day after our divorce was
and their families will have a
never marry again, and I
I was hurt and swore I'd
I
Christmas meeting at the
women. I dated a lot, and then
would use men like they did
Kirksey Church at seven a.m.
the Air Force.
in
and
I,
than
older
years
met John. He's 15
married in three months. Two
— ---Moimamh-Dooeniber
We fell in love and got
go to a remote site in Alaska
l
months later he got orders to
Ths., F4ielis, Sunday Schoo
st
Bapti
year.
for a whole
Clast of. the First
do anything to hurt him. I
John trusts me and I'd never
Church will meet at the
before I married him.
em
syst
got all the men out of my
fellowship hall of the church at
out with the girls and
go
d
shoul
I
left
he
e
befor
John said
eleven a.m.
t me to stay home
expec
t
didn'
he
that
have a good time,
for whole year.
I asked my mother if
When I got off work yesterday
The Dexter-Hardin, Olive,
go to the N. C. 0. Club on
she'd sit with my kids so I could
and Palestine United Methodist
loose! She said she
broke
hell
All
.
while
the. base for a
Church will have a special
around on my husran
I
while
wouldn't sit with my kids
around." I just
program with Red Bonds of
ning
"run
this
band. Abby, I don't consider
Dyersburg, Tenn., as guest
drinks, a dance or two
few
p—a
nshi
anio
comp
need male
speaker at seven p.m. at the
go nuts. I work five days a
and some conversation, or I'll
Palestine Church.
y so John and I will have
mone
week and am saving my
something when he gets home.
on this matter.
Please give me your thoughts
oor
Outd
LONELY IN TEXAS
Judging for the
ram,
prog
ing
light
s
stma
Chri
n who "seek male comDEAR LONELY: Married wome
sponsored by the Garden
conversation are askand
ng,
danci
s,
ay
drink
Murr
panionship" for
Department of the
busy with the girls
Keep
fate?
t
ing for trouble. Why temp
.
home
until Johnny comes marching

0
SAT. & SUN. 1:00 til 3:0
„tor
The
'Peanuts'Gang
in their
Tirst

was
The flower project
A lesson on "Candle Making"
to
y
read
now
held
is
be
will
and
ens
finished
for Senior Citiz
ng
at the Center at St. John's carry to Westview Nursi
Episcopal Church, 1620 West Home December 23.
Main Street, at 1:30 p.m.
During the social hour the
sses, Mrs. Alfred Jones
hoste
19
Tuesday, December
and Mrs. Toy Jones. served
The Dorothey Group of the
punch and Christmas cookies to
a
have
will
First Baptist Church
the ladies of the society and to
Mrs.
luncheon at the home of
the United Methodist Men.
James Carlin.

Celia Bea Taylor
Complimented With
Lovely Bridal Tea
Miss Celia Bea Taylor, brideelect of Jerry D. Williams, was
the honoree at a delightfully
planned bridal tea-shower held
on Saturday,December 2, at the
Red Room of the Holiday Inn.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Cletus
Mrs. Whitt Imes,
Hubbs,
Mrs. Herman Lovins, Mrs.
Dewey Lampkins, Jr., and Mrs.
John Imes.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Cecil Taylor, her sister, Mrs.
Heyward Roberts, and the
groom-elect's grandmother,
Mrs. Sarah Sanderson.

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast

ence
Youth of the Independ
be
will
ch
Chur
dist
Metho
United
today.
in charge of the services

Electric

BOGARD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Bogard of
Murray Route Seven are the
parents of a baby girl, Melissa
Dawn, weighting nine pounds
thirteen ounces, born on
Saturday, December 3, at 5:50
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have two sons, Cary
Allen age four, and Terry Lynn,
age two. The father is employed
at the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Oveta Bogard of Murray
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Lockhart of Murray
Route Seven. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Euel
Lockhart of Murray, Mrs.
Eupha Underwood of Murray
Route Seven, and Mrs. Georgia
Thompson of Hardin.

Woman's Club, will be held each
night from six to nine p.m.
through December 21. To enter
The United Methodist Women
call before today, Mrs. J.B. of Bethel and Brooks Chapel
Wilson, Mrs. Wayne Williams. United Methodist Churches met
Miss Betty J. Bowden, Mrs. at Brooks Chapel Church on
Clifton Key, or Mrs. Edgar
Thursday, December 7, at
Morris.
seven o'clock in the evening and
reorganized after the two
Monday, December 18
churches were put on a two
The Murray High Chorus will point charge.
s
present a program of Christma
New officers were elected to
music in the new Murray High replace some of the officers that
School music suite at 7:30 p.m. were from Independence.
Mrs. Mamie Evans presented
The Murray Unit of the
letter from Western State
a
Harldressers will meet at Ezell
tal recognizing the gift
Hospi
go
to
p.m.
six
l
at
Schoo
Beauty
sent last month from
was
that
a
for
to the Ezell cabin
ty to buy gifts for
socie
the
Christmas party and potluck
s
Christma for the patientx.
dinner. Each one is to bring a
.
ange
three dollar gift for exch
Gifts were exchanged and
Call 753-5587, 753-7132, or 753- names were drawn for new
8268 if planning to attend.
sunshine friends.

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its
Christmas party and potluck
supper at the WOW Hall at 6:30
pill.

Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Lana Carol
Woods, bride-elect of James F.
Williams III, was a bridal
Monday,
held
shower
December 4, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
lovely home of Mrs. Jack
Wilson.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Wilson and
Mrs. John Nanny.
Miss Woods chose to wear
from her trousseau a light blue
knit dress and was presented a
gift crosage of white daisies.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts for the guests to
view.
cake
of
Refreshments
h
punc
hot
and
tea,
hot
squares,
were served.
Twenty-one persons were
present or sent gifts.

PAL

FBIRTHSj

December Wedding Planned

Bethel And Brooks
Chapel Women Meet
For Reorganization

of marriage, I discovered
DEAR ABBY: After 20 years
having an affair. I went
was
and
husb
my
that
last year
the house, except for
left
t
hasn'
he
then
into a rage Since
evenings and spare
his
all
s
work and chores. He spend
able.
miser
is
ip
time at home, but our relationsh
ct, and our converconta
cal
physi
no
utely
absol
There is
l things. Any overture I
sation deals only with superficia
he wants a divorce.
said
make, he rejects. He has never
I allow him the freedom
d
Shoul
ends.
wit's
my
at
I am
atmosphere at home'?
of an affair to improve the
would print this with your
you
I'd appreciate it if
to start a discussion, which
reaction. Maybe it will help
DEAD INSIDE
k you.
Than
.
sible
impos
s
seem
otherwise
blackmailed! Your husDEAR DEAD: You are being
and go as I please
come
me
band is saying. "Either you let
around like a zomsit
just
I'll
or
,
asked
ions
with no quest
If
m." There is a third choice.
bie and sulk in my martyrdo
d
ahea
be
you'd
and,
husb
a
be
he refuses to cooperate and
to
gh
enou
g
youn
still
while you're
to sweep up the debris,
make a tile of your own.
my husband and I had a
DEAR ABBY: Last week
and loves to hunt, so we
husb
My
guest over for dinner.
guest said was delicious
our
served a venison roast, which
—then she flew into a
MEAT
R
DEE
was
it
heard
—until she
cruel and inhuman
how
.
about
on
and
rage She went on
for the sport of it,
just
ls
anima
it was to kill defenseless
fe were sick and
wildli
and that people who destroyed
depraved!
husband and I tried to
We were stunned. Both my
piled, and if hunting
stock
be
explain that wildlife cannot
overpopulate and would
d
woul
fe
wildli
the
wed,
were outla
die of starvation.
'word of it—that Nature
She said she didn't believe a
would provide.
e like that?
Abby, how can you educate peopl
HUNTER'S WIFE
if they want the facts,
DEAR WIFE: You can't. But
Sports, Fisheries and
of
au
Bure
they can write to the
Washington. D. C.
ior,
Inter
Wildlife. U. S. Department of
their own in their
on
"
ting
"hun
little
a
do
can
20240. Or they
public libraries.
personal reply, write to
Problems? Trust Abby. For a
Me and enclose a
F.
ABBY, BOX MO. L. A., CALI
ope.
eavel
ssed
stamped, addre
to Abby, Box OS700, Las
Hate to write letters? Send Si
et. "How to Write Letbookl
s
Abby'
Angeles, Cal. NM, for
ters for All Occasions."

Members of the Murray
Shrine Club and their families
and guests held their regular
fellowship breakfast on Sunday,
December 10, at nine o'clock in
the morning at the Holiday Inn.
Those attending were Jack
Persall, Bill Moffett, David
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Freed
Cothani, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Ford and daughter, Kim, and
guest, Paul Miller, Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Jones and guests, Touvi
Heickkenin, Mr. and Mrs.
Randy Thornton, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Robinson and son, Larry,
and Rev, and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie.

Miss Diane Beale kept the
register at the table overlaid
with a white linen cloth and was
centered with a silver bud vase
filled with white carnations.
nted tea
The beautifully appoi
a white
with
aid
overl
table was
and cenlinen cutwork cloth
ngement of
tered with an arra
by red
ked
flan
s
poinsettia
candelabra.
candles in silver
were sued
Silver appointments
Christmas
of
es
cooki
to serve
mints.
decor, punch, nuts, and
Assisting the hostesses were
David
Mrs. Charles Hoke, Mrs.
Lampkins, Miss Martha Robb
er,
Beale, Mrs. Aubrey Hatch
y
Mrs. Kenny Imes, Miss Beck
Inies, and Miss Susan Imes.
About one hundred persons
called or sent gifts.

Al2,

Gift
Valuesh
MAGNAVOX

Save

in perfect r ,arrnony—

Pre -matched to work
ears . . . but
model E-1000 will not only please your ty features:
your budget, too. Check out these quali
8-Track Player,
Solid -State tuner/amplifier, built-in Automatic Mark I
complete Audio Controls, a full size
and
Player plus two High -Efficiency Speakers e cart to
mobil
stereo headphones . . even a sturdy great Magnavox
raft it aft around It's rust -one of many
Thtertainment Values. See them all!

Complete Stereo System
with: Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonograph,
-8-Track Tape Player,
Headphones and Cart!

for
a
merrier
Christmas
$100

1 4 Off
/

from regular price

LPs

All
and

TAPES
etrft
ttr
Nta
tti

45

RECORDS

c
se'62
er)

on

GUITARS
and Amps
Fender — Kustom
Gibson — Yamaha
ttlietepttelt

SHEET
MUSIC
SALE
f Regular
of
1/
Band
Price
Instruments 4

(None High
tcettelteettret
1/3 Off All

VIPEMPLIIRPat:'
Reg

$329.00

Color TV
Practice Piano

,..'.9950

Console Stereo

139.50

Batons

1.98

Recorder

3.50

Leslie

399.00

Car Tape Player

139.00

Kustom 300 PA

999.00

t o
IDiamiiiiliiriNtidli

tt
10 99
al te

Now

'295°'
7900
89'0
1 21
2"
299°'
8900

849°°
4"

r--414,47:43a.
Records and 8-Track cartridges no included

5
9
9
complete
7
1
$.
package price
tittettliotttlittoultit
s All
x dpod tO
w an
No
Nnoawa
Buy g
Products!!
cett
tottttl!ittittilDttrer
s
stma
thru Sat. Until Chri
OPEN: Mon. 9:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

PIANO -ORGAN
SALEsoy'
, $49500

Reg. '6.95
rr
warwarsianartarsi-sana

DIXIELAND CENTER
Chestnut Street
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Read The READ THE

[
FOR SATURDAY,DECEM BER 16. 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
Aft,
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Avoid a tendency toward
indifference. Direct your
energies along smarter, better
coordinated lines, and you will
see possibilities in areas you
have been viewing as barren.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
If dubious about accepting a
certain suggestion, it will
probably be better to reject. But
do weigh it sufficiently so as not
to miss any angles.
GEMINI
) May 22 to June 211
Don't count on—or spend—
anticipated profits before you
acquire them. Key interests
may need a bit of extra push.
But don't go to extremes.
CANCER
, June 22 to July 23)
Mixed influences. However,
certain dilemmas and obstacles
will not be as difficult to handle
as you may think. Don't let
them keep you from appreciating your advantages.
LEO
t July 24 to Aug. 231
Planetary
influences
stimulate your knack for
handling matters that involve
many persons. Especially
favored: Salesmanship,
organizational affairs,

government work
feasible.
AQUARIUS
VIRGO
Vic"
—
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
Note the fine points in comA good day for trying out a
new idea or method. You have plicated matters, affairs of
the ability to turn the ordinary import. Make statements,
into the interesting, improve the decisions with particular care.
mediocre with a novel twist. Past procedures may have to be
changed.
Use it!
PISCES
LIBRA
r
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Some complications indicated
You are shaping future
results NOW, so be rightly in personal and money matters.
concerned about your course of Beware of instability, emoaction. Concentrate on what you tionalism. Consult with others
as to the best way to get on the
do best.
productive road.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
YOU BORN TODAY are
Direct interests and undiscerningly extremely versatile, highly
dertakings
through the various channels individualistic, progressive in
offered. Use your quick- your ideas. You could become
thinking mind to help you out of unusually successful in the
in- fields of business, finance,
unpleasant
possible
literature, music, the law and
volvements and don't let im- statesmanship. You are a
pulsive action get you into benevolent and altruistic
them.
person, but must take care that
SAGITTARIUS
the unscrupulous do not take
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
advantage of your generosity. If
Jupiter propitious. Your you do not take up one of the
talent for remembering and arts as a vocation, you should
profiting by experience can be pursue one or the other as a
applied smartly now. New sideline. It would provide an
records can be set, but don't excellent outlet for your very
overtax yourself.
deep emotions. Birthdate of:
CAPRICORN
Aff
Jane Austen, Eng. writer;
1 Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 ) .Jtgf
Ludwig von Beethoven, Ger.
Break your day down to composer, Noel Coward, Eng.
definite
essentials
and author, playwright, actor.
eliminate the unimportant. Do
yOuR PERSONAL NOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • personal 110 pope
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COOKING
IS FUN

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main

GOOD DINNER
Roast Pork
Potatoes
Emma R Law's Quick
Apple Chutney
Snap Beans
Salad Bowl
Frosted Cake Squares Beverage
EMMA R. LAW'S QUICK
APPLE CHUTNEY
Good, too, with fried chicken.
1 can (I pound. 4 ounces) waterpacked apple slices, undrained but coarsely chopped
1/2 cup dark molasses
1/2 cup currants
1/4 cup red wine vinegar
2 tablespoons instant minced
onion
1/2 teaspoon grouncfginger
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
1 tablespoon curry powder
2 shakes cayenne pepper, if desired
In a medium saucepan bring
all the ingredients to a boil.
simmer, stirring often, until
thick — 20 to 25 minutes. Store,
tightly covered, in refrigerator.
Makes about 3 cups

THE DOWNTOWN
MERCHANTS
Invite
to do your Christmas shopping in the
Downtown Shopping Center.
* BEGINNING DECEMBER 11 *
the Downtown Stores will
remain open until 8:00 p.m.

"" day
—;un
School
Lesson

Classifieds

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
COSTLY LOYALTY
Jeremiah 3S:2-13
Jeremiah had the difficult task of rebuking the sins of his people
and preaching truths which they were unwilling to accept and did
not even want to hear. They arrogantly ignored the messenger
and his message, but he remained faithful to God and duty.
Knowing that Jerusalem was going to fall into the hands of the
enemy, due to the fact that her people had forsaken God and
plunged into idolatry and immorality, Jeremiah urged the
inhabitants to surrender in order that their lives might be spared
and their city left intact. With Jeremiah preaching capitulation, it
was very difficult for the patriotic princes to arouse the people of
their city to strong resistance.
The princes approached the king, told him that Jeremiah was a
dangerous man, one who was unfriendly to his government and
people, charged him with treason, and urged that he be put to
death, whereupon Zedekiah gave them permission to do with the
prophet whatever they pleased, no matter how unjust or cruel it
might be.
In all probability, when the princes seized Jeremiah, they intended to kill him. But when he stood before them strong in the
Lord, they shrank from the thought of instant murder. One of
them suggested that they -cast him into the dungeon of Malchiah,
the son of Harrunelech, that was in the court of the prison," and
they did. This dungeon was a bottle-shaped hole in whichthere was
a lot of thick sticky mud. It was deep, dark, and damp. It was a
miserable place in which neither rest nor comfort were passible.
With cords the princes lowered Jeremiah into that miry dungeon,
thinking that he would soon die from neglect, exposure, and
3tarvation. This terrible punishment, which was meted out to the
prophet of God, shows the unreasonable hatred in which he was
held by those who were in authority. Jeremiah's crime was that
he refused to say what they wanted him to say, knowing the folly
of a wicked people who were expecting the protection of the holy
God. Their treatment of Jeremiah shows the enmity of the natural
man toward a Spirit-filled, faithful servant of the living God who
was proclaiming the truth and pointing out their shortcomings.
With cords the princes lowered Jeremiah into that miry dungeon,
with the thought that the city would never hear of him again, as he
would soon die and be forgotten.
Because God had other plans for Jeremiah, He refused to
permit his martyrdom. As is ever the case in every emergency,
God had someone ready to rescue His faithful servant.
A Sad Picture
Without a firm standing, light, and food. Jeremiah's only
prospect was starvation, suffering, and death. There was no hope
for his life in that wretched place. Those who put him there
realized this and were glad that they had gotten him
out of the
way. They wanted him to die, and the sooner the better.
In that place and condition Jeremiah was a type of all who are
unsaved They, too are without a firm standing in a world of
darkness,as the only firm standing is in Jesus Christ,
A Saving Person
God provided a deliverer for Jeremiah, whose name was
Ebed-melech. Who was he? He was an Ethiopian, a black man
from the South. This eunuch was the servant of the king, performing his duties in connection with the king's harem.
It should be remembered that Jeremiah was not in the hands of
the king, nor those of the wicked conspirators, but in the hands of
God. God raised up and had ready for Jeremiah in his hour of need
a true friend, of whom otherwise we might never have heard. God
always has somebody ready for every emergency.
Realizing that he could not be true to God without being loyal to
God's prophet, Ebed-melech promptly and courageously went to
his monarch and called his attention to the cruelty of his princes.
At the risk of his own life, he sought the welfare of God's
prophet.
Permission was given him by the king to take Jeremiah out of the
dungeon This kind man was chosen to be the human instrument
to effect the deliverance of the prophet.
A Simple Provision
Sunk down in the mud within the dungeon. Jeremiah could not
climb out or deliver himself therefrom. Even so, there just isn't
anything that an unsaved person can do to deliver himself from
his lost condition. While the majority of unsaved people realize
they cannot save themselves, they believe that somehow
salvation is a mixture of grace and works,and that, if one does the
best he can, he shall be saved. Let me remind you that salvation is
not such a mixture. Salvation is by grace through faith, plus
nothing, and minus nothing rEphesians 2:8-9). God's plan of
salvation through the ages has been one of simplicity.
When Ebed-melech got permission from the king to rescue
Jeremiah, he went into the palace and got a supply of rags, rui
took with him thirty men from the king's household
and
proceeded to the dungeon. His coming must have brought great
comfort and hope to the prophet.
Notice his tender solicitude in instructing Jeremiah to put the
old, soft rags and worn-out garments, which he was about to let
down to him, under his armpits, so that when they began to pull
the ropes he would not be cut by them and subjected to torturing
pain.
God's way of salvation or deliverance has always been a
matter
of utmost simplicity. How as Jeremiah going to get
out of that
dungeon? Not by climbing out, for that was beyond the realm of
possibility. Certainly not by complaining about the ropes and the
rags because he did not like them. It was either by means of the
ropes and rags or not at all. So. the only prospect of slavation for
the unsaved is by receiving the Lord Jesus C'hrist as personal
Saviour (John 1:12).

THEIR

For Your Shopping Convenience
Also See .. .

SANTA CLAUS!
EACH AFTERNOON BEGINNING
December 11.
Santa Claus will be in his house on
the Court House lawn. He will arrive
at his house at 3:00 each afternoon,
1:00 Saturday.

Once they've learned to tell time,
they deserve a real watch.
Caravelle by Bulova.

Caraveue's -Student" is a great
first watch for boy or girl. It has a
precision jeweled Movement.
Unbreakable mainspring. Full
numeral dial. A youth-sized Strap.
It's a watch a kid can read. And
Can't overwind A very grown-up
watch at a youngster price.
$1695

Santa will be there on the 8th
at 3:00 and the 9th at 1:00

FURCHES JEWELRY
113 So, 4th Street

Murray, Ky

NEW CAR SPECIALS
Buy Now - Prices Reduced!!
1972 Mercury Montego. 4-door, air conditioned,
V-8, power steering.
$3,300.00
1972 Mercury Comet. 2-door, air conditioned, V-8-,
power steering, vinyl top.
$3,000.00
1972 Toyota Corolla. 2 door
$2,000.00
1972 Toyota Land Cruiser.

$3,600.00

Only One Demonstrator

2

loaded, 7,000 actual miles. Was $5,975.00
- Now $4,650.00
See Them!!
Your Authorized Dealer for

Lincoln - Mercury - Capri • Toyota - G M C
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Bowling
Standings

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th Street
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On Hwy. 121
Phone
(Mayfield Hwy.)
753-578)4
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Murray.

Nursery

DILLAR OR DOLL
Bowling League
Team
Strike Outs
3
GO Getters
2
The Daisies
2
The Friendly Four
GOo Dooda's
2
Pin Drops
2
The F lubber%
1
Gamma Gamma
High Team Game
The Daisies
Goo Dooda's
Go Getters
Iffgh Team Game
The Daisies
Go Getters
Goo Dooda's
High Team Series
The Daisies
Go° Dooda's
The Flubbers
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The Daisies
Go Getters
Goo Dooda's
High Ind Game
Martha Alls
Mary Smith
Jane Buchanan
High Ind Series
Martha Ails
Debbie Coleman
Jeanette Storey
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Jane Buchana
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Martha Ails
High Ind Series
Martha Alls
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Shirley Billington
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Bobbie Garrison
Mary Smith

* Growing To Serve You
* Free Landscape Design
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Jane Knight
Margaret Morton
Hilda Bennett
Pat Scott
Kay Addison

stmas

Trees
Scotch Pine or v Balsam
* Snow White or any one of seven bright
Christmas colors.
*Many flocked and ready to go,
Or
* Pick from our big selection of green trees and
have it flocked to your order.
* Green or Flocked and Decorated *
WREATHS
CENTERPIECES I KISSING
'4"
94" to '8"
'3" to '795
BALLS
---4 --.g
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g POINSETTIAS
N BRILLIANT RED
g 2 Stem $395
4 3 Stem $595
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Bruins Move Into Second-Place
Tie in National Hockey Eastern
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In Brief
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Vas."
111. 1 'Wasn't really scared," he
'
aid of the day of the operation
loaded rue up and I
asked if Dr. Gonzalez had arrived. When he got to me I told
him to fix a couple of bloody
Marys and get on with it. They
injected me and I was gone."
- Bench was named Most_ Valuable Player in the -National
League in 1970 and 1972.

a

ROBERTS-92.0

"I'd been saying all along
that anything could happen and
end your career," he said.
"You just can't count on it.
You could get injured and it's
over."

Both boys and girls
love him!
37"x6',2"x19"

JOHNNY WEST
BUCKBOARD
Scale model really operates! Over
3 feet long.

Bench recalled Saying this
when named MVP in 1970, and
he said it again after last season, km,wing what faced him.
Bench said he will be out of
the hospital around Dec. 20 and
expects to rest for at least
three weeks.
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5L00 with 10 Gallons or More Fill Up.
chase.
51.50 Under 10 Gallons Fillup or No Pur

2 for$ 1 00

MURRAY HOME &AUTO
Che,tnut Street
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Now $695

Save!!
Come On Out — Fill Up and

During This Special Car Wash
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COLLECTOR
BOTTLES
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rest of the year!
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CRISSY
DOLL
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"I 'night just stay at home or

ANNIVERSARY PARTY

$ 1 188

Ages 3-6 yrs.

!
* The Filler Up Place To Gas Up

Murray, Kentucky
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Phone 753-2571

* Open Sundays 1-6 Until Christmas *
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She Sought Adventure And Found
Unusual Art Collection In India
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
In other generations it
was the boys who elected to
see the world before settling
down in familiar surroundings
after college .--Today girls also
have developed a wanderlust,
and their nomadic peregrinations may provide them
with more adventure than they
anticipated.
At an exhibit of Tantric Art
of Tibet in a New York store.
Barbara Bailey Bolton. who
collected the art work in India
where the Dalai Lama is in
political exile, explained how
she acquired the unusual collection — eleven Thangkas
!temple paintings i and woodblock prints in 500-or-so different motif — deities. horoscopes. mandalas. charms.
prayer flags Her trip to India
had not been planned After tiring of classroom work, she was
seeking new frontiers

Fruit Trees
Apple—Pear—Peach —
Nectarine. D.Yf. & Std.
50 Percent OFF
Sale Ends Dec. 15th.

Plantiand
•1;ift and Garden Spot
of The Lakelands'•
"Jct. Buys. 68 & 641
5 Mi. North of Benton
Open 9 a.m. Till 8 p.m.

I went from the University
of Michigan to Columbia to the
University of Vienna and on
scholarship to the Free University of Berlin: she observed.
I became disgusted with revolutionary activists on campus
and began to realize I even
knew more about the subject of
my thesis la German expressionist poet i than the professors. Why continue? I suddenly
realized that philosophy to date
had little bearing on life or'
reality
With money earned lecturing
on comparative literature in
Berlin, she began real experiences which led her to try •*the
wide-open frontiers of Australia but she found it 'a little too
wide-open and crude " Instead
she began farming mussels on
the seacoast. an art she had
observed in Spain She also
wrote for a newspaper and lectured at a university.
Nothing escaped her adventurous spirit She had noted
abandoned model-A Fords on
Australian farms, and with a
partner. Peter Henry of London
and the help of mechanics, she
began restoring the cars. It
takes five old Fords to make
one, and soon they were running
out of parts.
An English photographer.
Derek Hobby, persuaded the
two to make a film with him
and they hit on filming the ideas
of research scholar.
Velikovsky, in whom they all
shared interest. Their first attempt was to have been his
"Legend of Rama" with still
photo background sequences —
temple friezes. katikali dances
— to be filmed in India. Someone suggested Tibetan monas-

M U ItRAY *IPA SEMT'CE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St
Phone 1539999

teries would provide pure pic- which are active in trying to
preserve Tibetan culture. When
tures.
The trio walked 16 days to the Dalai Lama fled from Tibet
Thyangboche, half way up Mt. in 1959, he and his priests took
Everest, which Barbara says as many carvings and shrines
served as Hilary's base camp as they could
for his famous climb
-Fifteen years ago it would
They ran into an original cul- have been impossible to buy
ture — the people Kere in the anything from them." Barbara
midst of their spring printing of comments, "but today they are
woodcuts which lasts two keen to have their stories
weeks.
known in the west . . . and the
"The woodcuts are made on monasteries sell the temple
the Chinese 60-year calendar paintings to support themselves
cycle and are brought out when
certain deities are in favor or
Some of the woodcuts were
auspicious. Some blocks are 200 silk screened in Bombay on
years old and fragile. but usual- handmade India papers so that
ly they are carved anew by
many more people can enjoy
monks at least every 150 the ancient prints. Barbara and
years." Barbara explained
Peter are keeping one copy of
each print, but they have a
Most of the prayer flags.
movie record of their trip. and
woodblock prints that show
Tibetan patron saints, deities,
prayer inscriptions. are bought
by the laity and flown from
trees or poles on lines Some
religious families add a flag
each month as an act of devotion
The group observed the ageold method of making paper
from wood shavings that are
LOS ANGELES AP — The
pounded by mallet into pulp
that is spread on a tray of motorcycle policeman raised
gauze, dried in the sun and
what looked like a gun and
peeled off. It is then put on
pulled the trigger as the motorstretchers, removed while still ist sped by on the curve.
moist by monks and placed over
The driver saw the officer
carved fruitwood blocks that
and hastily slowed down. But it
have been inked
was too late. He was 15 miles
Some ,of the collection have over the limit — and it was
been purchased by museums,- .recorded on the scope of the
universities and galleries, hand-held Digital
Doppler. a
new tool police are using the
NER IORK iLPII — An
catch speeders.
estimated 70 million persons
A nine-mile stretch of Sunset
over 40 and 56 million children
Boulevard from Beverly Hills
in the United States has e sisual
problems An estimated tsso
to the Pacific Ocean is now pamillion persons 40 years of age
trolled by motorcycle officers
and over have glaucoma. It
using the instrument, which
causes"3.5 per cent of blindlooks like a comic strip ray
ness in America. Senile
cataracts cause 13.6 per cent of gun.
The police purchased eight of
blindness.
the devices — also known as
speed guns" — for about $700
each. They have been used on
Sunset for three months because conventional speed detection systems are impractical
there.
"The winding curves on Sunset endanger officers engaged
in lengthy pursuits to cluck sad
catch speeders," said Sgt. Gly
C. Halt.
The detectors transmits a eldio,; beam. It strikes a moving
vehicle, bounces back to the
gun and goes into a portable
computer connected to the gun.
The vehicle's speed is instantaneously registered in figures on the scope at the back of
the gun.
The figures can be locked
into place to prove to disbelieving motorists they were
speeding.
How do officers know the gun
is accurate?
It's tested against a tuning
fork which vibrates to simulate
an objective moving at 50 miles
an hour.
Two-man teams use the detectors. One officer clocks
speeders, the other pursues
them.
The speed gun, manufactured
by CMI, Inc. of Minturn, Colo.,
was well publicized before it
went into operation.
I
. , s, • ._ —
"We were afraid some little
,• ,, •
old lady may see an officer
pointing a speed gun at her and
dive under the dash and pile up
the car," said Hickman.

'Speed Gun'
Aids Police
In Traffic

Project:
NEW HORIZONS
for KNOWLERGE
THE
141 _
OFFICIAL

it was shown at Gimbels de- modate living quarters. On the
partment store during an exhi- way, she and her partners will
bition The trio also spent a stop in Mexico to develop a
year in Nepal. Sikkim, Bhutan.
leather market of handcrafted
They are having a Six-week
items — she had supplied some
exhibit at a Manhasset, LI deNew York stores with luggage
partment store and then will and handbags when she was in
take the art to the Buffalo Sci- India
"If things are handcrafted,
ence Museum for an exhibit.
After that they hope to research you can't be ripped off in New
the early Aztec ruins in Central York." she commented.
When they have acquired
America, the - Impetus having
been provided by their Tibetan enough money, they hope to go
experience. Barbara has ac- back to their original idea of
quired a 1959 school bus which filming some of the myths of
is being remodeled to accom- Velikovsky.

"‘
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Dr. Willaid Ails, pharmacist at the 4.1urray-Calloway Count'.
Hospital. was the guest speaker at Freed-Hardeman College last
week to present a series of lectures on drugs and their use

FA
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Save cold cash
on Gulf Winter Tires
4-PLY POLYESTER CORD

Gulf Viking-any size

SW'
• Vinyl

90*
for*5

• Foot

plus F.F.T. $1.77 to
3.16 depending on
size. Tubeless, Load
Range I—reversible
whitistblack sidewalls.
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Wood to

$1800
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based on Gulf's
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tr,
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)
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'Suggested trade-in price at participating dealers.

Look for our Winter Tire Store Banner
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Think of us as a
Tire Store

ASSOCIATED PRESS

0510.'C

Awit
Here is an indispensable reference tool for every home, classroom, or office.
THE OFFICIAL ASSOCIATED PRESS ALMANAC has the authority of the
world's largest news-gathering organization behind it. It contains up-to-theminute facts on sports, politics (all 1972 election results are included), the arts,
history—and virtually every other field of human knowledge. Nearly 1,000
pages in a large 6 by 91/2-inch format, The AP Almanac is one of the least expensive one-volume reference books available today. You can obtain your
copy for only $1.50 plus 25 cents postage through this newspaper.

r

The Official
ASSOCLATEDPRESS
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ALMANAC

Check These Gulf Locations For Their Prices On Gulf
Winter Tires

NEED To KNOW
SOMETHING ABOUT
YOUR NEW
cOMMuNITY?

AP ALMANAC
THE LEDGER & TIMES -MURRAY, KENTUCKY
P.O. Box G22
Teaneck, New Jersey 07666
copies

Send me

Enclosed is $
of AP Almanac .

1,46
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I{11(fOrt•
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Address
Stitt*

City
11.1.

MA..checks roluble Iv The Act°,
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Successor to the
New York Times Encyclopedic Almanac
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sI.7i ref hook oh hat, powlixt mot hah,lhogZip --
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M.11.11•11.

•••11•1•10
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4th & Elm Streets

GREEN'S Sycamore
Service
9th & Sycamore Streets

•••
••••*1

TROTTER'S Gulf
Service

CAIN'S Gulf Service
6th & Main Streets

U.S. Hwy. 641 & Glendale Road

Name

IsHinoz••••••••••••••••••••'VOW

LOVETT BROTHERS
Gulf Service

**N

••••

•••••

Ile,,

753-2378

I
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Our hostess will bring gifts and
greetings, along with helpful
community information.

DEL'S Gulf
Service
Five Points

WILSON & HOLSAPPLE
Gulf Service

(Guii;

Think Of Us As A Tire Store
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12 to 6 Sunday
z)f -

10 each evening
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ROSES is open
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* Prices In This Ad Good Fri.-Sat.-Sun., December 15-17 *

MENS SLACKS

MEN'S SEAT VALET

-Calloway Count
eman College last
their use.

100% POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT
Fake fur pile of 100% Polyester.

fashionable new colors to

Plaid in lovely pastel Pink, blue yellow

coordinate with a variety

and white or in beige,

Reg. '19"

of shirts.

brown & white plaid.

Sizes 29-42.

Regular '11.97

One Size Fits All!

a;;;;\
SWIVEL BAR STOO

BANKAMERICARD

McGRAW EDISON

• Vinyl Upholstery
• Padded Seat and Back
• Foot Rail

ELECTRIC

POWER TOOLS

1/4" Drill

Highest quality at a reasonable price!

$888

BLANKET
• Single Control

An ideal Christmas gift for the man of the house!

• Wrought Iron Look Frame

• Asstd. Colors

Reg.'15"

• U.L. Approved

7" or 7'4" Saw

TABLE
LAMPS

PUNCH BOWL
SET

WARING

8 Qt. Bowl
Base

8-SPEED
BLENDER

12 Cups

Avocado - Gold - White

--

Ladle &
Cup Hooks

Buy Now
for
Christmas!

Reg. V*

MICKEY MOUSE
2-SPEED PHONOGRAPH
• Scuff resistant case

SIX STRING

• Convenient hide away handle

GUITAR

& plastic snap closure.

MICKEY MOUSE or DONALD DUCK

TRANSISTOR
RADIO

Reg.
Bowl 96c

• Water

G.E. SATIN BRIGHT

LIGHT SET
Independent Burning
Multi-Colors

An Ideal Gift for
A Youngster!

BANKAMERICARO
3 Wheel Speed Cycle
by Marx

Tires

camore
treets

Service
ts

BRONCO-BUDDY

TROTTER
HORSE

ELECTRO-SHOT SHOOTING
ARCADE

GI JOE JEEP
& TRAILER

• Rapid or
Single Shot

• 4 Spring Action

.
SAPPLE
r
vice
yti

• Safe
• Sturdy

• Realistic
• Battery Spotlight
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Telephone Climber
Likes Outside Work
By DICK HENDRICKSON
Elyria Chronicle-Telegram
Writer
NORWALK. Ohio 1API —
Women's liberationists seem to
be •'out to cut their own
throats." says Janis Kay Ortner. who recently entered the
once all-male ranks of telephone pole climbers
'•There's nothing better than
having the guy pay for everything,- says the 20-y-ear-old
former operator for Northern
Ohio Telephone Co.
Since it wasn't women's lib,
what prompted her to take up
the new job?
• -1 just like to be outside."
she says. "It's a change of
pace."
The company recently
opened as repairmen's ranks to

women Although the firm has
one other ort the job at Ober
Miss Ortner is the first in this
area
This day and age I guess it's
one of those things. says one of
her supervisors, Paul Robuck ,
of Norwalk. "They seem to be
working out They're doing
their jobs.''
After having attended two
schools to learn general installation and maintenance work
and pole climbing, she gets. assignments in such regular
duties as installing phones or
tracing trouble in the lines
along the highways.
She says there has been little
reaction from-the men. though
one did a double take the first
time he saw her. "I think he
thought it was just a guy. with
long hair," she says.

Hospital Report

$25,000 Saxon ring
unearthed in Dover

Dec. 12-72
ADULTS 103
A large gold Saxon ring set
NURSERY 2
with a red garnet, valued at
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
more than $25,000, was unDISMISSALS
earthed recently by archaeolCharles Bradley Ryan, 1403
ogists working in Dover, EnGlendale Rd., Murray, Alvin
gland_ It has been dated back
• Brandon, Jr., Rt. 4, Murray, to the 5th Century.
Mrs. Mary Edith Smothers, 1978
-The ring in superb condiVictoria, Lincoln Park., Mich.,
tion is one of the finest pieces
Reldon Marshall Morsworthy, .of Saxon jewelry so far found
201 S. 15th, St.. Murray, George 4 in Kent," said Mrs. Jenny
Hubert Ligon, 1504 Cardinal, Lock, secretary of the Council
Murray, Ezie Carlisle Lovett, Of Kentish Archaeology.R. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Nellie Dean
Outland, Rt. 5, Murray, William
'Siiger- is ilenveil friim
Fred DiIday, Rt. 3, Murray, "arikrt%arkara.
Mrs. Eula Lee Dobbins, Box 66.
l'oliftlitla %seer artisan 111 the
Puryear, Tenn.
befiire I T7)11.

For the 33rd Consecutive Year

proudly presents the
Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts

FOR RELEASED POW

Christmas will be
special this year
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
This won't be 3-year-old
Kirsten Charles' first Christmas with her daddy, but it will
be her merriest and the one
she will remember best.
Daddy is Navy Lt. jg ) Norris Charles, a Navy flier and
one of three American war.
prisoners freed by the Communist North Vietnamese
Sept. 17. Charles was shot
down over enemy territory
last Dec. 30.
The Navy has instructed
Charles to say little if anything publicly without moving
through channels. But that
didn't include talking about
Christmas.
"It's sure to be our happiest
one yet," he says. "We have a
lot of plans, but my wife is
making them. It's really going to be a family Christmas
this year "
Charles' wife, Olga, who
traveled to Hanoi to accompany her husband homeward,
says little Kirsten remembers
last Christmas vividly — a
Christmas celebrated only
five days before Charles'
plane was brought down by
anti-aircraft fire.
"She remembers her
daddy, too," says Mrs.
Charles, "but of course she
doesn't associate him with
Christmas yet. She will after
this year, though."
Mrs. Charles is planning a
double-barreled family reunion for the Yuletide holidays.
"We're going to visit Norris' parents in Tampa, Fla.,
and my parents in New Orleans, La ," she says. "This
year Thanksgiving and
Christmas are being wrapped
into one for us. We have
plenty to be thankful for, now
that Norris is home again."
Mrs. Charles says she especially is grateful that her 27year-old husband was returned to freedom in such

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
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NEW YORK (AP) — The argument for dropping wageprice controls this coming April
has been undermined by the
decidedly bad news that wholesale prices rose strongly in November after showing signs of
settling down.
It isn't likely to be the only
bad news either, because there
is an inclination in expanding
industrial economies for wages
and prices to seek ever higher
levels. it is unthinkable that
they should fall.
It is so in Canada and Britain
and Germany and Italy and
France and Japan and every
other nation dedicated to using
to the limit its resources, physical and human, so as to keep
the greatest number working at
the highest wages.
Compared to some European
nations, the United States has
done a superb job of tackling
the price issue. The rate of inflation has been reduced to
about 3.5 per cent, while in Europe it is rising above 6 per
cent.
But there are developing patterns in the United States suggesting that while it was courageous to rope the bull with
wage and price controls, it will
be another thing to wrestle the
ensnarled animal to the ground.
Whilesale price increases
generally presage retail price
rises sometimes by only a matter of weeks, as with food, a
major factor in the big six
tenths of one per cent rise in
November.
Adding ammunition to the argument for a retention of controls is the fact that spending
pressures remain strong
throughout the economy—in
business, consumer and govern['lent categories—and likely
will remain that way.
Government
overspending
has been a major factor in the
loss of economic stability that
began in the mid 1960s and it
remains so today. Heavy budget deficits eventually are paid
for in the form of inflation.
While business capital spending may rise around 12 per cent
or so in 1973, based on reliable
projections it will probably be
down a bit from the 16 per cent
rate of 1972. However, conSumner spending might be higher.

f

Mrs.S.'Claus staged a sit-down strike in the Rank of Murray today,
However, when questioned by Bank Officials, she
:that she was only getting a little rest from canning. You
indicated
know, she is making a lot of Murray people happy this
year by canning all
' sorts of goodies in the Rank of Murray Can-of-Cash
Program, Mrs. Claus. who always says the right
things, indicated to the Rank
it she wants to be "As fresh as a new fallen snow" to greet people at the HOLIDAY ROOM
which will be open at the Main Office of
the Bank during banking hours beginning December 18th thru 22nd.

P„

CHILDREN OF ALL AGES ARE INVITED.

The addition of the ranch
"Johnson is the only presihome and the ranching and dent we've had up to now who
fariiiing
headquarters, the has his birthplacePhhis ancesgrandfather's old-time ranch tors, his boyhood home, his
and the one-room school John- principal nonpolitical vocation,
son once attended will make a his Texas White House and
presidential package unlike any then his retiretirement home
in the country, the park service and his cemetery all within 15
said.
'Mies," said Charles Boatner, a

LA-Z-BOY
RECLINA-ROCKER CHAIRS FROM s 129
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Bowling
Standings
KENTUCKY LA
Bowling Leagu
Team
Lindsey's
Mutual of Omaha
Corvette Lanes
All Jersey
Jerry's
Colonial Bread
Moose Lodge No 1
State Farm Insurance
Fenton & Hodge
Todd Bros. Motor Sales
Moose Lodge No 2
Murray Auto Parts
Palace Drive inn
Motor Parts & Bearing
High Team Gam
Mutual of Omaha
Moose Lodge NO I
All Jersey
High Team Gam
Jerry's
Moose Lodge No
Mutual of Omaha
High Team Serie
Mutual of Omaha
All Jersey
Corvette Lanes
High Team Serie
Jerry's
Corvette Lanes
Mutual of Omaha
High Ind, Gam
Marvin Burke)
Hatton Garner
Charlie Hargrove
T C Hargrove
John Wilcox
High Ind. Gam
John Wilcox
Mike Stranak
Danny oseron
High Ind, Seri
Dan Jones
DeWayne Smith
Charlie Harorove
High ind. Seri
DeWayne Smith
Danny Osbron
Charlie Hargrove
High Avers
Dave Bradford
Ron Pacw
Lyman Dixon
T.C. Hargrove
Bill Egnor
Hatton Garner

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING
' gift of La? Boy .s tne gift of ease
it shows him you appreciate the ma-,
wonderful thongs he dOeS throughout the
year. Its the gift for every moment of his
leisure — rectinong in any position of Ns
clicace. Sitting up and watching TV, tIVOCI
reciting as a platform 404,4111. 11111-80y,
with its superb beck construction and on•
dependent footrest mecnanism is the gift
of good haalth. It supports hm as it relaxes him — as a recliner as a relaxing
in chair, and as a comfortable platform
rocker There is no gift like a La Z Boy
And no better time to give it. Come in
now for enmediate dekvery.
•1.-Z S.,
cw, Cl Ail ot.t.n
••cf•mone md•holk.srr.
S., wto,1,1 port
...
•risowt
•.tea, cast of
— to., OW Ned at my urn*.

•
o

Effective Until
Christmas

DUNN'S TV, FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
Open: 8 til 8 Mon.-Sat.
I tit 6 Sunday

Until Christmas

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Phone 753-3037

Dress & knit
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SHIRTS
Sizes 2-20

'2"and up
BODY SUITS
Reg. '6.50
Now

415

Open
Sundays
1-6 p.m.

SLACKS

SKIRTS

Sizes 220

Reg. 15.75
NEWSPRINT
For the first nine months of
2972 total estimated U.S.
newsprint consumption was
4 million tons, compared
with 6.9 million tons in the
first nine months of 1971.

park service official stationed
in Fort Worth, Tex., who has
supervised the transition.
."It'll be a great deal better
than running up and down the
Potomac trying to chase
George Washington—and we'll
have the authentic things," he
added.

The Gift For a Lifetime*

Wholesale Prices Hurt
Argument On Controls

`Vri'S

11172

Johnson Donates Land For National Park Site

WASHINGTON (AP') — Come
summer, tourists can glimpse
the Old West and the new and
at the same time, trace the
birth-to-retirement surroundings of a former president in
the 1.13J territory of Texas.
Lyndon B. Johnson donated
sound health.
more than 200 acres of the I,BJ
The lieutenant's parents,
Ranch in the state's hill counMr and Mrs. Herbert Charles
try to the public this week, and
of Tampa, traveled to San
the National Park Service is
Diego, Calif., to be with their
well along with plans for showson as he underwent a routine
ing it off as an example of a
series of medical checkups
modern working ranch.
which turned up no ill effects
Thirty-six head of registered
from his nearly nine months
cattle, the nucleus of a herd,
of imprisorunent in a North
will be grazing on the slopes,
Vietnam prison camp
and crops will spread across
"You can't imagine how
the landscape.
happy we are about Norris'
The park service is paying
return," said his father. "At
Johnson between $25,000 and
first I wouldn't believe it. It
835,000 for the cattle and has
seemed too good to be true.
hired his foreman, Dale MalaNow that we're all together
chek, and five ranchhands to
again, Christmas is going to
oversee the operation and to suhave a new meaning for all of
pervise some details at the conOlga says any family
trasting Old West ranch.
Christmas celebrations they
That 47-acre tract 15 miles
plan either in Tampa or at her
away in Johnson City was used
parents' home in New Orleans
by Johnson's grandfather as a
are going to include prayers
cattle-drive quarters in the
of thanks .
1880s. It will be recotatructed
"Both our families feel that
to show such Old West entertheir prayers and mine must
prises as blacksniithing and
have had something to do with
perhaps saddlemaking.
Norris' liberation." she points
"We think it's going to be a
out. "So if our prayers were
hell of an experience for
answered, we owe the Lord
people," said one park service
some prayers of thanksgivemploye who has dealt with the
ing."
ranch transition.
He credited outgoing park
HISTORIC HUT . _
4 service Directer George HartA tiny wooden hut built on
zog with persuading Johnson to
the pier at Harwich, Essex, donate the land and promise
England, in 1863 as a booking
another gift of up to 500 acres
office for ships sailing to Hol- later so there could be a unifieti
land has been established as plan to show the public how
the
an historic site.
nation's first president from the
Southwest grew up, prospered
and retired.
iklaltitinla is 23 per. rent
fiirt•st.
Johnson's boyhood home and
his birthplace already have
been declared national historiIts- I .S, e% al 11 adiim‘si
ninepins. LW
1. lied (ht. cal moninnents by Congress
and 668,000 persons have visited
them since 1970.

Western Kentucky's Moat Unique Restaurant

SATURDAY RADIO SCHEDULE
/au broadcasts of ,rase mat nee pertotrnanCeS
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Now

'475

$375

Cash

Sank Americard

Lay-A WAY

sininnian

Segaii

and up

Open Da
Until
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Bowling
Standings

Two games were played
Team
Tuesday and two games were
L indsey's
42
14
played Wednesday in the
Mutual of Omaha
38' 2 17'2
Corvette Lanes
34
Murray Park and Recreation
22
All Jersey
32
24
Basketball league.
Jerry's
30
26
Tuesday night's action saw
Colonial Bread
30
26
moose Lodge No. 1
29
27
the Palace Drive-In down the
State Farm Insurance 29
27
Douglas All-Stars by the score
Fenton & Hodge
17
29
Todd Bros. Motor Sales 27
of 94-89, and Vanderbilt
29
Moose Lodge No, 2
26' 2 29'?
Chemical roll over the Rescue
Murray Auto Parts
20
36
Five 69-27.
Palace Drive Inn
14
42
Motor Parts & Bearing 13
43
The Palace jumped off to an
early lead and maintained it
High Team Game (SC)
Mutual Of Omaha
876
throughout the first half,
Moose Lodge No 1
869
leading
51-42 in the dressing
All Jersey
865
room.
Nigh Team Game (NC)
Jerry's
1027
At the close of the third
Moose Lodge No 1
1013
stanza, the Palace was found
Mutual of Omaha
1003
High Team Series (SC)
holding an eight-point edge. The
Mutual of Omaha
2550
Douglas quintet staged a rally,
All Jersey
2522
however, and pulled to within
Corvette Lanes
2510
High Team Series (NC)
two points during the final
quarter, but could never pull
Jerry's
7996
Corvette Lanes
2942
even.
Mutual of Omaha
2931
The Palace connected on 37 of
High Ind. Game (SC)
Marvin Burket
46 from the free throw line,
214
Hatton Garner
211
while the Stars could manage
Charlie Hargrove
210
only one of 24 gratis shots.
T C Hargrove
210
Mike Sims and Andy Groves
210
John Wilcox
led the Palace with 23 points
High Ind Game (NC)
255 ...each, while Porter McCuiston
John Wilcox
143
Mike Stranak
paced the Stars with 22. Allen
238
Danny Osbron
High Ind. Series (SC)
Hudspeth added 20 and D.
Jones
585
Dan
Brandon chipped in- 16 for the
DeWayne Smith
583
losers.
Charlie Harcirove
580
Lamb led the Vanderbilt
High Ind. Series (NC)
squad with 28, with Walters
DeWayne Smith
673
Danny Osbron
660
adding 19, while Ricky Edwards
Charlie Hargrove
652
paced the Rescue Five with .14
High Averages
Dave Bradford
177
points.
Ron Pacw
175
In the first game Wednesday,
Lyman Dixon
174
Eakers defeated Lax and EdT C Hargrove
174
Boll Egnor
173
nionson by the score of 66-59.
Hatton Garner
173
Eakers was led by Steve Hale

Vols Favored To Win
In Volunteer Classic
Salt Lake City while in the Jayhawk Classic at Lawrence it's
San Francisco vs. Army and
Texas Tech vs. Kansas.
Purdue takes on Western
Kentucky and Southern California is pitted against Auburn in
the Trojan Classic at Los Angeles. In the Big Four at Greensboro, N.C., it's North Carolina
vs. Duke and Wake Forest vs.
North Carolina State.
In the other major tourneys
starting tonight, Oregon meets
Colorado State and Nebraska
faces Kentucky in the UK at
Lexington, Ky., while in the
Marshall Invitational at Huntington, W.Va., Princeton is pitted against second-ranked Florida State and Baylor goes
against Marshall.
West Texas State won Sts
sixth straight as a feature of
the comparatively few games
played Thursday night. The.
Buffaloes beat St. Peters 100-81
led by Jerry Christian who
scored 25 points and grabbed 18
rebounds.
Ev Fopma also threw in 25
points for Idaho State as the
Bengals from the Big Sky Conference knocked Wyoming from
the unbeaten ranks 70-51.
Brown upset Manhattan 61-54
and Fordham routed Columbia
84-66 while
Weber
State
whacked Northern Illinois 95-66.
East Carolina humbled St.
Francis, Pa., 76-73, Boise State
downed Hardin-Simmons 78-60,
Maine whipped New Hampshire
70-55, Rhode Island overcame
Vermont 78-73 and Seton Hall
thumped Wagner 93-44 in other
games.

a cuick memo

Buritingimm
gags KO.
Open
Sundays
1-6 p.m.

Open Daily 9:00 to 8:00
Until Chrisiniz:

Racers To Host Jackson
State Saturday Night

Four Games Played In
Park Basketball League

KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League

By TED MEIER ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
Victor the Bear may be the
top performer tonight as the
merry whirl of Christmas holiday tournaments in college basketball picks up momentum.
No player he, Victor, will
perform at halftime of the Syracute-Tennessee game at Knoxville that concludes the first
round of the Volunteer Classic,
one of seven major holiday affairs scheduled.
Victor is listed to wrestle
with volunteers from the crowd
as part of the entertainment designed to supplement the actual
play on the court. Between the
Holy Cross-Missouri game that
opens the first round the Little
Big Orange Basketeers will
perform and during Saturday's
final activities there will be a
fashion show with "Bathing
Beauties."
Although drubbed by Marquette 56-30 in their last game
the Vols are favored to win the
Classic for the seventh straight
time. '1 think our team is ready
to play good basketball," said
Tennessee Coach Ray Mears.
"But the thing that worries me
is that the rest of the field is
unusually strong. All three
challengers have moved out to
a fast start.Missouri is perhaps the
strongest challenger. The
Tigers from the Big Eight are
unbeaten in five games and
have jumped to 12th in the As„
sociated Press rankings.
meets South
Providence
Carolina and Santa Clara battles Utah in the Ute Classic at
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Dixieland Center

Murray State's Racers will be
host to a young Jackson State
team Saturday night that has
won seven straight games after
losing its opener.
The game will be Murray's
last until the Queen City
Tournament in Buffalo, Dec. 2930.

with 29 and Sam Adams, with 18
points.
L and E was led by David
Cunningham with 16, Phil
Housden with 15, and Kenneth
Greer with 12.
In the second game Wednesday, the Bank of Murray
came out with a strong second
half to defeat Jones and Barnett
90-58.
Leading by only six at the end
of the first half, 44-38, the
Bankers outscored their opponents 24-6 from the field
during the final half.
Leading the Bankers were
Tony Thomas with 21, and Keith
Donnelson and Jerry Trimble
with 15 each.
Charlie Warren paced the
losers with 30 points.

Thursday's
College
Basketball
By The Associated Press
East
Fordhani 84, Columbia 66
Brandeis 67, Wesleyan 64
Rhode Island 78, Vermont 63
Seton Hall 93. Wagner 44
West Texas 100, St. Peters 81
Brown 61, Manhattan 54
Maine 70, New Hampshire 55
East Car. 76, St. Francis, Pa.
73
South
McNeese St. 80, La. Coll. 77
Marymount 109, J.F. Kennedy 47
Midwest
Weber St. 95, N. Illinois 66
Wis-Milwaukee 82, Western
III. 62
St. Jos., Ind. 76, Occidental 72
Boise St. 78, Hardin-Simmons
60
Millikin 99, Olivet Nazarene
87
South Dakota 111, Westmar
64
Southwest
N. Arizona 79, San Diego 73
Far West
Gonzaga 76, Central Wash. 55
Idaho St. 70, Wyoming 51

Pro Cage
Standings
ABA

east
W. L. Pct. GB'
19 13 .594 17 13 .586 1
18 17 .514 2/
1
2
12 17 .414 5/
1
2
11 21 .344 8
West
Indiana
19 12 .613 Utah
19 14 .576 1
Denver
16 13 .552 1 1,4
Dallas
12 16 .429 5/
1
2
San Diego
14 21 .400 7
Thursday's Games
Denver 103, Virginia 99
Dallas 121, KentuCky 113
Utah 147, Memphis 97
Indiana 111, San Diego 104
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Kentucky at New York
Carolina vs. Virginia at Nor
folk
Denver at Dallas
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Denver vs. Virginia at Nor
folk
Indiana at Dallas
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Game
Memphis at New York
Only game scheduled

Carolina
Kentucky
Virginia
New York
Memphis

NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Boston
23 3 .885 New York
/
2
24 7 .774 11
Buffalo
8 21 .276 16/
1
2
Philadelphia
3 29 .094 23
Central Division
Baltimore
16 13 .552 -Atlanta
16 15 .516 1
11 16 .407
Houston
Cleveland
9 21 .290 8
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
21 9 .700 19 9 .679 1
Chicago
17 15 .531 5
K.C.,0maha
Detroit
13 15 .464 7
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
25 4 .862 Golden State
18 10 643 6/
1
2
13 17 .433 12/
Phoenix
1
2
Seattle
10 23 303 17
Portland
6 23 .207 19
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
Golden State at Buffalo
Houston at Baltimore
Kansas
City
Detroit
vs
Omaha at Omaha
New York at Clucago
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Boston at Los Angeles
Portland at Seattle
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Chicago at New York
Buffalo at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Atlanta
Houston at Detroit
Boston at Portland
Golden State vs Baltimore at
College Park, Md.
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
•
Houston at Cleveland
Kansas City Omaha at Phoenix
Boston at Seattle
Only games scheduled

THE JET SET -A couple of New Yoik Jer'S players, Joe Namath, left, and Larry
Grantham, meet national security adviser Henry Kissinger in New York City.

Jackson
State,
which
graduated most of last year's
leant and was expecting a
rebuilding season, has started
three sophomores, a freshman,
and a junior in compiling its 7-1
record.
Freshman Eugene
Short, a 6-7 forward, is the
team's leading scorer with an
average of 22 points a game.
Sophomores Ricky Berry,
Henry Ward, and Glendale
Jones have averages of 11.5, 9.0,
and 8.0. The fifth starter, junior
Howard Walker, has averaged
11.7. Berry and Jones are 6-2
guards, Ward a 6-5 center, and
Walker a 6-5,.2 forward. Short
was one of the most sought prep
players in the nation last year.

The Tigers, who have beaten
Tuskeegee twice, William
Carey twice, West Florida,
Mississippi College, and Alcorn,
have averaged 73.2 points to
opponents' 70.7.
The Racers, 3-2 after losing
close games to Kansas and Oral
Roberts on the road last week,
have averaged 81.8 points and
52.4 rebounds to opponents' 71
points and 37.4 rebounds.
Les Taylor is the leading
Murray scorer with an average
of 19.6. Marcelous Starks has
averaged 17.2, Mike Coleman
13.4, Darnell Adell 9.8, Steve
Barrett 7.0, and T.C. Jamison
5.2. Starks is leading rebounder
with 12 a game and best percentage 'shooter with 39 field
goals in 55 attempts. Coleman
has averaged 11.2 rebounds,
Jamison, who had 17 at Kansas,
7.6, and Taylor 6.0.
The Murray-Jackson State
game will begin at 7:30. The
Murray JV's will play the
Metro-East Allstars in a 5:30
preliminary.

Aaron Holds Eight NI Records;
Miami To Host Colts
Tied for Three After Last Year
In Last Season Game
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The rewriting of baseball's
record books after last season
has Atlanta outfielder Hank Aaron holding eight National
League records in batting-seven of them major league
highs-and tied for three others.

The 37-year-old slugger now
holds lifetime major league
records for most total bases, 6,172, and runs batted in 2,037, official National League statistics
issued today showed. The old
records were 6,134 total bases
by Stan Musial of St. Louis, set
in 1963, and 1,987 runs batted in
by New York Yankee immortal
Babe Ruth in the years 19141935.
In the 1972 season Aaron was
fourth among six National
League hitters with record in
batting
with .514 in that
Billy
department
where
Williams of Chicago led with
.606, followed by Willie Stargell

Gray Eagle, had held the major league record for this since
1928 with 7,155.
Mays also took over. as lifetime strikeout leader in the National League with 1,479. Eddie
Mathews of Milwaukee had led
with 1,452. Stargell tied the
league record of most consecutive seasons with 100 or
more strikeouts-running his
string to eight years to match
Aaron's 673 lifetime home run Dick Allen, who had his eighth
total replaced the 646 NL high
with Los Angeles last year.
that belonged to Willie Mays of
Among miscellaneous 1972
the New York Mets a year ago, season highs were Joe Morgan
and he tied San Francisco's of Cincinnati with most bases
Willie McCovey and the late Gil on balls, 115; Lee May of HousHodges of Brooklyn for the ton with most strikeouts, 145;
roost bases-filled home runs in
Ron Hunt of Montreal with
a NI, career, 14. Aaron also
most hit-pitcher, 26, to raise his
shares a league record for the lifetime total to a major league
most bases on balls in one record of 203, or 11 more than
game-five.
the former mark Minnie Minoso established with the ChiMays became the major cago White Sox in 1964.
league outfielder who has hanMarty Perez of Atlanta
dled the most fielding chances, grounded into the most double
with 7,185 for his career. Tris plays, 21, and Rick Monday of
Speaker, Cleveland's famed Chicago the fewest, four.

of Pittsburgh, .558, and Johnny
Bench of Cincinnati, .54L
Five of Aaron's major league
records were his at the start of
last season, and these he extended to: 14 seasons with 30 or
more home runs; 18 seasonsand 18 consecutively-with 20
or more homers; 107 lifetime
sacrifice flies, and 270 intentional bases on balls.

By JOHN R. SKINNER ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
MIAMI
- The end of
one era and possibly the beginning of another come together
Saturday when the Miami Dolphins host the Baltimore Colts
in the final weekend of regularseason National Football
League play.
Quarterback Johnny Unitas,
who led the Colts to glory in
the late 1950's and the decade
of the 1960s, says he won't be in
a Colt uniform next year as a
sideline observer of his replacement, Marty Domres.
Colt halfback Tom Matte,
also benched this season, his
expressed similar sentiments
and standout tackle Bob Vogel
has announced his retirement.
While the leaders of the old
Colt powerhouses fall from the
limelight in the 1 p.m., EST,
game before a capacity crowd
of 80,000 in the Orange Bowl
and a national television audience, the upstart Dolphins
will try to stretch their mark to
an unprecedented 14-0 record in
the NFL and set two new rushing standards in the process.
Don Shula left the Colts' organization three years ago to
coach the downtrodden Dolphins, building them into inthe gi eatest safeties ever. Par- stant contenders in the Ameridon me Philley, but may he get can Conference. He hopes to
one more dazzling safety blitz, claim only the third NFL team
in history to go unscathed
the maneuver he invented.
through regular season.

49ers Picked To Upset Minnesota
17-14 And Take West Championship
Here's the other 12 calls this
By HUBERT MIZELL
Asiociated Press Sports Writer week:
DOLPHINS 21, COLTS 17NEW YORK ( AP) - Steve
Spurrier was perhaps college Miami celebrates the first 14-0
football's greatest all-time NFL season in history in Saturclutch quarterback. When the day's other NFL offering, but
final card fell, No. 11 from not before its hottest rival puts
Florida was almost always held a scare the Orange Bowl's
the ace.
80,000.
It won him the Heisrnan
STEELERS 24, CHARGERS
Trophy in 1966.
17-Finally se-ing up the NFC
Spurrier, in first legitimate Central for Pittsburgh.
FALCONS 17, CHIEFS 10-pro opportunity after five seasons on the sideline telephone, Just in case San Francisco
can make the San Francisco stumbles, Atlanta will be hun49ers look both happy and silly gry to step in,
RAMS 20, LIONS 10-Just in
Saturday afternoon.
My choice is for the 49ers to case the 49ers and Falcons
nudge Minnesota 17-14 in a stumble, the Rams will happily
somewhat-brutal Candlestick enter the playoff castle through
Park matchup, taking the Na- the servants' entrance.
BROWNS 27, JETS 17-Clevetional Conference West title and
land needs this one since,
the final NFL playoff berth.
coupled with a San Diego upset
A 49er triumph wipes out the of
Pittsburgh, it could wrest the
Angehopes of Atlanta and Los
NFC Central title for the
les, but a San Francisco loss
Browns.
will toss title chances down the
REDSKINS 28, BILLS 7getting
line with the Falcons
Washington marks time, tuning
the next try at glory.
up against Buffalo for their
With a 7-and-5 frown from playoff battle with Green Bay
last week's upsetting results,- on Christmas Eve.
we turn for the 14th and final
RAIDERS 34, BEARS 10regular season week with a .745 Same story here, Oakland waitpercentage on 85 correct selec- ing to see whether it'll be playtions and 29 -rong.
ing at Pittsburgh or Cleveland
in the playoffs.

leave Of Absence
LOS ANGELES (AP) UCLA Basketball Coach John
Wooden is expected to return
home from the hospital this
weekend, but a spokesman says
he may miss his first Bruin
game in a quarter of a century.
A spokesman at St. John's
Hospital in nearby Santa Monica said Thursday that Wooden's
condition remained unchanged.
He was hospitalized with what
his physicians describe as a
heart condition.
His No. 1 nationally ranked
Bruins meet UC Santa Barbara
Saturday night at. Pauley Pavilion. It would be the first game
Wooden has missed since
coming to Southern Cal.

PACKERS 27, NEW ORLEANS 14-Ditto.
COWBOYS 27, GIANTS 14Dallas, unlike the Redskins,
Raiders and Packers, can't afford to fall asleep against the
improved Giants or somebody
might join Chuck Howley on
the clinic list.
BENGAIS 20, OILERS 7Houston already has the No. 1
draft pick in its tattered pocket
and Cinncinati has a bit of venom to unleash after blowing
last week's showdown with
Cleveland.
BRONCOS 30, PATRIOTS
14-Denver goes home smiling
for the holidays while New
England faces a multitude of
decisions about its future.
CARDS 14, EAGLES 10-Larry Wilson's last game as one of

The Chicago Bears of 1934
won 13 straight and the 1942
Bears captured 11 in a row.
In the process, Mercury Morris will try to gain 95 yards
rushing and the team 105 run- ning yards for new marks.
If Morris succeeds, he will
make Miami the first team in
the NFL to ever have two runners gain over 1,000 yards in
one season. Fullback Larry
Csonka already has 1,046.
As a team, the Dolphins can
shatter the season rushing
record of 2,885 yards set in 1936
by the Detroit Lions,
Shuts said he'd like to see the
records set, but maintains the
only record he is really interested in is winning the Super
Bowl.
And, unlike many football observers, he doesn't think the
pressure of being undefeated
will hurt his team entering the
playoffs as much as the momenturn of continuing to win '
will help.
Gino Tenace of the Oakland
A's set three World Series
records against Cincinnati.
They were most homers in a
player's first series game (21.
most home runs in a player's
first two at bats i2i. and highest slugging percentage in seven games 1.9131.
The seven-game 1972 World
Series found no pitcher tossing
a complete game

-

Season's Greetings
from

Gordon's Fruit Market
HIGHWAY 94, EAST OF MURRAY

"A Good Place To Go for All Your Christmas
Fruits, Candy, Nuts"
Several truck loads being hauled fresh for Christmas! I have
bought at a lower price this year, so I'm offering my fruit
at a bargain price to you!
Here are just a few of the prices for this week:
Big, Beautiful Vine-Ripened

TOMATOES 15lb.

Florida

TANGERINES

Limit 5 lbs.
California

doz$
Florida Juicy

GRAPES 19',
I awe many ot er argains, such as these:
Big Selection
of Big

NAVEL ORANGES - PONKANS
GRAPEFRUIT(Pink 81 White)°APPIES ("rims Kinds)
TANG ELOES
You Can Buy Any Of This By The Bushel or Box At A
Greater Savings!!
WE MAKE FRUIT BASKETS BY ORDER
You Can Save Here This Year!!

Open Till 9 p.m. Till Christmas

l'NI.1
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At 12, They Already Sew A Very Fine
course. but closer to seven of Guiseppe di Lampedusa who
Ks TOM HOGE
weeks These unique eggs. their wrote the novel, The Leopard
AP Newsteatures Writer
the Here is her recipe for Eggs
Americans love eggs with whites turned black and
yolks a greenish-orange. can be Leopard
such ardor that they devour
bought in many Chinese stores
4 fresh eggs
more than 60 billion of them
A delectable egg dish that has cold water
a year: a good deal more than been growing in popularity in 1 tablespoon distilled white
any other nation
this country is Eggs Benedict. a
vinegar per quart water
This mammoth consumption combination of poached eggs. 2 English muffins split in half
is all the more surprising when fried Virginia ham, English 4 tablespoons butter softened
you consider that, whereas the muffins and hollandaise sauce
4 quarter-inch slices cooked
average American starts off his
When making this dish it
Virginia ham cut into rounds
day with a couple of eggs. he should be kept in mind that Bearnaise sauce
rarely touches them at other freshness is a key factor in Black.truffle bits, 2 tablespoons
meals. except as ingredients in poaching eggs In cooking an
Cook eggs either in swirling
other dishes or garnish for a omelet one should use eggs that hot water or in an egg poacher
salad.
are nearly a week old since Toast English muffin halves
The egg need not be limited newly-laid eggs tend to curdle and place heated ham rounds
to such mundane dishes as fried in the pan when prepared in this atop each half. Set one egg in
over With bacon or scrambled manner
middle of each round of ham.
with sausage. With proper inBut poaching is something Spoon warm bearnaise sauce
or
spiration it can reach the else Eggs more than a day
over each serving and sprinkle
heights of culinary elegance.
so old are still perfectly edible
with truffle bits
Take the omelet The basic But they develop thin, watery
Bearnaise Sauce
ingredients are simplicity it- whites which float free of the 1/4 cup dry white wine
self, but properly made this yolks when brought into contact 1/2 cup tarragon vinegar
dish has brought fame to chefs with hot water
2 chopped shallots
One of the most delightful 2 sprigs fresh tarragon
and made restaurant owners
sampled
wealthy
egg dishes we have
4 peppercorns crushed
A plain omelet consists of was served at The Leopard, a 3 egg yolks
nothing more than eggs, water. restaurant operating in a 1/2 tablespoon cream
salt and pepper But just about brownstone house in midtown 1 cup clarified butter
anything can be folded into an
New York Called Eggs LeopHeat wine, vinegar, shallots.
omelet, from caviar to cream
ard, it is made in much the tarragon and peppercorns in
cheese: from jelly to creamed same manner as Eggs Ben- saucepan and boil till reduced
chicken.
edict, with bearnaise sauce to a tablespoon. Add mix to egg
- The Chinese have a fondness used instead of hollandaise and yolks and cream and combine
for eggs and treat them with a
with bits of truffle sprinkled in top double boiler Cook over
good deal more imagination over the eggs to give the effect hot water but not boiling) stirthan we do One of their special- of leopard spots.
ring with wire whisk till mixties is the "thousand-year-old"
Owner of The Leopard is ture is thick. Gradually beat in
egg. aged in much the same
Mrs Donald Cook, widow of the melted butter until absorbed
manner that we age cheese It
actor The restaurant is so Strain sauce, season with sal(
is not a thousand years old, of
named because she is the niece and cayenne pepper.

By AP Newsfeatures
At the ripe age of 12, four
prizewinning sewers had
collectively created hundreds of items on their sewing
machines - bikini bathing
suits. Eisenhqwer jackets,
pants suits and gifts for relatives -- before they became
regional sewing contest winners capping their prowess' in
the grand finale in New York
where they were accompanied
by their mothers.
Diminutive Betsy Goldsmith,
4 feet 8, of Marion, Ind was
crowned Queen of Sewing in the
Junior Miss (10 to 12-year division of the Singer World Stylemaker contest. an annual event
that had 65.000 entrants in three
sewing categories. Her $3000
prize money was earmarked for
college to be added to the $1000
already won by her and the
other girls -- semi-finalists
Nancy Cavallaro of Elmhurst.
111., Linda Gorski of Chicopee,
Mass.. and Virginia Stehlin of
Pompano Beach, Fla.
You can take it from all four
- basting is the key to a successful garment
But why do they sew? • The
consensus is they can have prettier clothes for less money.
Betsy has been sewing up a
storm since she was 9, and the
little champ had really planned
to make a spring coat for the
contest. but Instead .she had
made the winning red and white
pants outfit with the elephant
motif at a cost of $20. She likes
to make her own things because
she can pick out fabrics she
likes
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Nancy began sewing because
"my mother didn't and I was
growing so fast I just couldn't
find anything to fit me,- she
said. "Last summer I grew
three inches." Since Nancy's
regional triumph her mother
has become so enthusiastic and a little embarrassed,
maybe - that she, herself, will
begin sewing lessons next
month. Nancy had made 30 garments before she tackled the
floor-length flocked nylon over
a lavender lining that won in the
regional event.
The tallest girl. Linda. had
learned to sew "by fooling
around with material" and she
sews to keep herself in stitches
- -at this age boys couldn't
care less what you Wear.. she
says But she needs clothes and
they can be made cheaper at

By HAROLD McCONNELL
Copley News Service
MONCLOVA, Mexico - It's
dry and rather desolate here
in this city of over 100,000 in
northern Mexico.
But the people here are engaged in an activity of great
importance to the nation:
steel making.
The reddish-brown smoke
billows up from the steel
plant as we arrive with a
group of American journalists
on a one-day tour.
Altos Hornos de Mexico, the
country's biggest steel company, produces about 40 per
cent of Mexico's 4.2 million
tons of steel annually. It has a
big plant here and a smaller
one at Piedras Negras, 150
miles north of here, near
Eagle Pass on the Texas border. Monclova is in the state
of Coahuila.
There's no pollution problem,officials tell you, because
most of the time the smoke
blows away from the city.
We drive through the yards
in an open-sided bus and you
can feel the heat as we pass
the huge coke ovens. There
are 114 coke ovens, each of
which handles 21 tons of coal.
Walking around the plant,
Ernesto Beyer, 54, married
and the father of six children,
who is superintendent of production with 6,000 men working under him, pauses in front
of the immense basic oxygen
furnace ( BOF' in the steelmaking shop. Sparks fly as
the great pot tips to pour out
its red-hot molten metal.
Beyer, who has been with
the company 30 years, says he
helped get the plant started
when he negotiated the purchase of its first furnace from
a company in St. Louis, Mo.
The plant now uses both openhearth and blast furnaces to
make steel.
Soon you are in a control
room where the operator
pushes levers to reshape the
huge 7-to-15-ton rectangular
blocks of red-hot steel. You
look through the window and
watch almost in awe as the
red blocks of metal are rolled
back and forth and shaped by
big vise-like devices into long
strips of steel.
These strips are shaped and
cut to the order of any particular customer. Some of the
-strips may be flattened into
sheets which are rolled into
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Economy was a factor too in
Virginia's determination to
sew. At 4 she was at a toy
sewing machine making doll
clothes And because she
spends so much time at the
beach and sailing, she has been
making herself bikini outfits
with matching jackets. and that
kind of thing, all while she earned 49 Girl Scout badees. the
entire number in the handbook.
Her outfit, a blazer of wool
plaid with coordinated orange
A-line skirt, was topped with a
peaked beanie of white vinyl
and a matching bag. which shr
had also made.

Biggest plant thrives
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home. Her multicolor acrylic
jumper with matching pants
and pink turtleneck blouse cost
$23, although she has made lots
of garments for less than $7.
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coils for use in making cans.
Some may be converted to
wire rods, used in making
screws, nails, wire and cable;
some into flat sheets for use in
auto parts; or some into I
beams for construction.
Carlos Elizondo, 48, of
Mexico City, export sales
manager for Altos Hornos,
has been with the company 10
years tiut is still fascinated by
the steel-making process.
"Beautiful!" he says as he
watches the pellets being
heated to a red-hot point and
then being converted by rolling and pressing into wire
rods.
Most of the Inspection for
defects in the flat sheets of
steel is done by women,
Eighty to ninety of them work
in the Altos Hornos plant.
"Women don't get tired
easily and they keep the same
level of attention," says
Elio:3nd°, a short, smiling

WINNING STITCHERS - Prizes in the Junior Miss Division of
the Singer World Stylemaker Contest were carried home by
Nancy Ann Cavallaro. left. Elmhurst. Ill., Betsy Goldsmith,
Marion, Ind.; Linda Jean Gorski, Chicopee, Mass , and Virginia
Lee Stehlin, Pompano Beach, Fla.

FRANKFORT, KY.-Money.
That's the problem many
would-be students face todaybeing able to get enough
their
foot
to
together
educational bills.

A graduate of Jessamine
County High School, the shinyeyed brunette handles patients
of all ages and gives needed
comfort and assurance.
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American
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resident,
en- Registry
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countered that saute problem Radiological Technicians and
"I like my job because of
when she decided to enroll in a anxiously is awaiting the results
my children," says Mrs.
two-year x-ray technician which, if good, will mean a pay
Zapapan Gonzalez, who has
course at St Joseph's Hospital. raise and step up the ladder in
five children and has worked
But Sherry made it, with hard status among her fellow
there seven years. "My huswork and a monthly grant from technicians.
band is sick and can't work."
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"I run to the mailbox
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Horacio MancilLa, 30, who is
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"I've got to hit that bull's eye patients the rest of the time. "I about 90 per cent of the V014`
graduates stay in Kentucky and
four times a day,- Woodward
don't think there's any better 65 per cent
of the 300 VOP
said.
way to learn a technical skill."
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VOCATIONAL GRADUATE—Sherry Buckley, radiation technician at St. Joseph's Hospital in Lexington,
adjusts scanning apparatus before beginning a brain
scan on four-year-old Jeffrey March of Cynthiana.
Hard work and a monthly grant from the state Economic' Security Department's Vocational Opportunity
Program helped Ms Buckley through her two years
of vocational training.
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By JOY STILLEV
AP Newsfeatures Writer

NEW YORK (AP) —
The goal for parents of a
brain-injured child to set
is to have that child doing all

iss Division oi
rried home by
y Goldsmith.
. and Virginia
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THE LEDGER 111 TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

DOING IT YOURSELF — Holiday decorating time has arrived with this make-it-fromscratch tree, cut from cardboard, covered with bright wrapping paper. trimmed in ribbon
and egg-shaped containers for hosiery. An easy-to-make candy tree, above right, uses a nail
hammered into a block of wood to hold the plastic egg in place. Holes are made in the egg
with a heated nail held in pliers. Yarn may be wrapped around the base, and toothpicks
holding colorful holiday candies inserted in the holes. Hangups for the tree may be made
from the plastic eggs by punching a hole in the top and inserting a string to hold one or
several on the bough. Fluffy red yarn makes a cap, white cotton makes the beard,
thumbtacks are eyes and a carpet tack is the nose for an egg-head Santa Ideas are from
L'eggs Hosiery.

the things other children his age
are doing. insists David Melton,
whose own brain-injured son
has achieved"normality."That's the proper goal to
set," he declares firmly. "It's
much easier to set the goal that
the child will never be any better — but if the astronauts
hadn't aimed at the moon they
never would have reached it."
Melton, a writer-illustrator
who recounted the search for
medical and educational help
during his son's early years in a
book called -Todd." has written a new book "When Children
Need Help."
"I wrote 'Todd' for Todd himself." he explained in an interview here "I felt that sometime he should be able to read it
and see how many people
helped, to understand 'this is
what it took to get me from
there to here.'
"After I'd written our story
we got thousands of letters
from parents who said they had
a child exactly like Todd and
where could they find help," he
continues. "I wrote this new
book to suggest a positive approach. This is not a book of
desperation, saying that parents should learn to live with
their problem."
Melton, who says he has attempted to break down some of
the dogma that has surrounded
brain-injured children. deplores
labeling them "like a can of
peas" as mentally retarded,
slow learner, emotionally disturbed, autistic and the like.
"These labels stick even though
the child changes." he notes.
Brain injury can occur before
birth, during birth or after
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ARTIST-WRITER — David Melton, who wrote about his braininjured son in a previous book called -Todd," has written
When Children Need Help," in which he has attempted to
break down some of the myths that surround brain-injured
_
children.

birth, he points out and, since
the simplest brain injury is one
dead brain cell, "all of us are
brain-injured in some way since
all of us have dead brain cells.
It's a matter of degree.
"Genetics has very little to
do with it," he goes on, "so it's
not the fault of Aunt Sarah or
Uncle Joe and it's not an angered God who gave you a cross
to bear You just have a child

who's been hurt. If you have a
child with a broken leg you stop
and take care of that child."
Melton reports parents seeking the answers to two vital
questions — "What's wrong?"
and "What do we do about it?"
— will find that diagnoses are
speedier now than when Todd
was young but treatment procedures are still lagging.
"When my wife saw our son

•

in a special education classroom she realized there were
WANT TO BUY
two alternatives, we had to
build a special world for Todd
or we'd have to change Todd so
Antique Clocks
he would fit into the regular
world. We didn't know how to
We buy and sell old clocks,
build a special world so we
cases, works and parts.
decided to change Todd — and
Over 150 in stock. We
did," recalls Melton, who is
repair clocks. J & B Music
quick to give his wife Nancy
Center. 753-7575.
major credit for the results
When Todd was 8 years old he
was taken to The Institutes for
the Achievement of Human Po- SEVERAL RICKS of firewood
tential in Philadelphia, where call after 5:00 p.m. 753-9895. DISC
he was placed on the Doman
Delacato program For a year FURS WANTED: Hunters and
and a half he spent 10 hours a trappers, I want to buy your furs,
day on a regimen that included will pay you best prices possible.
eye exercises, crawling combat I've been in fur business for
fashion on his stomach, creep- years. I know furs and will grade
ing on hands and knees, reading your furs correct. Market looks
program. breathing program good for better prices this season,
and patterning, with five people
My place is half mile west of Tr moving his body in a crawling
City, Ky., Highway 94, 12 miles
motion.
"Now he's 15 and in a regular west of Murray. Watch for fur
8th grade class, a super kid," sign in front of my house. Come
his father says with pride. "I anything except Mondays. Tony
have no doubt if we'd given up Dalton
he'd still be in a special educa1TP
tion class looking out the window.
-And I'm sure our I3-yearold daughter, Traci, gained a
great deal more by Todd being
BOUGHT WEEKLY
on the program even than if he
were all right," he adds. "At 5
Monday through Friday at
she was doing the dishes withmy home on Highway 641, 3
out being asked because she
miles south of Murray.
realized her mother ,had more
to do than she could manage."
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER
Melton, a bearded. soft-spoken Midwesterner, believes
Phone 753-3375
parents must put pressure on
the state,- the medical establishment and educational facil- H 0 MODEL race car set and
ities to meet the needs of their used router. Phone 753-8838. D16C
brain-injured children.
"If the parents give up on WANT TO BUY:800 Bales of hay,
them, these children are lost," preferably delivered. Call 753he warns. "Stand firm and 3619 or 753-7400.
D19C
stand by the child. Set your
child's life ahead of the incon- WANT TO BUY old
furniture,
veniences and, above all, don't
attic junk, or anything of value.
give up."
Phone 436-2135.
December28C
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Unlikely Looking Manufacturer
Sells Bikinis For Her Living
LAKE HAVASU CITY.
- Ariz.(AP) — Randee Campbell is an unlikely looking
businesswoman at 24, she's attractive, blond, and sexy)
. Her
business: manufacturing bikinis.
"That's how she makes her
livelihood." says her mother,
Mrs. Bill Campbell. "When we
moved the family boat business
here from Glendale. Calif.. in
May, 1961 we wanted Randee to
come along. Out of that came
the idea for her to make bikinis."
Not long after the Campbell's
moved here Randee started to
make microscopic sized bathing suits. It started out as a gag.
But during the first month of
her sewing venture, she had 200

orders for bikinis, along with
swimming trunks and hot
pants. Randee's gag had turned
into a business.
"Now she sells to stores in
Parker. Ariz., and some other
places," her mother says. "She
started out in a room at our
shop, but she wasn't accomplishing much and moved the
business into an apartment."
At first. Randee worked for
her father, who had heard women have more patience than
men in fabricating the various
parts of cabins for luxury boats.
"Maybe 'did have more patience than the men." she says.
"but I bet I itched more, too.
Those fiber glass particles are
awful."
About 20 yards of "smile"

material cloth bearing the
drawing of a smiling face went
into her first venture — five
bikinis, three pairs of trunks
and two sets of curtains for a
dentist, his family and his boat
"I was sore at the whole
world when I started that job."
she says. "but it's hard to stay
mad looking at all those
smiles...
When asked if she's had any
complaints about her work,
Miss Campbell replied:
-Only one. I made a pair of
trunks for my boyfriend. He
was skiing at about 80 miles an
hour when he hit the water. The
pocket ripped off. He was quite
upset. I think he was real lucky
the trunks didn't rip off."
She says her business is still
a one-woman operation.
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Try It—You'll Like It

Finnish Custom of Sauna Spreads
By FRANK CREPEAU
Associated Press Writer
HELSINKI I AP) -- The
sauna is far more than a
Finnish steam bath.
It is an institution, a national
habit of the Finns and a civilized custom that is spreading
to other lands.
To those who haven't experienced a sauna the very word
conjures up an ordeal by fire
with the victim whipped
through a steamy hades by
birch twigs and then rolled in
the snow to cool off.
The sauna can be extremely
ht•t. Some bathers do lash themselves with birch whisks and
some do roll in the snow or
plunge through a hole cut in the
ice to cool down. But the essence of sauna is relaxation and
a renewal of both body and
mind.
The uninitiated is hardly letaxed, however the first time
he takes a Finnish sauna. After
a quick shower he steps gingerly into the dimly-lit steam
room.
The first sensation is a blast
of heat and a wave of claustrophobia in the small, woodenwalled room. Choosing a seat
on the three tiers of wooden
benches — the upper tier is
hottest — the first-time bather

tries to get his breath
After a few minutes of rising
panic the neophyte might venture to ask the Finn sitting next
to him: "How hot is it?"
. Consulting the thermometer
on the wall the Finn replies • "A
little over 100 degrees."
That's 100 degrees centigrade
so the fahrenheit-minded visitor does a quick calculation to
satisfy his worst suspicions. It
is also 212 degrees fahrenheit
and that's boiling.
"Yes, boiling," murmurs the
Finn, "but it's dry heat.- Just
then the Finn sitting nearest the
stove ladles a dipper of water
over the heap of hot stones on
the stove. A hissing of steam.
After sticking it out for five
minutes that seem an hour and
dripping sweat, the novice gets
up and with forced casualness
wobbles out on rubber knees
Then come a cold shower, a
good scrub with plenty of soap
and a brief dip in a nearby lake
or pool. After a period of relaxation it's back into the sauna
for another 10 minutes or so
The second time around the
steam room doesn't seem so hot
nor does the lake seem so cold
— the sauna is performing its
wonders
That's really all there is to it.
But for devotees, the post-sauna feeling of relaxation and
well-being is what sauna is all

about.
Many foreigners try sauna
once and never go back_ Some
take a sauna at a fancy hotel
and get a -diploma" to hang on
the wall at home testifying they
have survived a Finnish sauna.
Some foreigners attach an
aura of immorality to the sauna. perhaps because the bathers
are nude. Except for mixed
bathing by families, the sexes
are segregated in the Finnish
sauna.
Nearly every Finn takes a
sauna once a week — and not
just to get clean, since modern
bathrooms have long since replaced that ancient function of
the sauna
Sauna is a more elemental
part of Finnish life. There are
between 700,000 and one million
saunas in this country --- at
least one for every seven Finns
The sauna custom has spread
to other countries and Finland
exports more than 5,000 saunas
a year. mainly to Western Europe but also to the United
States. Japan. Algeria and other countries.
Sauna is part of Finnish hospitality and an invitation to take
a bath is often substituted for
the cocktail party. Snacks of
sausage or salted herring and
plenty of beer are served during
the post-sauna relaxation pen-
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ALL ROADS CLOSED
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
.I
mil At

One sure way to keep drunks off the road.
What would happen if every street in the country were
closed for the holidays? We could eliminate the.annual
25% increase in traffic accidents. We could keep about
2,500 people alive who would otherWe die at the hands
of drinking drivers.
We can't lust close the streets, but each of us can help
solve the problem.
If you're drinking, remember this fact. when you have
three drinks in the hour before you drive home, your
chances of having an accident are multiplied seven times.
And your chances of getting tossed into the drunk tank
are multiplied who knows how many times? So it makes
sense not to drink at all in the hour before you go home.
And if that's not enough, let a sober friend drive 4qu

home. Or call a taxi. Whatever you do, Just don't drive.
If you're not drinking, remember this fact: there will
always be too many drivers who are. So keep your distance. Don't let any other car get too close to you. Drive
defensively, more than ever during the holiday season.
Your new car dealer knows that we have a far better
chance of being around in January if we
remember the facts in December.

Amok,
.lflftlwNm '?\

Deaters who display this seal subscribe to the NADA Code of
Business Practices We area service-or tented or gantiatron Wrtte
us about your problems Consumer Relations Service 2000 K
Street N W Washington. D C 20006

•
•

N A 0 A !; =

MOW'
feaos•00

National Automobile Dealers Association
,f

mew.: s tranchosed new car and truck dealers • Wast,ngton 0 c

One in a series presented by 'N.A.D.A., The Ledger & Times,
and the-new car dealers of our community.

WANT-ADS

IT'S EASY
LeTdogePrlaaceTiYmoeusr...
FOR SALE
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lona'ti,
Piano Cisinpany, across fro; !
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
DISC

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CABLEVISION INSTALLATION
for only 99 cents. What an outstanding Christmas gift for your
family. Call Murray Cablevision
at 753-5005 before Dec. 22 and
take advantage ot this exciting
D22C
offer,
LARGEST VARSIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy, Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentuck
117 and.164. Open Sunday until
DISC
4:00 p.m.

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Sheets

MOCCASINS
$647 to s 1 797

Low, Ankle, 10" Boot, Knee Boot

SHOES and Work BOOTS
$6" - $2797
Latest Styles WESTERN BOOTS
$1497-'3497
Latest Styles
DRESS BOOTS
$15-$2297
DRESS SHOES
Cost or Below
Work

SHOE SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Leather Goods for Horses
Bridle • Saddles • Blankets• Halters• Others

Leather Goods for Dogs

MAKE beaten down carpet nap
at doorways bright and fluffy
again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center. D16C
1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor
and transmission like new. Phone
TFC
753-6637.
A.K.C. REGISTERED Tiny Toy
Poodle puppies. Phone 7536379.
D16P

Give A .

LIVING TOY
POODLE PUPPY

• Collars • Harness• Leads

VERNON'S SHOES

753-6690
1962 10x52 Liberty Mobile Home.
All electric. Extra nice. Call 4742789.
TFC
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
Pointer, Irish setter, tlewelym
setter. phone 753-7585
evening.,
D18C
2 WESTERN saddles, one with
padded seat. Call 436-2113 after 5
p.m.
DISC
HAY 800 Bales. 1st Classs
Timothy and Red Clover?Call
D16C
753-2318.
THREE NEW handmade quilts:
two dutch girls; light ; 8; star
diamond; sailboat, $25.00 each.
D21NC
Call( Benton; 527-8819.

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

MINIATURE
SCHNARZER
puppies. AKC registered, top in
personality,
non -shed
reasonable. Phone MelodyAyers Kennels 901-247-3345
Buchanan.
D19C
9 MONTH OLD male English
Pointer. Excellent hunting stock.
Write Allan Parsons, Box 468,
University Station.
D15P

SALE
Pianos & Organs
BALDWIN
KIMBALL
We've got the finest
selection and best prices.

Prices Start at

'444°0
Includes bench & delivery

CONRAD'S
Pianos & Organs
Paducah, KY

619 fiv.•

Ph. 443-6453

FIREWOOD for sale, free
HANDMADE BARBIE and Ken
TFC
delivery. Phone 753-8078.
doll clothes, price 50 cents to
Christmas
$2.00. Excellent
PECANS. Phone 489-2416 betpresents. Phone 753-7422 after
DISC
ween 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
D16C
5100p.m.

OWENS
FOOD
MARKET

-- 7

OPEN SUNDAY 8-8

1947 FORD Ferguson tractor,
with plow, disk, and adtavors, TAPE RECORDER. Been used 4
also 2 seater go-cart. Phone 489-, times. One record player. Phone
D21035-44832156.

$500.00

for your shopping convenience until
Christmas.
Be Sure To ORDER YOUR

* Pit Baked Ham
* Bar-B-Que Shoulder
N OW !!
for Christmas

P rote
Do not be dm'
day the year r
CALL TODAY
"EVER
LETS BU

Each reward independent of the other

Ray Brownfield

Contact -

c/o Peoples Bank
Murray, Ky.

Kelle
Awnioiaintioraiwaaviint
Running out of ideas for those unique Christmas
Gifts?

100 S. 13th Str
Phone
Home Owned an
v Licensed

THEN COME TO
Aurora, Ky,,

THE HITCHING
AN POST

JO ANN Sliger Thorn is now
FOR RENT
employed at Sue's Beauty Salon.
DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms, I mile east of Murray on Hwy. 94.
furnished. electric heat. Also 12' She invites her fiends and
x 55' house trailer, electric heat, custiailers to call her. 7532'2 miles from city limits. Phone 8268.
D16C
D16C
753-5998.

Phone 474-2368

open 9:00-5:00 Weekdays

Miss Your Pape
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First

NEWLY LARGE ni're furnished
apartment. Married couple or
single. May be seen at Kellys
Pest Control, located 100 S. 13th
St.
D16C

It No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

COMPLY WITH Federal law on
slow moving vehicles. Fanny
Flags for sale at cost. Limited
supply. Phone 753-5602.
DISC
*BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
DISC
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.

After 5:00 p.m.

Morse automatic sewing machines 8( Halmark sewing
machine cabinets.
25 year guarantee on all new sewing machines. No down
payment and easy monthly terms on any item in our store.
YOU PAY NOTHING UNTIL NEXT YEAR.
Drive a little and save a lot because you'll get the best for
less at...

NICE 2 bedroom furnished
apartment. electric heat, carpeted and air-conditioned. Just
became available. Reasonable.
Apply at 1414 Vine.
DISC

280, Potertown Road. Couples
only. Call 753-8854 after 6 p.m.
DISC

30' x50' BUILDING located at 404
THREE ROOM furnished house N. 4th St. For auto work. Phone
D16C
with garage, antenna, electric 753-8901.
heat and air conditioner. Inside
city limits. Phone 753-6632, D18C

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 7536609.
J14C

•,
FLOCKED
TREES

BEAUTIFUL spacious Valarah
Lee Apartments, S. 16th. Unfurnished, iliodern. 2 bedrooi».
Carpeted, dishwasher,
refrigerator, stove, garbage
disposal, air-co onditioned. $150.00
per (loofah. 75.3-3865(or 7534974.
D20C

1.

Shirley Garden
Center
500 N. 4th St

WESTERN AUTO
Home of
The Wishing Well

2 BEDROOM MOBILE home.
Electric or fuel heat. Small quiet
court.Water and garbage pickup.
fUrnished. $74.00 per month. Call
753-8216 after 5:00 pin.
TFC
3 BEDROOM brick house. Newly
decorated. Utility and storage
space. $125.00 per month. Plume
436-5580.
D18C

(INK BEDROOM efficiency
apartment, furnished. Available
January 1. Phone 753-6564 TFC

DISCOUNT SEWING & STEREO CENTER
Hazel, Ky.

Ph. 492-8812

We Deliver And Service Anything We Sell

-Toys for Children
-Bourbon Candy
- Stocking Stuffers

AIR-CONDITIONER, Frigidaire,
like new, 18,000 BTU, and a G.E.
4-burner electric' stove. Must sell,
call 753-5818.
015P

968 CAPRICE, two d
teering and brakes-f
inyl roof, new tires
1 200,0 O. 753-642

FREE GIFT WRAP
or Doran sings & plays in
Jur back dining room
turday evening. 2 shows,
to 7 & 8 to 9 p.m.

Do Like The
Big Boys Do!
GO

967 ?DODGE pick-up,
acit top. V-8 stra
•erftct condition. 753-

AMPEG AMP

Triangle Inn

Stone)
Lifetime
ith a
'Guarantee
only at

(Like The Rolling

THE RED Geranium Christmas
botique, located 2 miles West of
Barkley Lodge on Hwy.68 will be
open from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily for those who wish to give
the most discriminating of gift1322NC

Great t
sound I

VOLKSWAG
971
lean, one-owner, Su
,000 miles. This is
.00. Gilbertsville
434

CHUCK'S
Music Center
1411 Ma,ri

1966 RAMBLER
Station Wagon. 6
automatic. Good con
after 5 p.m. 753-5889.
1968 V.W. BUG. Burn
sheet metal. Bu
running gear o.k. $75.
floor furnace, like
Phone 436-5519.

FOR RENT

1

FISH NET
Corner of 4th & Elm

967 CHEVROLET
ckup,6 cylinder, stra
w mileage. Phone J
oy, 492-8837 or after
53-3845.

-1973 Calendar Towels

753-7278

5 PIGS, 9 weeks old. $100.00 FOUR ROOM, apartment, has
D16P been
Phone 436-2167.
redecorated. On corner of
6th and Popular. Phone 7534866.
D18P
The gift for any age'
TROPICAL FISH

AUTOS FOR SA

- Jewelry

If You

Concord, electric heat and air
/) conditioned,
- BULLS or HEIFERS
also both have
/ fireplace and large
One
From 1 Week to Weaning Age '7 furnished and one carport.
Information6
unfurnished.
Phone 436-2427.
D18C
For Further

Phone 489-2161
-.----- ..---- ..-z- ,

-Bathroom Accessories
AVoodenware

No02200000000000000000
,

MOBILE HOMES. One 8' x 40'
is
all electric $48.00
per moth. Available now. One
10* X 50', all electric. Available
X•yeti her 21st. PItone 489D16C
2595.

r---- -/-- ___..-_,-./x--- -_ ,- --,
----_
TWO BEDROOM trailer on
TWO 3, bedroom houses on
private lot with storage shed,
HOLSTEIN CALVES 7
- Kentucky Lake. Near New three
miles east of town on High

Component Stereo Sets

BIRD DOGS - Give that young
ANTIQUE EDISON cylinder hunter a beautiful pointer puppy
phonograph, in good playing for Christmas. phone 753_5211
DI5P
condition. A few cylinders also after 6:00 p.m.
included. Phone 753-9458. DISC
19 INCH portable RCA t.v. with
ONE 12 x 52 2 bedroom mobile roll about cart. Cheap. Also
home. Take over payments. Timothy Hay. Phone 435-4981 or
DISC 753-8109.
DI6C
Phone 437-4710.

Termites
Eat Your Home

$500.00-

For information leading to the return of a substantial
nortion of the stolen property.

NICE ONE bedroom furnished
apartment. Lots of cabinets, all
14Iectrie. Located-tiext to White
Ball. Adjoining MSU campus.
HOG FEEDERS for sale. Call
Couples only. Phone 753after 5:00 pin. 489-2691.
D19C FIBERGLASS PANEIS, name 3805.
DISC
brand factory seconds, ideal for
WEEKEND SALE, $125.00 off patios, carports, storage houses,
TWO ROOM.trailer, 10 feet wide,
solid walnut bed and marble top fences, trailer skirts, as low as .08
furnished.
Electric heat. $30.00
dresser, $25.00 ;tff stagecoach per square foot. Plexiglas for
per month. Call 753-6920. North of
r..cker,$25.00 ; If antique Ban iboo storm windows, doors, and
Almo.
DISC
locker, icebox good condition, combine cabs, as low as .50 per
bow). square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
washstand, picture and
2 BEDROOM trailer, newly
Its if glass. All items would be 901-587-2420, Martin, Tenn. Open
decorated and carpeted. Phone
gifts.
Christmas
treasured
6 days a week. 25 selections of
D16C
Collectors Cornor, Hwy. 121 N. paneling from $2.85 to $7.90 per 753-2748.
next to fairgrounds. Annette sheet. New and used money safes
NICE 10'x 51' air-conditioned two
D16C for sale.
4,Irene Ray.
D16C bedroom trailer
located in
University Heights Trailer Park.
Phone 753-6406 or 753-1566. D16P

$7.99

FISH NET
Corner of 4th & Elm

ERVICES OFFERED

$1,000.00*

Will Be

CHRISTMAS TRUCKLOAD STEREO
& SEWING MACHINE SALE

$14.00 Value

753-1916

R-E-W -A-R-D !I!

Phone 753-4682

1409 Main Street

Call

NOTICE

NOTICE

For infortZtion leading to the arrest and conviction
of person or persons responsible for the burglary of the
home of Dr. A. H. Kopperud on the night of November
24. 1972, at approximately 7 p.m. (Thanksgiving
weekend). Believed to be a man and woman, driving a
(fact, krown Lincoln Continental

MASSEY FERGUSON 300 with 641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish 8 PIGS for
sale. Phone 753-6210 FIVE PIGS,Nobel L. Hurt, phone
birds,
cab, robot, chopper, pick-up reel. tanks, supplies, fish and
after 4 p.m.
D16C 474-2301.
D16P ONE BEDROOM efficiency
Cockers.
toy
Poodle
puppies
and
Good condition $2,850400. 1 HC 503
apart' lent. Couple preferred. See
Hydrostatic Drive with 13 ft. Phone 753-1862 or 753Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dill's
December23C
9457.
robot,
cab,
header, pick-up, reel,
Trailer Court Iisated Murray
chopper. Cut two crops. $5,250.00.
Drive-In Theatre Entrance. Also
AC-72-Tandern Axel perfect 10 GALLON and 5 gallon
we have trailers for sale.
D18C
aquarium,
with
stand.
Fully
condition. Cut about 300 acres.
$950.00. Freeman Machinery Co., equipped. Phone 753-8260. DPW
- SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES Troy
FOR SALE
Neil Freeman, Phone
Tenn., 1-901-932-2151 days, 1-901Complete 10 gal. Aquarium
on
Famous
Morse
and
Electrophonic Console and
DI8C
932-3226 nights.
set-up
COLLIE PUPPIES, Beagles
puppies. Only a few left, make
your selection now. Will make
nice pets. Phone 753-1348. 018C

753-1916

NOTICE

NOTICE

Across From K-N Root Beer

8 Wks.
AKC Registered

iE FIFTEEN

Open at Noon on Sunday

Vernon's Has a .. .

25c each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

FOR SALE

All Types of

ONE LOT of Cherry lumber 1750
to 800 feet Will sell on') by the
1,4 for $265.00. Phone 7538479.
D16C
FOR SALE
Pro-model bass fishing
boat with 6.5 H.P Mercury
motor, all 1972 models.
Trolling motor and trailer.
Phone 753-2386.
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NEW THREE bedroom brick
apartment, carpet, central heat
and air, range, disposal, washer
and dryer hook up, large lot.
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC

SAT. & SUN. 1:00 til 3:00
1959 FORD, good r
dition. $95.00 Phone 4
5800

The
"Peanuts'Gang
In their
OFirst
cMovie!

965 FORD stati
ountry Squire, V
xcedlent condition.
427.,
970 CHRYSLER
ustorn, 2 door h
iuileóge and equip
• lone 436-2427.

Boy Named Charlie Brown"
01(`VM'

,14

NCLE JOE'S Discount, Dover,
Tenn.. has over 99,000 items,
including fire works, of all
D2IP
kinds.
YOU CAN drive a few miles and
save a few dollars on furniture at
Uncle Joe's Dover, Tenn. D21P

Have you joined
the 8 to 10
Club

dap

U.Forte

ty.

Blue Marlin

AUCTION SAL

Country 8 Western
Band
Friday Night...
BRASS RING
Saturday Night...
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Health club and - figure control •
studio. No investment necessary.
Opperating capitol needed. Interested parties phone 7532962. "
D21C •

Bill's Mobile Home Repair
Hwy. 641 North
Almo, Ky.
Phone 753-0880
For • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM '
FURNACES PARTS

Siturday, Deceit]
pot. 1610 Farmer,
Th(k,following ite
salt*
I
ral nice livin
ch. s, bedroom s
mop' -suit, Tap
range,
kitchen
Kelvinator refrige
heaters, cooking u
laugliahyde livin
window fan, old
radio, teir top
pictures, real old d
machine, beds,
drawers, window
hand painted lar
lamp, pink & gr
dinner pot, lanter
dinner bell, TV.,
Sale held insid
weather. Not res•
of accident.
Wayne Wilso
Charles Thom
Auctioneer.
NOT

It has become essential for Mobile
Homes to be
tied down. See us for.

Just Rec
Shipme

Mini At

HURRICANE STRAPS and ANCHORS

II

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center
Alto tiut: 2_411_9 a4_9 2 542 55J5.Q5p.5j 2_2_11_111_1_2_12_2_1_4 • It

FUR
JEW
C'

113 So.
Murr

IBIIR IL 1872
FIFTEEN
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•••
••4W••
Call
753-1916

ell it With A Classified Ad

ER VICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

III
•••

Termites

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View 0

CANADIAN
ftiSIAL
RATES

Spiders

Eat Your Home
•

000•..t

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Bank
1.

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
e Member Chamber of Commer

rora. Ky.,
one 474-2266
Weekdays
on Sunday

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
967 'CHEVROLET custom topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
TFC
ickup,6 cylinder, straight shift, or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
Av mileage. Phone Jerry Mc492-8837 or after 6:00 p.m. GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
D19C Installation rework. No job too
53-3645.
big 4n- tik, small. Call for estimate
436-2159,
Jim.
January4P
power
door,
two
CAPRICE,
968
teering and brakes-factory air,
inyl roof, new tires and sharp. YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service.
1200.00. 753-6422. D15C We clean septic tanks, grease
traps, all kinds of waste
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247967.DODGE pick-up, red with
December21C
'7048.
lack top. V-8 straight shift.
ea/et condition. 753-3712 after 6 FOR ALL your additionsD15C remodeling, residential or
ni.
;AUTOS FOR SALE

els

fers

RAP
Ake The
oys Do!

G AMP
Rolling Stone
Lifetime

VOLKSWAGON-Sound,
971
lean, one-owner, Super-Beetle,
,000 miles. This is a good car,
1 .00. Gilbertsville 362D18P
434

Guarantee

nly at

UCK'S
.c Center

Le...

'Brown"
.11

RD' .

e Marlin

8 Western
Band
ay Night...
SS RING
day Night...
•SAY-SHUNS

11'Tb

e Repair
Almo, Ky.
0
NNING
• COLEMAN,
THERM

Homes to be

CHORS

ile Home
Center

conunercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jiory,Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
Guild.
TFC

CM -.rye., ntermd
u s
'0 I'M 11, ,ftnea Falba, Sw4...••• 1.<

a _,c fr.

IIMY LEI
FROM HOME A`IS THE FINAL
DRAFT CALL WILL I3E FEWER THAN 10,000.
KINPA MAKES YOU FEEL HOMESICK 120E5Kti
IT

•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

MALE or FEMALE; positions BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
open for full time day, full time building. Sharp St. near city park
night. Must be neat clean and 18. shopping center, city school
Apply in person 2:00-5:00 p.m. hospital, university. Phone 606TFC
Monday, Tuesday and Wed- 549-2494.
nesday to Mr. Dailey at Burger
Chef.
D20C THREE BEDROOM doublewide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
Homes, South Beltline Highway,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 4436150.
D16C
Local engineering firm
has opening for qualified
FOUR BEDROOM ranch style
person having experience
house. $16,000.00. Phone Robert
in land surveying field as
N. Butler, 753-8590.
D19P
Rodman-Chainman. Phone
753-8050 or send Resume to
ANTIQUE BRICK two level
P.O. Box 422 Murray, Ky.
ionic, walkout basement, four
42071
bedrooms, two baths, large
family room, garage, paved
NEEDED ONE salesman to work drive, trees, and shrubs.
Murray area. Company car Available February. Phone 753DISC
furnished for business and 8731.
pleasure. Group hospital-and life
4
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to
$12,000 first year potential. Must
By Owner
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitude.Interviews will
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
on Saturday if necessary. Call
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
5 Apts. Completely
for appointment.
TFC

Land Surveyor

FOR SALE

1966 RAMBLER American
Station Wagon. 6 cylinder, FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
automatic. Good condition. Call installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
DISC
after 5 p.m. 753-5889.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
1968 V.W. BUG.Burned job, some 13th Street. "Every day
you
sheet metal. Bumpers and delay' lets bugs have their
running gear o.k. $75.00. Six room way."
TEC
SEWING
EXPERIENCE
floor furnace, like new $100.00.
machine mechanic. would
Phone 436-5519.
D16P
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. c,,nsider a retired man a few
Plumbing-electrical-roof
ing and in.nitlis. Call 247-2464 days or 6231959 FORD, good running concarpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or 4664 nights, collect.
DI9C
dition. 695.00 Phone 436753-7625 nights.
TFC
5800
D16P
Will baby sit in my home day or IF YOU want help deciding on a
Christmas gift for your family
night. Phone 753-6573, Mrs.
965 FORD station wagon, West.
DI&C Murray Cablevision is at your
ountry Squire, V-8 automatic.
service. Sign up for Cablevision
xcellent condition. Phone 436- PIANO LESSONS given by before December 22 and receive
DISC doctoral candidate in your own your Installation for only 99
27.
D16P cents. Call Murray Cablevision at
home. Call 753-4399.
970 CHRYSLER, Newport
753-5005 today.
D22C
ustiern, 2 door hardtop. Loct
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
iiilesge and equipment loaded.
AND
ROUTE CARRIERS for the
holy 436-2427.
DISC
COMPOSITION ROOFING
Courier Journal. Call 753•
D16C
COOPER CONSTRUCTION CO 7116.

All
Seats
75'

S OPPORTUNITY
b and figure control
investment necessary.
capitol needed. Inrties phone 753D21(7

s4ree5

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

CtIristmas

Apartment House
Furnished
•Good Income
•Permanent Renters
•Priced Reasonable
for Quick Safe
Phone 753-1257

BY OWNER; four bedroolo
home, with - large Jen, large
private patio, large utility room.
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
Building and remodeling.
.SUCTION SALE
753-6342 nights.
TFC
responsible
CIVII.
ENGINEER,
Phone 354-6567
for contractor of apartments and
Siturday, December 16, at 1:00
iiied. Shopping centers. From 163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
p.nt 1610 Farmer,' Murray, Ky
MAKE CHRISTMAS reser- ground breaking to turn key
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
Ths following items will be for vations
now. Poodle and dog construction. No material cost,
barn, rental house, pasture, and
sale:
grooming. Contact Connie Lampe source of supply and how to
crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn
at nice living room suit,
at 753-4551 or 436-2173.
DISC handle material. Designed base, only
ch. s, bedroom suit, breakfast
$26,000, call owner.
engineer with proven con- Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
mop! - suit, Tappan Electric
' MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS struction background. Must be
range,
cabinets, Is
kitchen
307 N. 4th 753-6091
able to work without supervision.
Kelvinator refrigerator, electric
RADIO, TELEVISION,
Salary $18,000, ear-e.xpense free. VA LOANS, no down payment
heaters, cooking utensils, churn,
SMALL APPLIANCE
Contact Staff consultant em- for qualified veteran. 12 years to
SALES 8. SERVICE
aughahyde living room suit,
IN CB 8. CAR
SPECIALIZING
ployment agency, 901 Jefferson pay. Drive on out almost to
window fan, old wood trunk RADIO
REPAIR
St., Paducah., Ky.
D16NC Clarks River Bridge on Beltine.
radio, teir top table, lamps,
Bank financing on spot.
pictures, real old dresser, sewing
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back MANAGER FOR warehouse and Mobile
Honie, 3900 South Beltine
machine, beds, old chest of hoe
work. Phone Rex Camp shipping salary. $10,000 to $12,000 Highway,
Paducah, Ky.,443drawers, window air condition, 753-5933.
TFC fee
paid. Contact Staff- 6150.
D16C
hetet painted lamps, kerosine
consultant eniployment agency,
lamp, pink & green glassware.
901 Jefferson St., Paducah,
dinner pot, lantern, dated No. I.
Ky.
D16NC
MUSIC
dinner bell. TV., record player.
Sale held inside regardless of
weather. Not responsible in case
Pianos -Organs
LOST & FOUND
of accident.
See why more people buy
Wayne Wilson Auctioneer,
Wurlitzer than any other
IF YOU can't find anything to
piano
Sales•Service Rental
arles Thompson Apprentice
give your family for Christmas,
purchase Practice piano and
D16C
Auctioneer.
studios J8.8 Music Center,
why not try giving cablevision?
Murray, Ky 753 7575
Rest assured it will be very much
appreciated. Sign up before
NOTICE
December 22 and receive your PIANO
TUNING-•RepairInstallation for only 99 cents. Call rebuilding.
FREE
Prompt expert serJust Received
Murray Cablevision at 753-5005 vicc.J5 years
experience. Rebuilt
Shipment of
ESTIMATE
D22C pianos for
today.
sale. Ben W. Dyer.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7533911.
Deeeinber28('
PEST CON fROL

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

Mini Accutron

113 So. 4th St
Murray, Ky.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IN CAMELOT.SPANKING NEW three bedroom brick home
with central heat and air, all built-ins, double carport, 2
baths, carpet, paved street and with immediate possession.
Priced right.

REDUCED! CLEAN UP Shop on South
4th Street Concord
Road. 100' x 250' of good
commercial property. Good shop
with 2 stalls. Equipment
includes air-compresser. The lot is
nearly worth the price of the
entire property.
AT SIXTEEN HUNDRED SYCAMORE, LARGE seven
bedroom brick veneer Colonial. Central heat and air.
Downstairs has living-dining room combination, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room with fireplace, utility room, patio,
upstairs has private entrance, 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, all
carpet. Could be used for income. House also has two car
garage and paved driveway.
COVEY DRIVE. A N1('E three bedroom brick home with
baths. Central gas heat, double carport, 6 closets, fireplace
and lot 200'x205'. A low price of $22,250.00.

201 - 203 MAPLE STREET - Commercial garage with
apartment upstairs and duplex. Have a look-see and inquire
at the office. $17,500.00.

FOR THE HANDY MAN, A LARGE 2 story
cottage at
Kentucky Lake Development on 100'x175'
lot.Partially
finished. Much of material to finish is included in
price. Has
aluminum siding, storm windows and doors, bath,
water
heater, electric heat. A real bargain at $8,500.00.

'ANTERBURY ESTATES: ON OXFORD DRIVE is a
beautiful nearly new split-level home with all built-ins,
carpet, central heat and air, 21,2 baths, 2 car garage.
Everything for gracious living. Call for an appointment to
see.

PANORAMA SHORES-ON HIGHLY desireable waterfront
lot is a lovely 3 bedroom frame house, central heat and air,
fully carpeted, all built-ins, 2 baths, 2 car garage and good
boat dock. Real fine year-a-round home with a beautiful view
of Kentucky Lake. Must see.

IN WHITNELL ESTATES, One of Murray's finest homes.
Four bedroom brick with 3 baths, central heat and air,
carpets, all built-ins. Beautiful exterior design and landscaping. Has everything you would expect to find in a luxury
home_ Also large swimming pool and fenced back yard. Call
for an appointment.

GUY SPANN'S PRESENT HOME IS NOW FOR SALE
Located at 1602 Sycamore Street. Four bedrooms, large
recreation room with new pool table, family room with
fireplace, beautiful staircase, wide hallways, formal dining
room, living room, 3 baths, utility room, all walk in closets,
worlds of storage space, two car garage, large patio, concrete driveway. Will sell or trade for smaller house.

NEW THREE BEDROOM AT 1608 Magnolia will be completed soon. Buy now and pick your colors. Living room,
family room and kitchen. 2 baths, lots of closets. Very attractive home on good lot. Call us and we will come up with a
good price on this one.

808 NORTH 18TH STREET - Attractive three bedroom brick
veneer house on large lot, 75'x225'. Plenty of shade and
fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms. Priced at only
619,500.00.

LARGE AND COMFORTABLE HOME AT 403 North 10th
Street. White brick with three bedrooms and 2 baths, 7
closets, family room with fireplace, built-ins, carport and
large outside storage house, patio. You must see inside this
home. Priced to sell at $24,500.00.

FORTY ACRE FARM: THIS is a good little farm about 30
acres tendable land, two good ponds, has pretty fair fence,
four bedroom frame house and good stock barn. Located
near Kentucky Lake. Price $19,500.00.

KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3racres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect. location. Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office. v.,

NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME,-.IN GATESBOROUGH
Subdivision, within 6 weeks of completion. Has central heat
and air, large living room, extra large family room, two
baths, built-ins in kitchen. Buy now and pick your colors and
earpets.

NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES, 2 baths,
baseborad heat and 2 air conditioners. On 100 foot lot.
Fireplace, basement, 2 baths, draperies.

A GOOD LARGE BUSINESS BUILDING on the Square in
Murray. In excellent condition and fully rented. Call us for
details.

NEW BRICK HOME IN GATESBOROUGH Subdivision. Has
2400 sq. ft. under roof, consisting of three large bedrooms,
living room,extra large family room and kitchen with worlds
of cabinet space, all built-ins, 2 baths, entrance hall, utility,
patio, two car garage with automatic door, walk in closets,
central heat and air. Price $39,000.00.
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE IN Stella. This house
has been completely redecorated, all new carpet and tile, 2
baths, all paneled, very little upkeep from here on. also has
new well. This is on large lot with some trees. Priced for
quick sale.
503 NORTH 7TH STREET. Real nice three bedroom brick.
Has living room with fireplace, kitchen with built-ins, two
baths, garage made into large den. Has paved driveway and
shady lot.
PRIME 1,0CATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150' frontage and extra deep. Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for detaiLs.
.FAIRVIEW ACRES -4 MILES from Murray. 34 acre, three
bedroom brick veneer house, one and half baths. JUST
RIGHT.
TAKE A LOOK AT 1107 South 16th Street. Brick veneer, three
bedroom home with 11 baths, shag carpet, draperies, all
built-ins. Immediate possession. Very good floor plan that
you must see to appreciate. Look at the outside and call to see
inside.

AT IRVIN COBB RESORT, A Block cottage on waterfront
lot. Has boat house and flog.' A good cottage, well located
and in good condition. $16,000.00.

AT 323 WOODLAWN, THREE BEDROOM BRICK. This
house is completely redecorated. New bathroom, all new
carpet. Owner moving out. Priced to sell,
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City'and County'
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.
641 NORTH ANT)CORNER OF Coles Camp Ground Road. on
one acre. A two bedroom frame, carpets and on city water.
electric heat. A nice home for $11.500.00
NICE RENTAL DUPLEX ON SOUTH 10th Street. Good
income property. Call to see.
806 NORTH 19TH STREET. Newly decorated three bedroom
brick veneer house, approximately 1800 square feet, 2 baths.
single carport and priced right. $25,500.00.
LYNN GROVE - 10 ACRES, -2'2 miles North of I.ynn Grove
on Hwy. 1836. Good well and 2 trailer sites. 6.7 acres tendable.

-

NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX. Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.

-

1804 COLLEGE FARM ROAD is a good three bedroom
frame and brick. Has electric wall heat and central air. Only
$17,800.00.
ONE ACRE OF LAND-Two trailers furnished and rented for
$125.00 per month Located 4 miles east on Highway 99. Fine
buy at $8,500.00.

Guy .Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff . . .
Home Phones:

Shop at Home

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422

Bill Houghton

Branch Office - 711 Main Street

753-0961

FURCHES
JEWELRY

KIRKSEY-2 ACRES and 2 bedroom frame house with range
and oven and three good size outbuildings. Real fine location
and excellent buy at $8,500.00.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5'2 acres with barn,
in Marshall County, 6 miles East of Hardin. Has built-in
range, and oven, garage. Plenty of room for your horse or
pony. Call for appointment.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

field

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Solesmen to serve you.

IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. large living room, kitchen
and dining combination, I.L2 baths, 3a acre lot. All this for
only 819,500.00.

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round...Winter and Summer.
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HAULING DONE; including
garbage in county. Lowest
prices. Also newspapers from
residences hauled free, if bundled. Phone 753-7450.
D20C

AVERAGE HOME sprayed fin
615.00. Six month guarantee. Nc
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating
Company. Phone 7537266.
Januaryl1C

I

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar
accordion, drums and band
;nstruments .1 /1 B music
Center, Murray. Ky. 753
„.
7575.

Phone 753-9478

John Hodge

Put Want Ads To Work For You!!

The hospital's latest medical
bulletin Thursday night quoted
physicians as saying Truman's
''kidney output continues to be
somewhat inadequate. The kidney condition is of concern and
is being watched very closely
for change."
The bulletin said the kidneys
have "not responded adequately to medication."
On Thursday morning, the
hospital had said "output remains adequate but is declining." By mid-afternoon, it was
described as "slightly inadequate" after medical stimulants were increased.
Truman's wife, Bess, 87, and
the couple's daughter, Margaret Truman Daniel, left the former chief executive's bedside
Thursday about 5:15 p.m. EST.
A spokesman said he did not
know how long they had been

at the hospital.
A Thorsday-afternoon medical report said Truman was
still unable to talk. Bulletins
have not indicated any response by the former president
to verbal stimuli since the
morning statement Wednesday.
Last Sunday night, after he
was removed from the critical
list, Truman told a nurse, "I
feel all right." Late Wednesday, Truman became weaker;
his temperature rose, and he
slept only for brief intervals
Wednesday night.
Dr. Wallace Graham, his personal physician, has said the
former.president's condition of
very serious "could fluctuate
within that category for some
time."

Lee Mitchum
Passes Away
At Hospital
Lee
Mitchum,
retired
Methodist minister, died
Thursday at 10:30 am.- at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 89 years of
age.
The deceased and his wife,
Dolly, who survives, had
resided at Hazel since his
retirement as
minister ten
years ago. He was born July 17,
1883, in Henry County, Tenn.,
and was the son of the late Dan
Mitchum and Elizabeth Matthews Mitchtun.
Rev. Mitchum was a member
of the Chestnut Grove Methodist
Church in Henry County, Tenn.,
where funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p.m. with
Rev. Atkins officiating.
Pallbearers will be John
Pittman, Joe Wilkerson, Joe
Dobbins, and Tom Foster.
Burial will be in the Hazel
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.
The wake will be held
Saturday fro! 7.30 to 9:30 p.m.
at the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel.

•••

Jack Persall
Named Honorary
ChapterMember

People In The News

Volume Drops
On Burley Sale

LOUISVILLE (API --- As
Kentucky's burley markets
closed Thursday for the Christmas holidays, volume dropped
sharply, with 27 of the state's
28 markets selling a total of 7,722,779 pounds.
The volume of sales Wednes(lay nearly doubled that figure,
with buyers taking 13,112,311
pounds.
The average price per hundredweight Thursday stood at
$78.49, a drop of 20 cents from
Wednesday's average.
Bowling Green was the only
market not reporting, according to the state Agriculture Department. That city's figures
are expected to change the picture somewhat.
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Postmaster Lester Nanny
today urged immediate mailing
of all domestic Christmas cards
and parcels.
"Although most of the
suggested mailing dates for
domestic holiday mail have
passed," he said, "every effort
will be made to deliver by
Christmas eve all cards, gifts
and other holiday mail,
deposited within the next few
days."
"In view of these reports and
the excellent cooperation
received from early mailers so
far this year, we are confident
that holiday mail deposited
immediately will still be
delivered in time for Christmas," Nanny said.
Earlier this year, the Postal
Service urged the public to mail
as early as possible and announced a series of recommended mailing dates to insure
delivery in time for Christmas.
The last of the suggested
mailing dates is Thursday,
December 21, for mailing
-domestic airmail greeting
cards within the 48 mainland
states. The latest suggested
date for airmail to Alaska and
Hawaii is December 20.
"In extending our commitment to make every possible
effort to deliver all holiday mail
on time—even though most
suggested dates are now past—
we hope the general public will
respond accordingly," Nanny
said.

Kentucky Roundup

TEL AVIV ( AP i—U.S. Ambassador Walworth Barbour has
received one honor and is due for another on Monday
On Thursday, the name of American International School was
changed to Walworth Barbour American International School in
honor of the 64-year-old career diplomat from Cambridge, Mass.
And on Monday Barbour will receive an honorary doctor of
philosophy degree from Hebrew University.
The international school is in suburban Kfar Shemaryahu and,
since 1958, has been involved in the education of children of
American embassy personnel, foreighners and immigrants. It
has an enrollment of 360 primary and secondary students.

(Continued from Page 1)
;,"..

Mail Early

Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia installed a
new chapter honorary member,
Jack G. Persall, on Thursday.
Phi Mu Alpha is the
professional fraternity for men
in music at Murray State
University. The national
fraternity is celebrating its
diamond anniversary this year
and
Gamma
Delta
is
celebrating their 35th anniversary.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—Churchill Downs board of directors
Gamma Delta honors those
has raised entry fees for the Kentucky Derby by $1,500.
people who they feel have
In action Thursday. the board voted to make the entry fee $2,500
helped to advance the cause of
and increased the starting fee from $1,000 to $1,500.
• music and have been of outThe nomination fee of fee of $100 remains the same.
standing service to the
The 99th running of the Kentucky Derby will be May 5, 1973.
fraternity.
Nominations close Feb. 15.
Persall, of Murray, is
currentled employed with Guy
FT. KNOX, Ky.( AP)—Weather conditions have increased the
Spann Reality. Prior to moving
loudness of cannon firing at Ft. Knox, not the artillery, say ofto Murray, he retired from the
ficials there.
Colonel.
Recent low clouds and damp weather are responsible for at- U.S. Army as a U.
Persall's
son,
Tommy
Persall,
mospheric conditions which, the Army says, carry sound farther
is currently enrolled in the
and make it seem louder than normal.
Training brigades stepped up their training schedules for the graduate program at Murray
last two weeks, in an attempt to finish in time for trainees to leave State and is an active member
of Gamma Delta. Mrs. Persall
for the holidays.
is secretary to dean of the
LOIJISVILLE, Ky. i API—Homicide detectives in Louisville School of Education at Murray
and the Jefferson County Coroner's office are investigating the State.
Each spring and fall the
death of an inmate at the Jefferson County Jail.
The associate warden, Gervin Vanderpool, said he found Persall's host an all day retreat
Raymond Skaggs, 34, of Louisville, hanging in his cell about 9 for the fraternity at their home
in Sherwood Forest. Persall
p.m. Thursday night.
The victim,serving a disorderly conduct sentence, was alone in attends many of the fraternity's
activities throughout the year
the cell.
and is an avid supporter of
music at Murray.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API—Some 150 cars were extensively
The following people were
damaged by vandals in the Louisville area Thursday night.
also installed as active memJefferson County Police said the vandals apparently
began bers Thursday morning: Joe
shooting out windows -downtown, and then moved into
eastern David Cox, Leon Harp, Jim
Louisville and Jefferson County.
Jarrells, Dennis Hackney, Bill
They said BB or pellet guns were used.
Embry, Terry Solmonson, Mike
Winslow, Jack Crook, and
George King, Jim Lutz is the
president of Gamma Delta this
year, and R. W. Farrell is the
WASHINGTON ( API—Julie Nixon Eisenhower will be on hand
chapter advisor.
Saturday when New York University dedicates an $11-million
library named in honor of Elmer Holmes Bobst, a long time friend
of her father. President Nixon.
Bobst, the former head of a New Jersey pharmaceutical firm,
donated the money for the library.
The dedication date falls on his 88th birthday.
HELSINKI (API—President Urho Kekkonen says his belief
that he has lost the confidence of the neighboring Soviet Union has
prompted his decision against seeking re-election in 1974.
In a letter to the chairman of the Finnish Soviet Friendship
Society on Thursday, Kekkonen blamed the loss of confidence to
news leaks on private conversations he had with Soviet leaders
last summer.
Details of Kekkonen's talks with Soviet Communist party boss
Leonid I. Brezhnev were recently published by a Swedish
newspaper. Kekkonen said a mamorandurn on the talks had been
distributed only to a small group.
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SANTA'S HELPERS—Since Fisher-Price Toys, Inc., East Aurora, New York, announced
November 28 construction plans for a neu plant in Murray, the firm's line of toys has become exceptionally popular in area stores. Fisher-Price manufactures a wide variety of toys for preschool
children. Shown abose getting acquainted with some of them at a Murray department store are Susie
Combs, left, and Carolyn Hurley, both freshmen at Murray State University from Benton.

Advisory Commission Recommends
Against Nixon Property Tax Plan
WASHINGTON AP) — President Nixon's administration
will keep working for federal
relief to those who pay local
property taxes, even though an
advisory commission recommended against its favorite
method, says Treasury Undersecretary Edwin S. Cohen.
The Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations
Thursday turned down a recommendation by its own staff
for federal incentive grants to
encourage states to adopt "circuit-breaker" property-tax policies, benefiting elderly and
poor homeowners and renters.
These would provide tax cutoffs or rebates when the property tax exceeded a fixed proportion of the taxpayer's income.
The conunission also rejected
a compromise proposal by
Treasury Secretary George P.
Shultz favoring tax relief either
by a' direct federal circuitbreaker program, aid to states
for similar programs, or unspecified other methods.
The
commission
agreed
tacitly only to keep the whole
matter under advisement while
effects of federal revenue sharing and of court decision on
property-tax financing of education are studied.
It approved a statement that
"states should retain primary
responsibility for shaping policy
dealing with general propertytax relief and intrastate equalization of school finances."
In an interview after the
vote. Cohen said he is certain
Nixon still is concerned with
the plight of poor and elderly
homeowners. Some of them, the
commission was told, pay from
10 to 30 per cent of their total
income in property taxes.
Last January, Nixon assigned

to the commission the task of
studying _possibilities for property-tax relief, including specifically the question of whether
the government should consider
a value-added tax—a form of
national sales tax—to produce
an estimated $13 billion in reve- rates that could be used to offset property taxes.
Since then, however, administration spokesmen have backed
away from the idea of a valueadded tax. The commission reported that such a tax is not
needed for property-tax-relief
purposes.
The opposition to the various
proposals for specific federal
grants was led by Gov. Dan
Evans of Wa'shington, a Republican, and joined in by two
Democratic congressmen, L. H.
Fountain of North Carolina and
Al Ullman of Oregon.
Evans said the proposed circuit-breaker grant would be unfair to states that already have
moved on their own to provide
some relief to elderly or poor
homeowners or renters considered too overburdened by the
property tax.

'That I May Know Him'
Is Sermon Subject
"That I May Know Him" will
be the subject of the sermon by
Rev. W. Edd Glover at the
eleven a.m. service on Sunday,
December 17, at, the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
His scripture reading will be
from Philippians 3. Sunday
School will be held at ten a.m.
The annual church Christmas
program will be held Sunday at
5:30 pm. at the church.
The public is invited to attend,
Rev. Glover said.

Senator Carroll Hubbard Guest
Speaker For Murray Rotary Club
State Senator Carroll Hubbard was the guest speaker at
the Murray • Rotary Club
yesterday, with the Christmas
story from Luke 2, being the
central theme. He was introduced by Rotarian, Dr.
Richard Broeringmeyer, this
week's program chairman.
Hubbard, a Murray native,
described the Biblical account
of the birth of Jesus Christ with
emphasis upon that part of the
scripture which reveals "and
they laid Hini in a manger,
because there was no room for
them in the inn."
The Mayfield:,attorney said,
"Every great drama seems to
require a villain. and .the
Christmas story is no exception.
Of all the familiar characters
involved in the history of
Christ's birth,
none has
received as much scorn as that
of the innkeeper."
Hubbard quoted several
religious theories
which
defended the motives of the
inkeeper. He added "nowhere in
the Biblical accounts is the
innkeeper specifically mentioned nor his intentions explained but many modern
Christmas narratives depict the
innkeeper with the .ugliest of
motives simply because the
scriptural account reveals that
"there was no room for Mary
and Joseph in the inn."
Sen. Hubbard listed several
theological reasons why it is
probable that the innkeeper was
actually helpful with "an act of

kindness which assisted the
entry of the Christ child into this
world."
The guest speaker asked,
"Would it not be better to enter
this Christmas season with a
new understanding of the
probable intentions of the innkeeper who may believe was
looking for an opportunity to
render to Mary and Joseph a
simple service that will nver
merit recording in the annals of
history?"
A Cornier president of the
Mayfield Rotary Club, Hubbard
reminded the local Rotarians
that their club motto is "Service
above self. He profits most who
serves best."
Hubbard concluded his
remarks by complimenting
"the community service
projects of the Murray
Rotarians,indicative of the club
motto, which, after all, is
descriptive of the life style of
the One whose birthday we
celebrate on December 25."

FOUR-H PARTICIPANTS
Laura Jarrett and Pat
Cunningham were participants
from Calloway County in the
special program sonsored by
th
.Courier-Jou6nal
and
IA) sVille Times in cboperation
with the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
Their names were not included
in the story announcing the
winners in the December 7th
issue of the Ledger & Times.

The congressmen objected on
grounds such grants would
amount to additional categorical-aid programs and that
the nation, at Nixon's suggestion, is moving from such prograins in the direction of general and special revenue sharing.

Carl Colson
Succumbs
Wednesday
Death claimed Carl Colson of
Murray Route Two, Hickory
Grove Church of Christ community, on Wednesday about
four-p.m. He was 88 years of age
and a retired farmer.
The body of Colson was found
in a muddy field near his home
about 5:30 p.m. Thursday by
neighbors, family members,
members of the office of Sheriff
Clyde Steele,- members of the
Calloway Fire-Rescue Squad,
and Cornoner Max Churchill.
Coroner Churchill said he
ruled that Colson's death was
due to an apparent heart attack.
He was reported last seen by his
son, Franklin Colson, about
three p.m. Wednesday.. Thursday his son-in-law, Brent
Atkins, went to the home to take
some food and could not find
any trace of his father-in-law.
He summoned the aid of the
neighbors and local officials in
an effort to find Mr, Colson.
The deceased was a member
of the Turkey Creek Baptist
Church in Trigg County. His
wife, Mrs. Lucy Colson, died
March 10 of this year.
Survivors
are
three
daughters, Mrs. Brent Euple
Atkins, 1666 Calloway, Murray,
Mrs. Garnett Trenholm of
Franklin, and Mrs. Joe Ross of
Bedford; one son, Franklin
Colson of Murray Route Two;
two sisters, Mrs. Lee Walker of
Dexter Route One and Mrs.
Lela Walker, North 5th Street,
Murray.
Also surviving are four half
sisters, Mrs. Gracie Tucker of
Murray Route One, Mrs. Lee
( Reba Herndon of Almo Route
One, Mrs. Melvin (Ilene)
One, Mrs. Melvin (Ilene) Rogers of Hopkinsville, and Mrs.
Route Six; two half brothers,
Curt Colson of Benton and
Gilbert Colson of Fairdealing;
thirteen grandchildren; thirteen great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Willie
Johnson officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers who are Charles
Futrell, Gerry Colson, Dale
Garland, Jerry Atkins, Bobby
Atkins, and Ricky Atkins.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Mrs. Essie D. Carter
Patient At Vanderbilt
Mrs. Essie E. Carter is a
patient at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
She was transferred by
ambulance from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Monday. Her address is Mrs.
Essie D. Carter, D 6209, Vanderbilt, Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn;
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of seven to five with the
following voting against it:
Councilmen Henley, Mansfield,
Scott, Stalls, and Workman.
Mansfield is chairman of the
Gas Committee, and made the
original motion to increase gas
rates.
In other action the council
passed a resolution to amend
the official terms and conditions
and the sale date of the Water al
Sewer System bonds. These
bonds will be sold at a lower
interest rate than the present
bonds with a saving of a substantial amount to the system.
The bond sale was originally set
for last night however, it was
moved to Wednesday December
27 at 5:30 p.m.
The ordinance changing the
zoning of the large area south of
Bagwell Subdivision from R 2 to
R 4 was passed on the first
reading.
Dr. HI.. Oakley was reappointed to the Airport Board
with his term expiring in 1976.
He is presented chairman of the
board. E.J. Haverstock was
reappointed with his term to
expire in 197.
Mayor Ellis reported that the
city had received its Revenue
Sharing check from the Federal
Government in the amount of
$107,663. Stanford Andrus, City
Clerk, was named as trustee of
the fund, Part of this money
will be placed in Time Deposit
Certificates to draw interest.
When all of the money is
received, a special budget will
be prepared for this fund to see
how it can be used most efficiently.
The committee to work with a
similar county committee on
the ambulance situation was
named by Mayor Ellis. It is
composed of Roy Starks,
William R. Furches and Melvin
Henley. Strict regulations
regarding ambulance service
will take effect in the middle of
next year which may affect
ambulance service here.
Chief of Police James M.
Brown reported citations issued
from November 24 through
December 7 as follows: DWI 4,
public drunkenness 7, no
operators license 5, disregarding stop" sign 4, reckless
driving 6,,unnecessary noise 5,
improper( registration
1,
disorderly conduct 4, speeding
11, disregarding stop light 2,
illegal possession of alcohol 1,
driving on suspended license 1,
no city sticker 1, no state inspection sticker 1, improper
driving 1. Twenty-two wrecks
were reported and three cases
of breaking and entering. Of the
55 cases, 38 were tried as
charged in the court of City
Judge Donald Overbey and 17
were dismissed.

Raymond Boaz
Dies Wednesday
Funeral rites for Raymond
Boaz, 66, Benton Route Four,
will be conducted today at one
at Linn Funeral Chapel,
Benton, by Rev. Clifton Dexter.
Mr. Boaz died at 6 a.m.
Wednesday
at
Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He was a member of Olive
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dona
Boaz; four
daughters, Mrs. Yvonne Nelson
of Benton Route 4, Mrs. Shirley
Sutton of Benton, Mrs. Frances
Elain of Lexington and Mrs.
Patsy Estes of Benton Rt. 5; two
sons, Robert L. Boaz of Benton
Rt. 5 and Noel Boaz of Hardin
Rt. 1; a step-daughter, Mrs.
Lunen Nelson of Benton; a
stepson, Floyd Henson of
Benton Rt. 4; a sister, Mrs.
Geneva Bonds of Mayfield; two
half-brothers, Alan and Paul
Seavers, both of Mayfield; 24
grandchildren
and
one
greatgrandchild.
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Presbyterians To
Have Children's
Service Sunday

•

Christmas readings and
music will provide the setting
for a special children's service
of worship this Sunday,
December 17, at 10:45 a.m. in
The First Presbyterian Church.
In addition
to
music
presented by the Adult and
Youth Choirs, Cletus Murphy,
Countertenor, will sing the solo
"Jesu Bambion." The members
of the Primary Church School
Class will sing a variety of
Christmas songs, and present
recitations on the Christmas
theme.
The sermon by Rev. Chuck
Moffett will be the children's
story "How The Grinch Stole
Christmas."
The public is cordially invited
to participate in this service.
Church School classes are
offered for all ages at 9:30 a.m.,
and the service of worship is at
10:45 a.m. A nursery is
provided.
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Apollo . ..
(Continued from Page 1)

near-perfect landing Monday in
the moon valley of Taurus-Littrow. "But it's got one more
job to do."
On radio commands from
earth, Challenger fired its rocket thrusters and sent itself
speeding to an impact near the
Taurus-Littrow valley.
Force of the impact caused a
seismic shock which excited
quak e-detection instruments
left on the moon by Apollo 17
and by previous Apollo missions.
In a spectacular lunar depar(Continued from Page 1)
ture, Challenger popped off its
Louisville, and they have two flat-topped landing stage
amid
daughters, Traci and Terri.
a shower of debris and soared
Gillum says "Kids are our upward into the black lunar
sky
reason for being. Helping kids over Taurus-Littrow.
The
between 9 and 19 years old have craft's yellow-flamed
rocket
fun, real fun; improving their was visible to
television wathealth or that of their family; or chers on earth for
about 35 secpreparing them for careers, at onds before it
vanished from
least exploring possibilities; or the view of
a TV camera left
making things like clothes or on the moon.
furniture they actually can use;
Evans, aboard the larger
or merely broadening their ship,
focused a television caminterest and expanding their era on
Challenger as it rose
knowledge is basically what 4- from its low
lunar orbit. The
H, the Informal
Youth bug-like craft could be seen
Education Movement, is all speeding
upward, the distant,
about. One of the greatest silvered
lunar surface a racing
strengths in the 4-H movement blur in the
background.
is that it is anchored so firmly in
The landing craft grew larger
those fundamental values of and
larger as it approached the
human worth and individual America
and the camera until,
dignity that undergird our finally,
the shadowed outlines
democratic government and of Cernan
and Schmitt, standour system of private en- ing at the
triangular windows
terprise."
of Challenger, could be seen.
Gillum works . with the
"Good to see you," said CerCalloway County 4-H Council nan
front Challenger to his
and the sixteen clubs with fourcrewinate, Evans, in America.
hundrsd fifty members in
"Glad to have you back,"
planning and strengthening an said
Evans.
educational program.
'America and Challenger are
in a good tight Navy
formation," said Cernan. a Navy
captain and former jet pilot.
The ships canie together at
a
speed of less than one mile
per
hour while they orbited
Service Dec. 15, 1972
the
Market Report includes 9 moon at about 4,000 m.p.h.
A statement from President
buying stations
Receipts: Act. 832 .Est. 1000 Nixon, read to the Apollo 17
Barrows and Gilts 25 high Sows crew by Mission Control, said
the end of the Apollo moon
steady
program is not the end of
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 31.50-32
man-inspace.
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 30.75-31.
"This may be the last time in
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 30.00-30.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 29.25-30.00 this century that men will walk
the moon," said the
Sows
statement,
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.. 24.00-25.00 • "but space exploration will conUS 1-3 350-650 lbs., 23.00-24.00 tinue ... and there will be new
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 22.00-23.00, dreams to pursue based on
what we have learned....
few down to 21.00.
"God speed you safely back
Boars 20.00-21.00
to earth," Nixon concluded.

'

Gillum . . .

KENTUCKY

Truman Remains In !Nanny Urges
Serious Condition Patrons To
KANSAS CITY i AP — Harry S. Truman's kidneys continued to weaken today and the
88-years•Id former president remained in very serious condition.
Research Hospital and Medical Center said Truman slept
only in short intervals during
the night and his kidney output
continued to decrease despite
medication.
Truman was hospitalized 10
days ago for lung congestion
and bronchitis, but a weakened
heart and failing kidneys have
become major obstacles in his
fight to stay alive.
At 10 a.m. FST, Truman's
pulse was 84, his blood pressure
124-60 and his temperature 99.8.
Wallace
Graham,
Dr.
Truman's personal physician,
continued to describe the 3rd
president's condition as
serious," a step below critical.
A hospital spokesman said
there was no report on whether
Truman's daughter, Margaret
Truman Daniel, had decided
whether she would return today
to her New York home. She
told newsmen last week that
--She planed to return home
today.
Truman was on the critical
list four days last week before
he was classified as serious on
Sunday.
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SWEAT SHIRTS

Sizes 6-16
Scarlet & White Nary-Gold Gold-Black

Childrens Jerseys

LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS & SIZES

Across From M.S.U. Library
Open Mon. - Fri. 8 A.M. To 8 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

SHOP EARLY
FREE

Only

Limited

C
9Supply

1-Shirts

HEATHER BLUE

EXTRA SPECIAL
X

IMPRINTED WHILE YOU WAIT
1 NAME OR NUMBER IMPRINTED ON ANY JERSEY
PURCHASED AT WALLACES FREE NOW TILL DEC. 23rd. g
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SHOP EARLY 31
FREE GIFT WRAP

NAVY
GREEN
NATURAL

COLORS
RED
GOLD
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FANTASTIC SALE
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fashion HOLIDAY SPECIAL
look
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$2
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WALLACE'S BOOK STORE

54

$595

$495

$395

S-M-L-XL
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Sizes

PERSONAL NAMES IMPRINTED FREE
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In an extremely rare public appearance, John Lennon (center) and his wife Yoko Ono (right
backed by the Elephant's Memory band, create bedlam at Madison Square Garden when "John
Lennon and Yoko Ono present the One to One Concert." The rock fiesta will air on Channel 8, Friday,
Dec. 15 (9:00-10:00 p.m.).

STRANGE HAPPENINGS—When Joe and Mary Smith, played by James Whitmore and Nancy
Davis, hear a voice over the radio announce, "This is God. I will be with you for the next few days."
Joe immediately telephones friends to find out if it is a hoax, in "The Next Voice You Hear" on "TM
CBS Late Movie" Monday, Dec. 25 (starting at 11:30 p.m. CST)on the CBS Television Network. This
Is the first television showing of this black-and-white film.

* Feature Stories

* Movies

* TV
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Truman Remains In Nanny Urges
Serious Condition Patrons To
KANSAS CITY i AP) — Harry S. Truman's kidneys ('ontinued to weaken today and the
88-year-old former president remained in very serious condition.
Research Hospital and Medical Center said Truman slept
only in short intervals during
the night and his kidney output
continued to decrease despite
medication.
Truman was hospitalized 10
days ago for lung congestion
and bronchitis, but a weakened
heart and failing kidneys have
become major obstacles in his
fight to stay alive.
At 10 a.m. EST, Truman's
pulse was 84, his blood pressure
124-60 and his temperature 99.8.
Graham,
Wallace
Dr.
Truman's personal physician,
continued to describe the 33rd
president's condition as "very
serious," a step below critical.
A hospital .spokesman said
there was no report on whether
Truman's daughter, Margaret
Truman Daniel, had decided
whether she would return today
to her New York home. She
told newsmen last week that
she planed to return home
today.
Truman was on the critical
list four days last week before
he was classified as serious on
Sunday.
The hospital's latest medical
bulletin Thursday night quoted
physicians.as saying Truman's
"kidney output continues to be
somewhat inadequate. The kidney condition is of concern and
is being watched very closely
for change."
The bulletin said the kidneys
have "not responded adequately to medication."
On Thursday morning, the
hospital had said "output remains adequate but is declining." By mid-afternoon, it was
described as 'slightly inadequate" after medical stimulants were increased.
Truman's wife, Bess, 87, and
the couple's daughter, Margaret Truman Daniel, left the former chief executive's bedside
Thursday about 5:15 p.m. EST.
A spokesman said he did not
know how long they had been

at the hospital.
A Thorsday-afternoon medical report said Truman was
still unable to talk. Bulletins
have not indicated any response by the former president
to verbal stimuli since the
morning statement Wednesday.
Last Sunday night, after he
was removed from the critical
list, Truman told a nurse, -I
feel all right." Late Wednesday. Truman became weaker;
his temperature rose, and he
slept only for brief intervals
Wednesday night.
Dr. Wallace Graham, his personal physician, has said the
former president's condition of
very serious "could fluctuate
within that category for some
time."

Lee Mitchum
Passes Away
At Hospital
Lee
Mitchum,
retired
Methodist minister, died
Thursday at 10:30 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 89 years of
age.
The deceased and his wife,
Dolly, who survives, had
resided at Hazel since his
retirement as
minister ten
years ago. He was born July 17,
1883, in Henry County, Tenn.,
and was the son of the late Dan
Mitchum and Elizabeth Matthews Mitchum.
Rev. Mitchum was a member
of the Chestnut Grove Methodist
Church in Henry County, Tenn.,
where funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p.m. with
Rev. Atkins officiating.
Pallbearers will be John
Pittman, Joe Wilkerson, Joe
Dobbins, and Tom Foster.
Burial will be in the Hazel
Cemetery
with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.
The wake will be held
Saturday from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
at the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel.

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)--Churchill Downs board of directors
has raised entry fees for the Kentucky Derby by $1,500.
In action Thursday, the board voted to make the entry fee $2,500
and increased the starting fee from $1,000 to $1,500.
The nomination fee of fee of $100 remains the same.
The 99th running of the Kentucky Derby will be May 5, 1973.
Nominations close Feb. 15.
FT. KNOX,Ky.(API—Weather conditions have increased the
loudness of cannon firing at Ft. Knox, not the artillery, say officials there.
Recent low clouds and damp weather are responsible for atmospheric conditions which, the Army says, carry sound farther
and make it seem louder than normal.
Training brigades stepped up their training schedules for the
last two weeks,in an attempt to finish in time for trainees to leave
for the holidays.
IDUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)—Homicide detectives in Louisville
and the Jefferson County Coroner's office are investigating the
death of an inmate at the Jefferson County Jail.
The associate warden, Gervin Vanderpool, said he found
Raymond Skaggs, 34, of Louisville, hanging in his cell about 9
p.m. Thursday night
The victim,serving a disorderly conduct sentence, was alone in
the cell.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )—Some 150 cars were extensively
damaged by vandals in the Louisville area Thursday night.
Jefferson County Police said the vandals apparently began
shooting out windows downtown, and then moved into eastern
Louisville and Jefferson County.
They said BB or pellet guns were used.

People In The News
WASHINGTON ( AP)—Julie Nixon Eisenhower will be on hand
Saturday when New York University dedicates an $11-million
library named in honor of Elmer Holmes Bobst, a long time friend
of her father, President Nixon.
Bobst, the former head of a New Jersey pharmaceutical firm,
donated the money for the library.
The dedication date falls on his 88th birthday
HELSINKI ( API—President Urho Kekkonen says his belief
that he has lost the confidence of the neighboring Soviet Union has
prompted his decision against seeking re-election in 1974.
In a letter to the chairman of the Finnish Soviet Friendship
Society on Thursday. Kekkonen blamed the loss of confidence to
news leaks on private conversations he had with Soviet leaders
last summer.
Details of Kekkonen's talks with Soviet Communist party boss
Leonid I. Brezhnev were recently published by a Swedish
newspaper. Kekkonen said a mamorandum on the talks had been
distributed only to a small group
TEL AVIV (API—U.S. Ambassador Walworth Barbour has
received one honor and is due for another on Monday.
On Thursday, the name of American International School was
changed to Walworth Barbour American International School in
honor of the 64-year-old career diplomat from Cambridge. Mass.
And on Monday Barbour will receive an honorary doctor of
philosophy degree from Hebrew University.
The international school is in suburban Kfar Shemaryahu and,
since 1958, has been involved in the education of children of
.American embassy personnel, foreighners and immigrants. It
has an enrollment of 360 primary and secondary students

Council ..
(Continued from Page 1)
of seven to five with the
following voting against it:
Councilmen Henley, Mansfield,
Scott, Stalls, and Workman.
Mansfield is chairman of the
Gas Committee, and made the
orginal motion to increase gas
rates.
In other action the council
passed a resolution to amend
the official terms and conditions
and the sale date of the Water &
Sewer System bonds. These
bonds will be sold at a lower
interest rate than the present
bonds with a saving of a substantial amount to the system.
The bond sale was originally set
for last night however, it was
moved to Wednesday December

Mail Early

Raymond Boaz
Dies Wednesday
Funeral rites for Raymond
Boaz, 66, Benton Route Four,
will be conducted today at one
p.m. at Linn Funeral Chapel.
Benton, by Rev. Clifton Dextei•
Mr. Boaz died at 6 ail)
Wednesday
Benton
at
Municipal Hospital.
He was a nieinber of Oliv)
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife
Boaz; four
Mrs. Dona
daughters, Mrs. Yvonne Nelson
of Benton Route 4, Mrs. Shirley
Sutton of Benton, Mrs. Frances
Elam of Lexington and Mrs.
Patsy Estes of Benton Rt. 5; two
sons, Robert L. Boaz of Benton
Rt. 5 and Noel Boaz of Hardin
Rt. 1; a step-daughter, Mrs
Lunell Nelson of Benton; a
stepson, Floyd Henson of
Benton Rt. 4; a sister, Mrs.
Geneva Bonds of Mayfield; two
half-brothers, Alan and Paul
Seavers, both of Mayfield; 24
grandchildren
and
one
greatgrandchild.

Postmaster Lester Nanny
today urged immediate mailing
of all domestic Christmas cards
and parcels.
-Although most of the
suggested mailing dates for
domestic holiday mail have
passed," he said, "every effort
will be made to deliver by
Christmas eve all cards, gifts
and other holiday mail,
deposited within the next few
days."
"In view of these reports and
the excellent cooperation
27Tahte5ON
rdip
njainice
. changing the
received from early mailers so
SANTA'S HELPERS—Since Fisher-Price Toys, Inc., East Aurora, New York, announced zoning of the large area south of
far this year, we are confident
November 28 construction plans for a new plant in Murray, the firm's line of toys has become ex- Bagwell Subdivision from R 2 to
that holiday mail deposited
ceptionally popular in area stores. Fisher-Price manufactures a wide variety of toys for preschool R 4 was passed on the first
immediately will still be
children. Shown above getting acquainted with some of them at a Murray department store are Susie reading.
delivered in time for ChristCombs,left, and Carolyn Hurley, both freshmen at Murray State University from Benton.
Dr. H.L. Oakley was reapmas," Nanny said.
pointed to the Airport Board
Earlier this year, the Postal
with his term expiring in 1976.
Service urged the public to mail
He is presented chairman of the
as early as possible and anboard. E.J. Ha verstock was
nounced a series of recomreappointed with his term to
mended mailing dates to insure
expire in 1977.
delivery in time for Christmas.
Mayor Ellis reported that the
The last of the suggested
city had received its Revenue
mailing dates is Thursday,
Sharing check from the Federal
December 21, for mailing
WASHINGTON I API — Pres- to the conunission the task of
The congressmen objected on
Government in the amount of
domestic -airmail greeting ident Nixon's administration studying
ikessibilities for prop- grounds such grants would
cards within the 48 mainland
will keep working for federal erty-tax relief, including specif- amount to additional cate- $107,663. Stanford Andrus, City
Christmas readings and
states. The latest suggested
relief to those who pay local ically the question of whether gorical-aid programs and that Clerk, was named as trustee of musk will provide the setting
the
fund.
Part
ofthis
date for airmail to Alaska and
money
property taxes, even though an the government should consider the nation, at Nixon's suggesfor a special children's servici
Hawaii is December 20.
advisory commission recom- a value-added tax—a form of tion, is moving from such pro- will be placed in Time Deposit of worship this Sunday,
Certificates to draw interest.
"In extending our com- mended against its favorite national
sales tax—to produce grams in the direction of generDecember 17, at 10:45 a.m. in
When all of the money is
mitment to make every possible method, says Treasury Un- an
estimated $13 billion in reve- al and special revenue sharing.
The First Presbyterian Church.
received, a special budget will
effort to deliver all holiday mail dersecretary Edwin S. Cohen.
nues that could be used to offIn addition
to
music
be prepared for this fund to see
on time—even though most
The Advisory Commission on set property taxes.
presented by the Adult and
how
it
can
suggested dates are now past—
be
used
most ef- Youth Choirs,
Intergovernmental Relations
Since then, however, adminisCletus Murphy,
ficiently.
we hope the general public will Thursday turned down a rec- tration
Countertenor, will sing the solo
spokesmen have backed
The committee to work with a
respond accordingly," Nanny ommendation by its own staff away
from the idea of a value"Jesu Bambion." The members
similar county committee on
said.
for federal incentive grants to added tax. The commission reof the Primary Church School
the ambulance situation was
encourage states to adopt "cir- ported that such a tax is not
Class will sing a variety of
named
by
Mayor
Ellis.
It
is
cuit-breaker" property-tax pol- needed for property-tax-relief
Christmas songs, and present
composed of Roy Starks,
icies, benefiting elderly and purposes.
recitations on the Christmas
William R. Furches and Melvin
poor homeowners and renters.
The opposition to the various
theme.
Henley.
Strict
regulations
These would provide tax cut- proposals for specific federal
The sermon by Rev. Chuck
regarding
ambulance service
offs or rebates when the prop- grants was led by Gov. Dan
Death claimed Carl Colson of
Moffett will be the children's
erty tax exceeded a fixed pro- Evans of Washington, a Re- Murray Route Two, Hickory will take effect in the middle of story "How The Grinch Stole
portion of the taxpayer's in- publican, and joined in by two Grove Church of Christ com- next year which may affect Christmas."
ambulance service here.
come.
Democratic congressmen, L. H. munity, on Wednesday about
The public is cordially invited
The commission also rejected Fountain of North Carolina and four p.m. He was 88 years of age
Chief of Police James M. to participate in this service.
Gamma Deita Chapter of Phi a
compromise proposal by Al Ullman of Oregon.
and a retired farmer.
Church School classes are
Brown reported citations issued
Mu Alpha Sinfonia installed a
Treasury Secretary George P.
Evans said the proposed cirThe
body
of
Colson
offered
was
for all ages at 9:30 a.m.,
found
November
from
through
24
new chapter honorary member,
Shultz favoring tax relief either cuit-breaker grant would be un- in a muddy field near his home December 7 as follows: DWI 4, and the service of worship is at
Jack G. Persall, on Thursday.
by a direct federal circuit- fair to states that already have about 5:30 p.m. Thursday by public drunkenness 7, no 10:45 a.m. A nursery is
Phi Mu Alpha is the breaker program,
aid to states moved on their own to provide neighbors, family members, operators license 5, disregar- provided.
professional fraternity for men
for similar programs, or un- some relief to elderly or poor members of the office of Sheriff ding stop sign 4, reckless
in music at Murray State
specified other methods.
homeowners or renters consid- Clyde Steele, members of the driving 6, unnecessary noise 5,
University. The national
commission
The
agreed ered too overburdened by the Calloway Fire-Rescue Squad, improper registration
I.
fraternity is celebrating its
tacitly only to keep the whole property tax.
and Cornoner Max Churchill. disorderly conduct 4, speeding
diamond anniversary this year
matter under advisement while
Coroner Churchill said he 11, disregarding stop light 2,
(Continued from Page 11
and
Gamma
Delta
is effects of federal revenue sharruled that Colson's death was illegal possession of alcohol 1,
'That
I
May
Know
Him'
celebrating their 35th annear-per
fect landing Monday in
ing and of court decision on
due to an apparent heart attack. driving on suspended license I, the
niversary.
moon valley of Taurus-Litproperty-tax financing of eduHe was reported last seen by his no city sticker 1, no state inIs Sermon Subject
Gamma Delta honors those cation
trow. "But it's got one more
are studied.
son, Franklin Colson, about spection sticker 1, improper job
people who they feel have
to do."
It approved a statement that
three
p.m.
Wednesday.
Thur"That
I May Know Him" will
driving 1. Twenty-two wrecks
helped to advance the cause of "states should
On radio commands from
retain primary be the subject of the sermon by sday his son-in-law, Brent were reported and three cases
music and have been of out- responsibility for
earth. Challenger fired its rockshaping policy Rev. W. Edd Glover at the Atkins, went to the home to take of breaking and entering. Of
the
standing service to the dealing with general
property- eleven a.m, service on Sunday, some food and could not find 55 cases, 38 were tried as et thrusters and sent itself
fraternity.
speeding to an impact near the
tax relief and intrastate equal- December 17, at the North any trace of his father-in-law. charged in the court
of City Taurus-Littrow valley.
Persall, of Murray, is ization of school finances."
Pleasant Grove Cumberland He summoned the aid of the Judge Donald Overbey and 17
currentled employed with Guy
Force of the impact caused a
In an interview after the Presbyterian Church.
neighbors and local officials in were dismissed.
Spann Reality. Prior to moving vote, Cohen said
seismic shock which excited
he is certain
His scripture reading will be an effort to find Mr. Colson.
to Murray, he retired from the Nixon
quak e-detection instruments
still is concerned with
The deceased was a member
U.S. Army as a Lt. Colonel. the plight of poor and elderly from Philippians 3. Sunday
left on the moon by Apollo 17
of
the
Turkey
Creek
Baptist
School will be held at ten a.m.
Persall's son, Tommy Persall, homeowners.
and by previous Apollo misSome of them, the
The annual church Christmas Church in Trigg County. His
is currently enrolled in the commission was
sions.
told, pay from program will be held Sunday at wife, Mrs. Lucy Colson, died
graduate program at Murray 10 to 30
In a spectacular lunar deparper cent of their total 5:30 put. at the church.
(Continued from Page 1)
March
10
of
this
year.
State and is an active member income in
ture, Challenger popped off its
property taxes.
Survivors
are
three Louisville, and they have two flat-topped
The public is invited to attend,
of Gamma Delta. Mrs. Persall
landing stage amid
Last,January, Nixon assigned Rev. Glover said.
daughters, Mrs. Brent tEuple 1 daughters, Traci and
is secretary to dean of the
Terri.
a shower of debris and soared
Atkins,
1666
Calloway,
Murray,
Gillum says "Kids are our upward into the black lunar sky
School of Education at Murray
Mrs. Garnett Trenholm of reason for being. Helping
State.
kids over Taurus-Littrow. The
Franklin, and Mrs. Joe Ross of between 9 and 19 years
Each spring and fall the
old have craft's yellow-flamed rocket
Bedford;
one son, Franklin fun, real fun; improving their
Persall's host an all day retreat
was visible to television watColson of Murray Route Two; health or that of their family;
for the fraternity at their home
or chers on earth for about 35 sectwo
sisters,
Mrs.
Lee
Walker
of
in Sherwood Forest. Persall
preparing them for careers, at onds before it vanished from
Dexter Route One and Mrs. least exploring possibilities; or
attends many of the fraternity's
the view of a TV camera left
Senator
State
Carroll Hubkindness which assisted the Lela Walker, North 5th Street, making
activities throughout the year
things like clothes or on the moon.
was the guest speaker at
bard
entry
Christ
of
the
child
into
this
Murray.
and is an avid supporter of
furniture they actually can use;
Evans, aboard the larger
the Murray Rotary Club
Also surviving are four half or merely broadening
world."
music at Murray.
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Guest star Bill Bixby plays a,
brilliant neurosurgeon who,
troubled by his wife's strange
behavior, neglects a young girl
depending on the doctor's
daring new surgical procedure
to save her life, oh "Medical
Center" Wednesday, Dec. 20
(8:00-9:00 p.m., CST) on the
CBS Television Network, Paul
Stanley directed from a script
by Barry Oringer.
[Jr. Gannon is worried that
Dr. Jack Hurst may be unable
to concentrate on the operation
required by the critically ill
Dianne Hull because of
pressure from his wife Terry,
who seems unaccountably
jealous over the demands of her
husband's career.

Bixby Portrays
Neurosurgeon,
Medical Center

who accuses a helpful young
stranger of seducing his
wife; Cloris Leachman,
Jackie Cooper, and Darlene
Carr star in Don Peterson's
"Hot
Machine,
Cold
Machine,"
a romantic,
whimsical tale of two lively,
lonely people who meet in a
laundromat; and George
Maharis, Marlyn Mason and
Lee Purcell star in A.E.
Hotcher's "The Brave and
Happy Life," a suspense tale
with a surprisingly happy
ending.
10:15 p.m.Movie: Movie:
Border Town," channel 3.
Paul Muni, Bette Davis,
Margaret Lindsay, Eugene
Pallette, Robert Barrat.
Disbarred alien lawyer drifts
to bordertown and becomes
involved with a casino owner,
his ambitious wife and
murder.
10:30 p.m. Movie: "The Appaloosa," channel 6. Marlon
Brando, Anjanette Corner,
John Saxon, Cowboy tries to
retrieve a rare horse stolen
from him and taken into
lawless Mexico at the turn of
the century.
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STUDENT NURSES

They're learning fast...

* Plus This 2nd Hit!! *

4 DESIRABLE MALES
OBJECT:

W/U4TED:

No Husbands...No Wives...
Only Lovers!

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

Prog. Info 1533314
Open 6:30-Start 7:00

(„,URRAY

c

BLUSHING COLOR

r11

7:30 Mystery Movie: channels
3, 8. Hour-long special that
dramatizes the first meeting
between the thrice-divorced
American socialite and the
dashing Prince of Whales;
their courtship„ his endeavors to marry the lady of
his choice after becoming
Edward VIII, King of
England; and finally, his
irrevocable decision to abdicate. Richard Chamberlain
Stars as Edward and Faye
Dunaway as the American
divorcee, Wallis Simpson.
Also
starring
Patrick
Macnee, Eileen Herlie,
Henry Oliver and Robert
Douglas.
9:00 p.m. "Of
Men and
Women," channels 3, 8. Lee
Remick will star in and host
this one-hour innovative
dramatic special consisting
of four short dramatic pieces
whose
theme
is
the
sometimes
amusing,
sometimes complex
relationships between men
and women. Lee Remick
stars in Terence Rattigan's
"All On Her Own," a
challenging solor role of a
recent widow who evaluates
her past marriage and her
husband's death; Burgess
Meredith and Bill Bixby star
in Harvey Jacobs' "Why He
was Late For Work", a
macabre story of a blind man

Sunday, December 17
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Lion,"
channel 8. William Holden,
Capucine, Trevor Howard.
Young girl living with her
mother and stepfather in
Africa has an excessivt
attachment to a lion she has
raised from a cub. When her
real 'father visits, situation
explodes as he becomes
aware that the child was
becoming primitive.
6:30 Disney—channels 4, 6.
"Salty, the Hijacked Harbor
Seal." A spunky harbor seal
pup escapes fishermen's nets
and embarks on a perilous
journey from the San
Francisco Bay to Redwood
country.
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This is a delightful animated story of the Nativity, with music by Sammy Cohn and Jule Styne
Airing on Channel 8 on Friday, December 15 from 7:00-7:30 p.m.
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By DARRELL ROWLETT
The Christmas spirit is no
where in evidence more than at
the Hee Haw taping of Spring
shows currently in progress at
WLAC-TV in Nashville. All
seem eager for the tapings to
end so they can enjoy a short
rest over the holidays with their
respective families. No one is
any more anxious
than
Jackie Phelps,
the show's resident hambone
actor
and
guitar picker.
"It's a big
event for my
family
this
year," Jackie
Rowktt
explained.
"The past eight or nine
Christmases
I've
been
entertaining military troops
around the world with Roy Acuff
and the Smokey Mountain Boys,
but this year I'll be at home."
Past holidays have been spent in
such
places
as
Madrid,
Morocco, and Vietnam.
Following the Hee Flaw work,
Jackie stated that he is also
"rearm' and pitchin' to go deer
hunting in Virginia with my son.
We hunt deer there with dogs
and it's just as much pleasure to
me to hear the dogs as it is to
shoot a deer."
Jackie is a hunter from way
back. As a Suffolk, Virginia,
youngster, Claude Jackson
Phelps, Jr. used to hunt coon
and `possum near the peanut
fields.
"A bunch of us would go out to
the edge of the field and turn the
dogs loose in October and
November. We'd throw a match
in a peanut stack and sit there
and roast peanuts while the dogs
were treeing. Then we'd go cut
the tree and let the dogs get the
coon," he remembered.
Jackie recalled that his
brother, Wilbur, now a retired
railroad worker, was an
exceptionally good cook. "We'd
go to those people's houses in the
afternoon on Friday and have a
fish fry out in the yard. Then, at
night, we'd go in and take all the
furniture out of the biggest room
in the house and dance and play
music. I've gone home many a
morning with Mama and Papa
with the old horse and cart with
the sun rising," he said.
Christmas was fun then, too.
However, Jackie has a different

808 Chestnut
Murray

FASHION MART

At The

* Queen Casual
* Douglas Marc
* Gay Gibson,
* Trio of Dallas Jr.

Joins daddy
HOLLYWOOD IUPIIHy an O'Neal', nine-year-old
daughter. Tatum, will join her
father in the cast of -Paper
Moon" for Paramount.

holiday wish this year. "I'd be
happy to spend my Christmas
downtown standing on Broadway in the snow if the boys
in Vietnam could be home with
their families." It has been that
feeling that has taken Jackie
and the Acuff troupe overseas in
recent years.
After the first of the year,
Jackie's career is taking new
shape. The dream of almost
every sideman has become a
reality for him. In joining the
newly form Central Talent
Agency of Madisonville, Ky.,
headed by retired policeman
J.B.Bard,Jackie will begin working as a single act. He has
been heading in that direction
recently, but the move will allow
him to rate top billing with
greater regularity.
As a single, Jackie plans to
continue doing the comedy,
guitar picking, and some
singing that has made him
popular
on
Hee
Flaw.
Concerning his comedy, he
admitted, "I don't write a
monologue. I swipe somebody
else's jokes that someone has
swiped from someone else."
According to Jackie, it's the
timing of a joke that makes it
work and not necessarily what is
actually said.
Starday Records plans to
release a
Jackie
Phelps
instrumental album in the next
few weeks. The guitar picker's
talent
coupled
with
his
expanding popularity seem to
give the album a good chance
for success in the marketplace.
"Country music fans are
ardent followers. Any type of
music with a good beat suits a
great many people who follow
pop music,' he contends.
"Country fans are much more
particular. The fan and the
artist must speak the same
language."
Fans, you can't find anyone
more country than Jackie
Phelps.
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Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-7575

J B Music Center

to help you learn to play'

Ne WURLITZER* .444
4.
hail the Wan •

NA

The new Wurlitzer 40300 Organ with Dancing Chords
can give your playing a professional sound—even it
you've never played before.
It's easy ... hold a chord (we'll show you how) and touch
the Rhythm Chord tab and the chord will play in the
rhythm pattern you've selected—Waltz, Latin, Teen,
March, or Swing. Fun! You'll sound great the first time
you sit down at the organ!
From there you can go on to add pedal rhythm
press
the Rhythm Pedal tab for an automatic alternating bass.
Fabulous!
STOP IN AND TRY THIS EXCITING NEW INSTRUMENT!

Here's the organ for everyone.
for those who play well and for the beginner .

with Dancing Chords!

This Christmas give fun
for the whole family

Jackie Phelps

"Gift and Garden Spot
of The Lakelands"
"Jct. Hays. 68 & 641
5 Mi. North of Benton
Open g a.m. Till 8 p.m.

Plantland

Scotch and White Pine

Christmas
Trees

Living

Bridget's and Bernie's nerves
are frayed, and the Steinbergs
and the Fitzgeralds decide the
best way to smooth things over
is to send the kids on the
honeymoon they never had, on
"Bridget Loves
Bernie"
Saturday, Dec. 23 (7:30-8:00
pm, CST) on the CBS Television
Network, C,oby Ruskin directed
from the Joanna Lee script.
After a little persuasion the
young couple is in favor the
idea, but a few complications
arise that interfere with the
plans.

Bernie
Jackie Phelps,Hee Haw's Hambone Actor, Bridget,Pl
Finally an
Anticipates Special Christmas This Year Honeymoon Trip
Inside Country Music—

WOMEN'S FASHIONS

Changed

N.M.
A 1.131.1Q1i F.HQUE,
IC11 —lie Blues Boy has a
background of the stuff from
which blues singers are made.
lie awoke every morning at
about 4 a.m. to the sound of a
hell that called him to the fields
on a cotton plantation in
Mississippi. And he'd be in
those fields until dark.
But Riley B. King, better
known as 4.B. "Blues Boy"
King, has come a long way from
the cotton fields. He's on the
road 305 days a year now and
performs an average of 300
days a year. He's been doing
that for Vi years.
The 46-year-old King's musk
has transcended the rapid
changes in popular styles in
musk in recent years and
crowds at his concerts are still
predominantly young.
"That's one of the things
about my music," King said.
"I've had to adapt it to the
times, But the bask B.B. King
is still there—the feeling."
King got his nickname of
Blues Boy when he first began
trying to play professionally in
Memphis, Tenn. He lived near
the end of Beale Avenue in
Memphis. The street was
known as a center for blues and
people ignored the fact it was
actually an avenue and called it
Beak Street and the music that
came from it was known as
Beak Street Blues.
King first began playing live
for a few minutes a day on
radio. His live radio time was
increased after a while and his
popularity increased with the
time. He was billed as the Beale
Street Boy and people later
began calling him Blues Boy
and then B.B.
His subjects for songs have
much since that
not
time', lie has always written and
played many songs that dealt
with lost loves and cheating
lovers. One of his biggest hits.
"The Thrill is Gone," dealt
with the loss of interest on the
part of a lover, lie has been
through two marriages and
divorces.
King named his guitar
Lucille after an incident in
which he almost lost his life. He
was playing in a dance hall in
144(1 in Twit, Ark. Two men
began fighting over a woman
and accidentally knocked over a
heater. S000n the whole
building was in flames.
"Everybody made it for the
front door, including myself,"
King said. "Then I remembered I left my guitar and got to
thinking that a good guitar was
hard to find and hard to hold
onto and I went back in."
•At ell, I almost burned to
death getting that guitar out.

King blues
stem from
background
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who accuses a helpful young
stranger of seducing his
wife; Cloris Leachman,
Jackie Cooper, and Darlene
Carr star in Don Peterson's
"Hot
Machine,
Cold
Machine," a romantic,
whimsical tale of two lively,
lonely people who meet in a
laundromat; and George
Maharis, Marlyn Mason and
Lee Purcell star in A.E.
Hotcher's "The Brave and
Happy Life," a suspense tale
with a surprisingly happy
ending.
10:15 p.m.Movie: Movie:
Border Town," channel 3.
Paul Muni, Bette Davis,
Margaret Lindsay, Eugene
Pallette, Robert Barrat.
Disbarred alien lawyer drifts
to bordertown and becomes
involved with a casino owner,
his ambitious wife and
murder.
10:30 p.m. Movie: "The Appaloosa," channel 6. Marlon
Brand°, Anjanette Corner,
John Saxon, Cowboy tries to
retrieve a rare horse stolen
from him and taken into
lawless Mexico at the turn of
the century.
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WANTED:
4 DESIRABLE MALES
OBJECT:

No Husbands..No Wives..,
Only Lovers!

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

Open 6:30-Start 7:00

* Pius This 2nd Hitt! *

cIDURRAY
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Bixby Portrays
Neurosurgeon8
,
c
9
Medical Center

7:30 Mystery Movie: channels
3, 8. Hour-long special that
dramatizes the first meeting
between the thrice-divorced
4merican socialite and the
dashing Prince of Whales;
their courtship, his endeavors to marry the lady of
his choice after becoming
Edward VIII, King of
England; and finally, his
irrevocable decision to abdicate. Richard Chamberlain
stars as Edward and Faye
Dunaway as the American
divorcee, Wallis Simpson.
Also
starring
Patrick
Macnee, Eileen Herlie,
Henry Oliver and Robert
Douglas.
9:00 p.m. "Of
Men and
Guest star Bill Bixby plays a,
Women," channels 3, 8. Lee
brilliant neurosurgeon who,
Remick will star in and host
troubled by his wife's strange
this one-hour innovative
behavior, neglects a young girl
dramatic special consisting dependi
ng on the doctor's
of four short dramatic pieces
daring new surgical procedure
whose
theme
is
the to save her life, oti "Medical
sometimes
amusing, Center" Wednesday, Dec.
20
sometimes complex
8:00-9100 p.m., CST) on the
relationships between men CBS
Television Network. Paul
and women. Lee Remick
Stanley directed from a script
stars in Terence Ftattigan's
by Barry °ringer.
"All On Her Own," a
Dr. Gannon is worried that
challenging solor role of a
Dr. Jack Hurst may be unable
recent widow who evaluates
to concentrate on the operation
her past marriage and her
required by the critically ill
husband's death; Burgess
Dianne Hull because of
Meredith and Bill Bixby star
pressure from his wife Terry,
in Harvey Jacobs' "Why He
who seems unaccountably
was Late For Work", a
jealous over the demands of her
macabre story of a blind man
husband's career.

Sunday, December 17
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Lion,"
channel 8. William Holden,
Capucine, Trevor Howard.
Young girl living with her
mother and stepfather in
Africa has an excessiv(
attachment to a lion she has
raised from a cub. When her
real father visits, situation
explodes as he becomes
aware that the child was
becoming primitive.
6:36 Disney—channels 4, 6.
"Salty, the Hijacked Harbor
Seal." A spunky harbor seal
pup escapes fishermen's nets
and embarks on a perilous
Journey from the San
Francisco Bay to Redwood
country.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

This is a delightful animated story of the Nativity, with music by Sammy Cohn and Jule Styne.
Airing on Channel Son Friday. December 15 from 7:00-7:30 p.m.
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At The

* Queen Casual
* Douglas Marc
* Gay Gibson
* Trio of Dallas Jr.

Monday

808 Chestnut
Murray
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il

'MT/Mt:
4

"Gift and Garden Spot
of The Lakelands"
"Jct. Hays. 68 8i 691
5 Mi. North of Benton
Open 9 a.m. Till 8 p.m.

Plantland

Scotch and White Pine

Christmas
Trees

Living

Bridget's and Bernie's nerves
are frayed, and the Steinbergs
and the Fitzgeralds decide the
best way to sinooth things over
is to send the kids on the
honeymoon they never had, on
"Bridget Loves
Bernie"
Saturday, Dec. 23 (7:30-8:00
pm,CST)on the CBS Television
Network. Coby Ruskin directed
from the Joanna Lee script.
After a little persuasion the
young couple is in favor the
idea, but a few complications
arise that interfere with the
plans.

has; the wag

•

WURLiTZEW .44‹

Writer Tells Story of
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yd Center - Chestnut Street
Murray, KKentuc
Deinx ky
Phone 753-7575

J B Music Center

to help you learn to play'

..

he new Wurlitzer 40300 Organ with Dancing Chords
an give your playing a professional sound—even if
ou've never played before.
l's easy..„hold a chord (we'll show you how) and touch
he Rhythm Chord tab and the chord will play in the
hythm pattern you've selected—Waltz, Latin, Teen,
March, or Swing. Fun! You'll sound great the first time
you sit down at the organ!
From there you can go on to add pedal rhythm . press
the Rhythm Pedal tab for an automatic alternating bass
Fabulous!
STOP IN AND TRY THIS EXCITING NEW INSTRUMENT'

Itere's the organ for everyone--.
f r those who play well and for the beginner

with Dancing Chords!

This Christmas give fun
for the whole family

THE LEDGER &
TIMES — MURRAY, KEN UCKY

Joins daddy
HOLLY(X)I) IL I'll
O'Neal's nine-year-old
daughter, Tatum, will join her
father in the cast of "Paper
Moon" for Paramount.

By DARRELL ROWLETT
The Christmas spirit is no
where in evidence more than at
the Hee Haw taping of Spring
shows currently in progress at
WLAC-TV in Nashville. All
seem eager for the tapings to
end so they can enjoy a short
rest over the holidays with their
respective families. No one is
any more anxious
than
Jackie Phelps,
the show's resident hambone
actor
and
guitar picket'.
"It's a big
event for my
family
this
year," Jackie
explained.
"The past eight or nine
Christmases
I've
been
entertaining military troops
around the world with Roy Acuff
and the Smokey Mountain Boys,
but this year I'll be at home."
Past holidays have been spent in
such
places
as
Madrid,
Morocco, and Vietnam.
Following the Hee Haw work,
Jackie stated that he is also
"rearm' and pitchin' to go deer
hunting in Virginia with my son.
We hunt deer there with dogs
and it's just as much pleasure to
holiday wish this year. "I'd be
me to hear the dogs as it is to
happy to spend my Christmas
shoot a deer."
downtown standing on BroadJackie is a hunter from way
way in the snow if the boys
back. As a Suffolk, Virginia,
in Vietnam could be home with
youngster, Claude Jackson
thiir families." It has been that
Phelps, Jr. used to hunt coon
feeling that has taken Jackie
and 'possum near the peanut
and the Acuff troupe overseas in
fields.
recent years.
"A bunch of us would go out to
After the first of the year,
the edge of the field and turn the
Jackie's career is taking new
dogs loose in October and
shape. The dream of almost
November. We'd throw a match
every sideman has become a
in a peanut stack and sit there
reality for him. In joining the
and roast peanuts while the dogs
newly form Central Talent
were treeing. Then we'd go cut
Agency of Madisonville, Ky.,
the tree and let the dogs get the
headed by retired policeman
coon," he remembered.
J.B.Bard,Jackie will begin workJackie recalled that his
ing as a single act. He has
brother, Wilbur, now a retired
been heading in that direction
railroad worker, was an
recently, but the move will allow
exceptionally good cook. "We'd
him to rate top billing with
go to those people's houses in the
greater regularity.
afternoon on Friday and have a
As a single, Jackie plans to
fish fry out in the yard. Then, at
continue doing the comedy,
night, we'd go in and take all the
guitar picking, and some
furniture out of the biggest room
singing that has made him
in the house and dance and play
popular
music. I've gone home many a
on
Hee
Haw.
Concerning his comedy, he
morning with Mama and Papa
admitted, "I don't write a
with the old horse and cart with
monologue. I swipe somebody
the sun rising," he said.
else's jokes that someone has
Christmas was fun then, too.
swiped from someone else."
However, Jackie has a different
According to Jackie, it's the
timing of a joke that makes it
work and not necessarily what is
actually said.
Starday Records plans to
release a
Jackie Phelps
instrumental album in the next
few weeks. The guitar picker's
talent
coupled
with
his
expanding popularity seem to
give the album a good chance
for success in the marketplace.
"Country music fans are
ardent followers. Any type of
music with a good beat suits a
great many people who follow
pop music," he contends.
"Country fans are much more
particular. The fan and the
artist must speak the same
language."
Fans, you can't find anyone
more country than Jackie

FASHION MART
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Bridget, Bernie
Jackie Phelps,Hee Haw's Hambone Actor, Finally Plan
Anticipates S ial Christmas This Year Honeymoon Trip
inside Country Music
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WOMEN'S FASHIONS

ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M.
IUPIl — The Blues Boy has a
background of the stuff from
which blues ringers are made.
lie awoke every morning at
about 4 a.m. to the sound of a
bell that called him to the fields
on a cotton plantation in
Mississippi. Anti he'd be in
those fields until dark.
But Riley B. King, better
known as B.B. "Blues Boy. King, has come a long way front
the cotton fields. He's on the
road 363 days a year now and
performs an average of 300
days a year. He's been doing
that for 271 years,
The 46-year-old King's music
has transcended the rapid
changes in popular styles in
music in recent years and
crowds at his concerts are still
predominantly young.
"That's one of the things
about ni) music," King said.
"I've had to adapt it to the
times. But the basic B.B. King
is still there— the feeling." ,
King got his nickname' of
Bluets Boy when he first began
trying to play professionally in
Memphis, Tenn. He lived near
the end of Beale Avenue in
Memphis. The street wan
known as a renter for blues and
people ignored the fact it was
actually an avenue and called it
Beak Street and the music that
came from it was known to.
Beak Street Blues.
King first began playing live
for a few minutes a day on
radio. His live radio time was
increased after a while and his
popularity increased with the
time. He was billed as the Beale
Street Boy and people later
began calling him Blues Boy
and then B.B.
His subjects for songs ha',.'
not changed much since that
time. He has always written and
played many songs that dealt
with lost loves and cheating
lovers. One of his biggest hits,
-The Thrill is Gone," dealt
with the loss of interest on the
part of a lover. He has been
through two marriages and
divorces.
King named his guitar
Lucille after an incident in
which he almost lost his life, lie
was playing in a dance hall in
1949 in Twit, Ark. Two men
began fighting over a woman
and accidentally knocked over a
heater. S000n the whole
building was in flames.
"Everybody made it for the
front door, including myself,"
King said. "Then I remembered I left my guitar and got to
thinking that a good guitar was
hard to find and hard to hold
onto and I went back in."
1 almost burned to
[loath getting that guitar out.

King blues
stem from
background
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Mason. The Crown Prince
Rudolf (Sharif) of Austria
falls in love with 17-year-old
Maria Vetsera and scandalizes the entire court of
Vienna openly ignoring his
wife. MGM, 1969.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: "King's
Pirate," Channel 6. Doug
McClure, Jill St. John, Guy
Ann
Mary
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Young American Colonial
risks his life to silence the
pirate port of Diego Suarez
for fabulous rewards and a
beautiful girl.
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"It's not a dues paying
scene," he added somewhat
apologetically. "Rather, it's
something I did then and still
like to do now.
"Whether sitting at a bar or
out of work, I've had a chance
to sort things out in my head
and with my songs. That way I
know where my musical direction is coming from."
"It isn't magic," he said of
his songwriting style. "It's just
sitting down and trying to say
something."

SALES and SERVICE
. a.
oo
Radio-TV -Electrical Appliances 10

SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

Phone 753-1212
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
I
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

WALLIS DRUG

Television
notes

ever there was one, He has a
By ALAN WILSON
degree in psychology, worked
Associated Press Writer
for the State Department on a
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP) —
Mideast cultural exchange proFor Jim Croce, success means
gram and used to write "jive"
saying goodbye to the days
radio commercials.
when he ducked away from fly"You know the kind," he
ing barstools, popped pills
said.
"They go something like
called "Vest Coast Turnthis: 'Alright all you heavy cats
arounds" and cringed from the
out there, we're gonna get
pain of his jackhammerdown
and do it funky right
cramped hands.
tonight so lay back and let us
Somehow, there's no way
lay some of that heavy jive muanyone could seriously question
sic
on ya'll man.'"
whether Croce has paid his soThough Croce's style borders
called dues. It's all -too obvious
on country-folk, he's quick to
that he has. His songs let you
point out that "I grew up listenknow more than anything else.
ing to country music and a lot
Croce, 29, is bounding up the
of the old-time Jimmy Rodgers
ladder of musical success after
stuff. The first groups I played
nearly a decade of passing the
hat and hitting the rod. His in were bluegrass."
The list of his most respected
two most widely recognized
performers is as varied as his
songs are "Operator" and
lifestyle. It ranges from classi"Don't Mess with Jim."
On stage, he comes across cal guitarist Christopher Parkwith down-to-earth songs, some ening to the old-time music of
sad and other comical. And his Fats Domino.
"Good-time funky music is
flexible style of entertainment
is, perhaps, his greatest asset the stuff I love — stuff like the
— for he sings with a lyrical Coasters and Fats did and stuff
story-telling style that nearly that Jerry Reid and Merle Hageveryone identifies with be- gard are doing."
His home, at present, is a
cause of its appeal to basic
rented farmhouse in Wagonemotions.
"I try to approach my songs town, Pa.. "When I go back
so others can say they've had home," he said, "I like to stop
that kind of experience too," in at the old bars and hangsaid Croce, who was raised in outs." r
South Philadelphia and became
a disc jockey before embarking
on a musical career.
The thing that Croce is concentrating on more than anything else is improving his already-accomplished style of
guitar picking.
NEW YORK (UPI 1 —
"Right now I'm tinkering
around with the guitar and try- Buddy Ebsen, who has given
ing to become a better player. I long and good service to films
and television aside from his
listen to Jerry Reid all day and
nine-season run in video's -The
all night. He's unbelievable."
Beverly Hillbillies,- skill he
"Between the jackhammers back on the tube beginning Jan.
and the steering wheels, my 28 at 9:30 p.m. as star of an
hands have stiffened up," he hour-long CBS dramatic series
said of the kind of rugged truck tentatively titled "Barnaby
Cobb." He will play a veteran
driving and construction work private investigator.
he was doing only a year ago.
•••
Qroce likes to recall for his
Hallmark Cards, Inc., which
audiences the days when he
so far has invested about 150
barrelled down the highways in
million in its long-running
-Hall of Fame- drama specials,
hOge freight trucks trying to
plans to invest Eh° million more
ItOp awake on pep pills_
in tiw same area during the next
"They're called 'West Coast
decade, according to Donald J.
Turnarounds," he said, "beHall, president.
cause after you're through driv*5*
Diego
San
to
Orlando
from
ing
of the
-Entertainer
The
you just pop another one in
Year" awards, determined by a
your mouth and turn around to
poll of the membership of the
head back. It gets kinda wierd
American Guild of N ariety
though when you begin having
Artists, will provide the format
conversation with your windfor an Ed Sullivan 00-minute
special to be telecast in January
shield."
on CBS,
,Croce's life is a mixed bag if
Jack (;aver

Big
Vall•y

Horne of
Its. Gams
••

N•w

N•ws
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DAVID McCULLOUGH

I

•

"I did that for about two
years," he says, "and then I
realized that I'd chosen a subject that was so big and the
material for it was so far ranging and plentiful that the only
way I could do the job properly
was to concentrate all my efforts on it. So I quit my job —
which isn't easy when you have
five kids ranging from 16 down
to 3 — and a lot of people
thought I was mad But I believed this was an important
story, and I had a compulsion to
do it"
Researching the book meant
digging through a lot of old
newspapers as well as through
a vast amount of material in the

Ch. 4

iS

30
11

•

is,

PM

MONDAY

—
George C. Scott will star in
Joseph E. Levine's presentation
of director Mike Nichols' film,
"The Day of the Dolphin,"
with Scott's wife, Trish Van
Devere, playing his screen
bride.

*Dolphin'
HOLLYWOOD IUPII

rights
HOLLYWOOD IL PI I —
Richard Zanuck and David
Brown have acquired screen
rights with Universal Pictures
to the suspense novel "The
Eiger Sanction."

buy and daredevils jump off.
But for writer David
McCullough the great span
hurdling New York City's East
River has "a,curious magnetism — people have gone to it on
their honeymoon. have carried
newborn babies across it, and
have scattered the ashes of
their dead over its sides."
McCullough, whose recently
published, 636-page "The Great
Bridge" tells the story of the
building of the bridge, first felt
its magnetism when he and his
wife moved into an apartment
in Brooklyn Heights some years
ago
We used to go out on it on
Sundays and walk," he recalls
with a smile. "It was a marvelous place to get out of the
city while still being in the city.
It's the only bridge with a
promenade above the traffic.
Its builder intended it that way.
It was designed for people to
enjoy .
McCullough, a former magazine -writer and editor and the
author of "The Johnstown
Flood," says it was while he
was enjoying the bridge that "I
realized here is this very famous bridge — but how did it
get here, why was it built, how
long did it take to build? And,
most of all, who were the
people that built it? My book,
you see, is really a story of
people and not just a bridge."
McCullough began work on
his bridge book some five years
ago — working as a magazine
editor by day and on the book at
night and on weekends

lyn Bridge is what hayseeds

Scott for

•-

Phone 753-7575
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head
Evaecnhe
tually the extras came
from South American and
Californian teen-agent visiting
Israel for some fun in the sun on
the beaches.
Nevertheless, • commerce
industry spokesman said, two
more westerns are scheduled,
plus the move version of the
hook "0 Jerusalem!" a film on
the Jewish last stand at Masada
in the year 73, and Otto
Preminger's "Genesis 48"
about the birth of Israel,
V. hile Peck saunters through
the bogus Western village at
one end of the country,
Jewison's film production of
-Jesus Christ Superstar" is
being shot at the other.
The money they leave behind
— Jewison's films will be a
11.71 million boost to the
ee0110X111 — helps Israel combat
(iebt
its $3 billion dollars foreign

•
•
•
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McCullough. 39, who now
lives with his family in West
Tisbury, Mass., says the five
years he spent on the book was
about evenly divided between
research and writing
"On a book like this you gather much more than you use," he
says with a laugh "As long as
this book is, it could have been a
great deal longer
"I worked very, very hard on
this book At one point, I tore up
50.000 words and threw them
away because they weren't
right and started over again
"I'm the toughest boss I ever
worked for "

Westerns
now filmed
in Israel
lBy THOMAS CHEATHAM
TEL AVIV (UPI) — From
dine immemorial, the Holy
ihnd has been tossed likes ball
friom empire to empire. Now
there is a new set of combatants
on this ancient battlefield:
cowboys and Indians.
i "Why not?" asked Norman
lewison, whose production,
"Billy Two Hats," starring
(.. regory Peck, is being filmed
,in the same field conquered by
eseryone from the ancient
gyptians to the Turks to
nally, the Israelis.
"I don't see why all westerns
lave to be shot in Italy or
pain," Jewison said. "Israel
as just as good a climate.
rrain and almost the same
Lind of geographical locations."
. The government has gone to
Ow trouble of building a real
Western town, replete with
ivery stables, swing-door
loons and a sheriff's office.
)utside Tel Aviv to attract
ovie companies and their
oney.
The film makers are offered,
jsa incentives, tax-exempt status.
* 20 percent discount on all
'local purchases, and war in!surancc just in case the Middle
:East situation takes a sudden
. turn for the worse.
Written by a Scotsman.
packaged in England and
financed with Stifi5,000 from
Hollywood. -Billy Two Hats"
he first in what Israel hopes
',ill be a series of profitable
. returns to its investment.
Ted Kotcheff, the writer,
chose Israel as its setting
because, he said, "I ssanted to
visually establish isolation and
loneliness, and this did it better
than anywhere else."
Attractions
The attractions to movie
companies include low-cost
labor, a variety of landscapes,
good weather and a confined
area that makes a move froni
one location to another not too
costly in time and money.
Bringing the Wild West to
Israel wasn't so easy. For one
thing, getting the Winchester
rifles and Colt 43. past airport
security men was something of
a hassle.
For another, Peek was forced
to use an Israeli-bird horse that
had never been in the desert.
And finding Israelis who had
been on horses to act as extras
proved even more of a

such abundant raw material to
work with gave me the chance
to bring my characters alive.-

libraries of two colleges.
McCullough says, "but having

Writer Tells Story of
Building Brooklyn Bridge
By PHIL THOMAS
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
For most people, the Brook-

Get screen

n
Murray, Kentucky

KEN1UCKY

HOLLY OOD IU I —
Ryan O'Neal's nine-year-old
daughter, Tatum. will join her
father in the cast of "Paper
Moon' for Paramount.
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p.m.—Movie:"The Snoop
Sisters"—channels 4,6.
Starring Helen Hayes,
Mildred Natwick, Paulette
Goodard and Art Carney.
Two quaint sisters who write
murder mysteries, become
personally involved in the
murder of a glamorous
retired movie star.
10:30 p.m. Movie ,thannel 12
111:30 on
5) "Michael
Kohlhaas," starring David
Warner and Anna Karma,
The story concerns a 16th
century horse trader who
becomes a symbol of revolt
against injustice.
8:00

9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Five
Fingers," channel 8 James
Mason, Danielle Darrieux,
Michael Rennie, Walter
Hampden, Oscar Karlweis,
Michael Pate. Based on the
true story of one of the
master espionage agents of
W.W.II—the Albanian valet,
Ulysses Diello, now known as
"Cicero."
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Forty
Guns," channel 4. Barbara
Stanwyck, Dean Jagger,
Barry Sullivan, John Ericson, Gene Barry, Robert Dix,
Eve Brent. An ex-gunslinger,
now working for U.S. Attorney General, and his two
brothers find themselves up
against a gang led by a
beautiful wealthy woman in
Tombstone, Arizona.
9:00 p.m.—Movie: "Human
Duplicators," channel 5,
George Nader, Barbara
Nichols, George Macready,
Hugh Beaumon, Richard
Kiel. Cosmic agent from
another world is sent to earth
to create a colony of Androids (human-like robots)
who will secretly infiltrate
key industrial, governmental
and military centers in
preparation for their invasion.
8:00 p.m.—NCAA Football—
"The Liberty Bowl" channels 3, 8. ABC Sports latenight presentation of the
Georgia Tech vs. Iowa State
game from
Memphis,
Tennessee.
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t
UPI Hollywood Corresponden
Swit, who plays Hot Lips
ta
Loret
—
1
IUP1
D
WOO
she is
1101.1.1
care for Polish jokes because
Houlihan in "114-A-S-H,” doesn't
it.
of Polish ancestry and proud ofwith a full figure. recently returned
Miss Swit. a gorgeous blonde to be honored by the League of
to her home town, Passaic,' N.J..
ision.
g the Polish image on telev
'Polish Americans for improvin ethnic group image.
any
ove
impr
d
ed here in
Loretta woul
to Hollywood. lAwetta arriv
She is a relative newcomerguest shots on hit series: "Gunsmoke,1969 to appear in a string of nix“ and -Hawaii Five-O."
establishing a
"Misaion: Impossible," "Man
married and is too busy
Loretta has never been involved with any one of her admirers.
e,
career to become seriously
house of a Hollywood estat
She lives alone in the guest shares her four-room bungalow with
She
.
term
wr
prol
alone isn't the
four diwy.
and Simba. The others
are Pekingese named Pief poodlel who answer to
TWO of her pets
half
e,
nges
Peki
Polish.
are a pair of Peek-a-poos (half
name means "precious" in
Chili and Zlota. The latter be described as enchantingly quaint. It
best
lw
can
home
furnishings
Loretta's
pleasant colors. Most Id the
l lioint of
Foca
is light and airy with bright
n.
atta
Manh
in
tment
were shipped west him] her apar bar.
the living room is a mahogany ta doesn't go out as often as one
For a beautiful blonde. Loret at a time. never going out just for
would imagine. She dates one man
the house.
then a
the sake of getting away from
er at a good restaurant and
dinn
is
time
good
a
of
n
Her notio
(Tiny it',
Home cooking
tta's not
escort to home I•ooking. I,ore But on
Once in a while she treats her
ders them fattening.
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She
s.
dishe
h
Polis
on
an authority
asa, a Polish sausage.
occasion she can prepare kielb impression she sticks with pork or
an
make
to
ses
choo
V. hen she
She fixes
n salad with alfalfa sprouts.
Iamb dishes and a fresh gree she returns from the studio—usually
when
night
y
ever
her own meals
inat 7 o'clock or later. ,
viewers have compared her
Loretta is relieved that few of Sally Kellerman who starred in
that
with
Lips
hot
terpretation of
years ago.
the role in the hit motion pict tiro three
first released but chose not to
Loretta saw the picture when it was
part.
the
in
east
was
she
when
see it again
is limited to I952 combat
Because her wardrobe on the show
es. I,oretta is a bit fussy
cloth
ated
outd
r
othe
and
nurse uniforms
.
robe
ward
nal
about her perso
e by her neighborhood in the
But you'd never know it if you drov
Loretta can be found in
day
y
ever
st
Almo
.
dawn
e
hour just befor
and walking another
mile,
a
of
ters
-quar
three
ing
tennis clothes jogg
d in Loretta's young life. She
Saturday and Sunday are unplanne
s, or just hang around the
tenni
play
or
bu
Mali
may visit a friend at
ing.
clean
and
house straightening
turns to painting. She is adept at
Left to her own devices, Loretta water colors and pen and ink
in
les
dabb
portrait work and often
drawings.
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Charley Pride Sings Heart
Songs," Charley Pride; "Harlst,•• Neil Young; "Madman
;
Across the Water," Elton John
'Rockin' the Fillmore,''
Humble Pie; "Paul Simon,"
Paul Simon; "Nilsson Schmilsson," Nilsson; "Baby I'm a
Want You." Bread; "America," America; "Fragile." Yes;
"Another Time, Another
Place," Englebert Humperdinck "Cher:' Cher Bono:
"All I Ever Need Is You,"onfly and Cher; "Pictures 1 an
ke
Exhibition," Emerson.
and Palmer; "First Take" and
"Quiet Fire:' Roberta Flack,
"Young, Gifted and Black,"
Aretha Franklin;
Al
"Let's Stay Together,"
and
Green; "Blood. Sweat
d.
Tears Greateg Hits," Bloo Camp
Sweat and Teal's; "Glen
bell's Greatest Hits," Glen
"
Campbell: "Hello Darlin',
ge
Conway Twitty; "Partrid
Family Shopping Bag," Part
a
as
ck
"Thi
ly;
Fami
ridge
Brick," Jethro Tull: "Hendrix
in the West," Jimi Hendrix;
"Exile on Main Street" and
es;
"Hot Rocks." Rolling Ston Cros
"Graham Nash and David
David
by." Graham Nash and
hen
Crosby; "Manassas," Step "
Mel,
and
Don
k,
"Mar
s;
Still
Grand Funk Railroad:
"Mardi Gras," Creedence
Clearwater Revival; "Gather
the
Me." Melanie; "13."
"
Doors; "Joplin in Concert,
c:'
Janis Joplin; "All Day Musi
War; "Live in Concert:' James
CasGang; "Cherish." David
sidy.

Leon Russell. "A Nod Is as
Good as a Wink . . to a Blind
of
Horse," Faces: "Low Spark
High Heeled Boy:' Traffic;

I 3
TO NITE 1 1 :40 p.m. SAT. & SUN. 1 ti
A. C. srarsicars s
"cA'Boy.Named
Charlie'Brown
A II
Senks

Late Show

at 7:30 Nitely
Plus ...
1:30 Sat & Sun.
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By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newfeatares Writer
Gold records awarded during
the first half of 1972 were up
more than 23 per cent over the
same period in 1971, the
Recording Industry Association
of America says.
In the first six months of
1972, the association certified
awards for 54 albums and 31
singles_ During the first half of
1971. certifications were granted to 47 albums and 22 singles.
To qualify, a single must sell
a million copies An album
must have a sale of $1 million at
the manufacturer's level for the
record and/or its counterparts
on prerecorded tape_
Singles which turned gold
are. "You Are Everything"
ard "Betcha by Golly, Wow,"
the Stylistics, "American Pie."
Don McLean, "An Old Fashioned Love Song," Three Dog
Night. "Drowning in the Sea of
Love," Joe Simon; "Baby I'ma
Want You," Bread. "Sun
shine. ' Jonathan Edwards;
d
"I'd Like To Teach the Worl
To Sing:' the New Seekers.
"Precious and Few," Climax; "Hurting Each Other."
ut
the Carpenters: "Witho r
You," Nilsson: "Day afte
Day." Badfinger. "Kiss an Angel Good Mornut.- Charley
Pride, "The Lion Sleeps
Tonight." Robert John; "I Gotcha," Joe Tex. "Jungle Fever," the Chaltachas. "Puppy
Love." Donny Osmond

"A Horse with No Name, Amenca; "Down by the Lazy
River," Osmond Brothers;
"Ain't Understanding Mellow,"
Jerry Butler and Brenda Lee
Eager: "Eat a Peach." the Allman Brothers Band; "The
First Time Ever I Saw Your
Face," Roberta Flack, "Day
Dreaming." Aretha Franklin,
"Heart of Gold," Neil
Young, "Look What You've
Done for Me" and "Let's Stay
Together," Al Green; "Lean on
Me." Bill Withers; "Nice To Be
with You," Gallery; "Outa
Space," Billy Preston; "Slippin' into Darkness," War.
"Troglodyte." Jimmy Castor
Bunch
Album awards during the
first half of 1972 were presented
to:
"American Pie," Don
McLean; "Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits, Vol II," Bob Dylan,
"The Concert for Bangla
Desh." Various Artists: "Aerie," John Denver; "She's a
Lady" and "Tom Jones Live at
Caesar's Palace," Tom Jones;
"Wild Life," Wings; "Meaty.
Beaty Big and Bouncy." the
Who, "Stones." Neil Diamond.
"Loretta Lynn's Greatest
Hits," Loretta Lynn.
"Homemade" and "Phase
III." Osmond Brothers, "To
You with Love," Donny Osmond: "Killer." Alice Cooper:
"Blessed Are" and "Any Day
Now,- Joan Baez; "Leon Russell and the Shelter People."

Loretta's too busy
for wedding bells

KY
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85 Records Gold in Six Months
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By WILLIAM D. LAFFLF:li
NE% YORK IUPI) --There are several new albums
which meet the needs of those
s
who say the record companie
in
are no longer interested
"good- music.
Among them is "The
Sumptuous Strings of the
Werner Mueller Orchestra1London SP 441871. This
album is designed mainly for
it
repeated listenings and c
contains such bombasti
compositions as "Jealousy- and
"Fiddle Faddle."
There are quieter numbers,
too. "Meditation" and "None
But the Lonely Heart" should
soothe the nerves.
"The Sumptuous Strings of
the Werner Mueller Orchestra"
is ideal, too. as a backdrop for
dinner conversations.
•••
Barbra Streisand has from
the beginning of her career been
a consistently fine artist. Each
of the several albums which she
has recorded has been a winner
and her latest, "Live Concert at
the Forum- (Columbia KC
317601, is a distinguished
addition to the lint.
It is a live recording and
features three of Barbra's latest
hits—"Sweet Inspiration,"
"Where You Lead - and "Make
Your Own Kind of Music,"
Miss
is
there
Then
of
Streiaand's fine rendition
"Happy Days are Here Again"
and "My Man.- She has sung
"My Man- many times, always
with feeling, and even though
this song has appeared on a
previous record there is
something different about it.
For those who prefer to listen
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Omar Sharif and Anouk
Aimee portray lovers split by a
tragic misunderstanding in
"The Appointment," color
presentation for Wednesday,
Dec. 27,
Richard Burton and Elizabeth
Taylor star in i''Doctor
Faustus," film version of
Christopher Marlowe's literary
classic, the story of a scholar
who sells his soul to the devil, on
Thursday, Dec. ?A
Margaret Rutherford and
Robert Morlet star in Agatha
Christie's delightful black-andwhite comedy -mystery,
"Murder at the Gallop," on
Fr.-lay, Dec. 29.

Star-Studded Cast To
Be Seen On Late Movies

Boots Randolph has been
considered an outstanding pop
saxophonist since the time that
"Yakity Sax" became a hit.
His latest album, "Boots
Randolph Plays the Great Hits
of Today" (Monument KZ
3l'08). shows once again his
amazing dexterity with the sax.
Featured numbers are "Love
Theme From 'The Godfather' ", "Snowbird," Theme
and
from 'Summer of '42'
Drowning in • Sea of Love."
Ray Charles' popularity also
has endured, even though his
high position has been
challenged on many occasions.
There is something unique
about Charles' voice and how
time improves its texture.
"Through the Eyes of Love"
by Ray Charles (ABC Records
contains
ABCX-765/THCA
only eight numbers instead of
the usual dozen on an LP,
giving Charles plenty of time to
spend on "Rainy Night in
Georgia."
And music from the sound
track of "The Great Waltz"
(MGM ISE-395T1 plays back
new adaptations of Johann
Strauss Jr. melodies sung bs
Kennetb
Costa,
Mary
McKellar and others.

•* •

to piano music, "Class of '72by Floyd Cramer (RCA Victor
LSP147731 is an ideal item.
Cramer is strong on the
keyboard on such numbers as
"Brian's Song,- "Candy Man"
and "Day After Day." He is
backed by a big band.
"Smile,- one of Cramer's
a
best numbers in years and
candidate for the charts, is the
lead-off selection.

Popular records

Friday, December 22
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Mr.
Magoo's Storybook,"
(7hannel 8.
p.m.—Movie: "The
3:30
Point," Channel 4,
king
Brea
Garfield, Phyllis
John
boat
Thaxter. Fishing
skipper rents boat to fortune
hunters and shoots it out with
gang.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Yankee
Pasha," Channe, 5. Jeff
Chandler, Rhonda Fleming,
Lee J. Cobb, Mamie Van
Doren, Hal March. Following
girl he loves to Marseilles,
frontiersman learns she has
been taken captive by pirates
and becomes marksmanship
instructor to army of Sultan
of Morocco in order to find
her.
8 p.m.—Movie: "Goodbye. Mr.
channels 5, 12,
Chips,"
starring Peter O'Toole and
Petula Clark. Story of a
British schoolmaster whose
him
sense of humor endears
to his students and a also
makes him attractive to a
glamorous London music
hall star. Sir Michael
Redgrave also stars.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: Channel 12
(11:30 on 5) "Watch the
Red
Birdie," starring
Skelton. Comedy about the
zany adventures and mad
involvements of a carefree
photographer. Arlene Dahl,
s
Ann Miller and Leon Ame
co-star.
Mr.
12:00 mid—Movie: "Great
e
Nobody," Channel 3. Eddi
Richard Burton and Elizabeth
Alan
e,
Lesli
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Bea Arthur. star of the,, new
teleYision series ••Maude, will
co-star with Lucille Ball in the
version of the Broadway
musical hit. -Mame.-

Replacement
•
HOLLYSOOD HUH I —
Kris Kriatofferson has
Jon Voight in the role replaced
of Billy
the Kid in Sam Peckinpah's
production of "Pat Garrett and
Billy the Kid" at MGM.

Cotten added
HOLL1 %GOD It PI) —
Joseph Cotten has been added
to the cast of -A Delicate
Balance"
which
stars
Katharine Hepburn and Paul
Scofield.

As part of its plan to learn
where a nuclear scientist has
hidden enough plutonium to
construct a dozen atomic
bombs, the IMF sets out to
make the scientist believe he is
a prisoner in the year 2000 and
that he is about to be executed,
on -Mission: Impossible"
Friday, Dec. 29 t7:00-8:00 p.m.
CST) on the CBS Television
Network. Vic Morrow guest
stars as the scientist, Joe
Collins. Les Martinson directed
from a script by Harold
I.ivingston.
Through a delicate aging
process, Coffins is convinced
that he is a 65-year441d man
living in a:world ravaged by for
28 years.

Morrow Plays
Scientist On
'Mission' Show

dramatic story of a hardened
cowboy who falls in love too
late in life. Joan Hackett and
Donald Pleasence also star.
Marshall
p.m. -Owen
Counselor at Law—Channels
3,8. Hour-long dramatic
series starring Arthur Hill in
the title role as the brilliant
Santa Barbara attorney with
Lee Majors as his young
associate in "Sigh No More,
Lady." Michael Tolan guest
stars with Joan Hotchkis and
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By V FRNON SCOTT
III Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD illP11— Take a quick look at Julie Gregg on the
"Banyon" series because indications are the new series will be cancelled.
Julie has long golden brown hair, stands five-feet four-inches, is
divorced and plays piano.
She lives in a three-bedroom, three-bathroom Hollywood apartment which she shares with Theresa Leninism, another actress whom
she met when both of them were appearing in the movie. "The
Godfather.- Julie played the wife of !•tonny Corleone.
In "Banyon- she is the girl who plays the piano in the saloon where
the hero stops by for a drink.
But the NW series occupies little enough of Julie's time.
Generally she reports to CL arner Bros. two days a week for the
show. She enjoys singing, despite the fact her voice is dubbed in later.
Her hours allow her to return home in time to fix her own dinner.
That suits Julie who graduated from a gourmet cooking school. She
is partieularh, adept at roast rack of lamb with an herb crest. Ethnic
• dishes are her specialty. Greek, Italian and French recipes are her
own personal favorites.
Sunday mornings at II are a special time for Julie who invites as
many as 30 or 00 people over for brunch. She spends the preceding
1
three days prepanng the food.
"It takes hours and hours of peeling fresh fruit and making
casseroles days in advance," says Julie. "I only prepare dishes in
advance that I know will keep well in the refrigerator."
It's mit as if Julie were seeking another husband with her culinary
artistry. She was married for six years and is now enjoying single life.
She does, however, plan to remarry at some distant date and raise a
family. To fend off am, possibility of rushing back to wedlock Julie
dates a number of men.
Explaining she is not a -sun person," Julie avoids the beach and
rarely goes near a swimming pool.
"Lying in the sun makes me nervous," she says. "Too much sun
ages a girl's face. And as an actress I don't need aging."
Still. Julie is ideal wife material. In addition to her magic in the
kitchen, the actress is a surpassingly good seamstress. She makes
more than half her own clothes.
She will see a fashion she adnUres, then go to the store and order a
similar pattern to make her own blouses, dresses and, when the occasion demands, a fancy gown.
"I sew for two reasons, says Julie. "First it saves me a lot of money.
Secondly' when I go shopping I usually don't find anything I like.In weekends Julie sometimes takes the telephone off the hook and
just plain loafs. VI, hen she's feeling more energetic she jumps in her
car and drives to San Francisco to see friends.
Of Italian descent, Julie starred for three months in "Man of IA
Mancha" in Rome earlier this year where she devoted much of her
time, to visiting relatives.
.1 Julie's life would be full, indeed, if only "Banvon'• were renewed.
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Glenn Corbett. Marshall
defends a prominent sex
researcher sued by a former
patient who charges he
seduced her.
10:30—Movie: "Miracle in the
Rain," Channel 12 11:30 on
5) starring Jane Wyman and
Van Johnson. Poignant love
story of a young woman who
thought romance had passed
her by, until she meets a
soldier on leave during a
rain-storm.

Thursday Highlights

Thursday, December 21
9:00 am.—Movie: "Mr.
Magoo's Favorite Heros,"
Channel 8.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "The Ape,"
Channel 4. Boris Karloff,
Henry Hall, Mans Wrixon. A
doctor who is mad, disguises
himself as an ape, kills
humans to get blood for
serum he is making.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Revenge of
the Creature," Channel 5.
John Agar, Lori Nelson, John
Bromfield. Spine-tingling
chills when the monstrous
Gill Man, half-man, halffish, breaks loose from his
captors and sets an entire
city fleeing in terror.
8 p.m.—Movie: "Will Penny,"
Channels 5, 12. starring
Charlton
Heston.
The

NBC
N•ws

D ra,gnet

Nov..
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"UP, UP AND AWAY"—The 5th Dimension, one of today's most successful singing groups, performs a medley of their all-time hits on "Opening Night: USA," hour-long musical special covering a
beoad spectrum of opening nights from nightclubs to the theatre, ChriManas night, Monday, Dec. 25,
(7:00-8:00 p.m.. CSTi on the CBS Television Network. The 5th Dimension segment was taped at the
Boston Music Hall.
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Johnny Nash's song, which he
wrote, sings and recorded in
Jamaica,
"I Can See Clearly
Now,- went to No. 2 on the
best-selling record chart on
Nov. 11. "It's the biggest hit of
my whole life," Nash says. his
eyes sparkling. "Every time
you go in a recording studio
you're hoping that this is a hit,
let alone No. I
"I've been going into studios
now I guess 10 years. You see so
many records become No. I but
not yours and you start to wonder.'What is a No. 1 record and
do I have one in me?' This just
gives you courage:Nash, who is 32, has been
professionally in show business
more than half his life. At 16 he
left his home in Houston for
New York to be a regular on the
Arthur Godfrey Show. At 16
also he has his first "mildly
successful record." "A Very
Special Love." During seven
years with Godfrey, Nash continued to record and was in
some movies.
When the contract with ABCParamount ran out, "I went
with Warner Brothers for a
minute. RCA for a minute and
Chess for a few seconds. I think
it was basically me; I was in
search for something It wasn't
really happening. Certain songs
would come up and I would
think how I'd like to do them

By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writen
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THE MOST MAGNlE10EVT Pit TI RE Et Ell MADE: . Clark Gable as Ithett Butler and Fivieti
Leigh as Scarlett O'Hara created one of the most memorable romantic teams in film history
in
David 0. Selsnick's production of Margaret Mitchell's "Cone With the Wind." The all-time-great
picture, winner of ten Academy Awards, is now presented by Metro-Goldsryn-Mayer in new Wide.
eeeee and Metrocolor splendor, giving even greater power to the unforgettable lore story set
against a background of the Civil W at-. Leslie Howard and Oliria de Ilarilland also star.

Tuesday, December 19
convict, it is the con9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Robinson
temporary story of a young
Crusoe on Mars," Channel 8.
boy and girl who live in an
Paul Mantee, Vic Lundin,
Eastern city ghetto.
Adam West. An officer and a
8:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 5,
monkey, survivors of a U.S.
12, "Your Money or Your
spaceship on Mars, look for
Wife," comedy
caper
food, water and an oxygen
starring Ted Bessell and
supply when theirs run out.
Elizabeth Ashley and guest
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Sea Wife,"
starring Jack Cassidy. A
Channel 4, Richard Burton,
script writer takes revenge
Joan Collins, Basil Sydney,
on an actress by writing her
Cy Grant. Male survivor of
into a kidnapping scheme an
torpedoed ship lands in
then turning fiction into fact.
London and sets out to find
9:00 p.m.—Marcus Welby,
girl survivor nicknamed
M.D.—Channels 3, 8. Hour"Sea Wife," not knowing in
long dramatic series starring
reality she is a nun.
Robert Young in the title role
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Target
as a general practitioner
Unknown," Channel 5. Mark
with James Brolin as his
Stevens, Alex Nicol, Robert
young assistant and Elena
Douglas, Don Taylor, Joyce
Verdugo in "Dinner of
Holden, Gig Young, James
Herbs." Former child star
Best. Bomber crew, shot
Margaret O'Brien who made
down over occupied France,
her screen acting debut with
unwittingly discloses raid on
Robert Young 30 years ago,
fuel dump. Escaping, they
guest stars as a problemget information through to
plagued overweight wife who
allies with aid of French
goes on a crash program to
underground.
save her marriage.
7:30 p.m.—"ABC Theatre", 10:30
p.m.—Movie: "The'
Channels 3, 8. "If You Give A
Picasso Summer," Channel
Dance You Gotta Pay The
12 (11:30 on 5) starring
Band"-90-minute dramatic
Albert Finney and Yvette
special produced by David
Mimieux. A surrealistic film
Susskind, directed by Fred
dealing with the vitality of
Coe and filmed on location in
Picasso's art as seen through
Norwalk, Connecticut
the eyes of a young couple
Written by Stanley I,. Gray, a
who worship the painter.
former drug addict and ex-

JOHNNY NASH
caught up in that for years. It
has been one of my biggest
problems
'I did 'Cupid,' which was a
Sam Cooke tune, about three
years ago. He was my favorite_
He influenced me a lot, since
early gospel days.
•'After 'Cupid.' I went to Sweden to be in a movie. It was
supposed to take 45 days and it
took a year. The company that
was releasing our product in
England went out of business
and there was no distributing
going on in America either. If I
had been with a big company at
that time, the flow of product
would have been continual
"So after the movie. I went to
London and negotiated with
CBS, which means I'm on Epic
in the United States. I signed
right after Christmas and by
February I was on the charts in
England again with 'Stir It Up.'
which was written by Bob Marley, one of the top Jamaican
artists
Nash first went to Jamaica in
1962, loved the place and the
music right away but only started incorporating it in his own
music writing in 1967, with
"Hold Me Tight.'
''The music of Jamaica
sounds like my album. CI Can
See Clearly Now.'No. 64 on the
Nov: 11 chart and climbing
fast.) Well, the album modifies
it. Most of the rhythms were
cut by one of the top Jamaican
bands Then we cut strings and
horns to go with it in London
The title tune was cut in Jamaica. We cut six there and the
rest in London. The next album
is out already. all in London.
"I think it is safe to say that
in Jamaica now you can get
recording results as good as
anywhere in the world.
-Jamaican music, when I
tuned in, was called ska. After
that they called it rock steady.
Now they call it reggae. It refers to the dance. The music is
all the same, but a new dance is
born every week with it"
Nash has a band now, for the

but between the inception and
the finished product it never
seemed to jell, for various reasons.
"I decided to produce my
own records. I came up with
'Let's Move and Groove Together,' which I wrote and put out
on Joda, my own label It was a
top 5 rhythm 'n blues record
for me but it wasn't as big as 'A
Very Special Love: which had
gone pop.
"Then I came up with 'Hold
Me Tight.' I think it went top 3
nationally pop and sold around 6
or 700.000. but r and b stations
wouldn't play it. It was on Jad,
which I owned with a partner_
"I tell you the truth. I was
trying to figure it out, why
some songs would be played on
pop stations and some on
rhythm 'n' blues stations, but if
one played it the other
wouldn't. I couldn't tell any difference in the songs. I was

753-6363
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Mt RUSS
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"Gift and Garden Spot
of The Lakelands"
"Jct. Hwys. 68 & 641
5 Mi. North of Benton
Open 9 a.m.
Till 8 p.m.

Tulip Bulbs
50% Off
Piantland

"For Spring
Blooms"

Virien Leigh as _Starlets O'Hara
and Leslie Howard as Ashley
Wilkes in David 0. Selsnick's
production of Margaret Mitchell's "Gone With the Wind,"
The all-time-great picture, winner of ten Academy -Swards, is
1101C presented by Metro-Coldwy it-Mayer in new IF ide.Screen
atid Metrocolor splendor, adding immeasurable impact to the
memorable lore story set against
a spectacular backdrop of theCivil W or. Clark Gable and
Olivia de Ilarilland are also
starred in a cast of thousands.

'Dracula' thriving
HOLLYWOOD IUPII —
"Dracula is Dead . and Well
and Living in London" is the
title of the latest horror picture
to be produced at Warner Bros.

first time in his life, five members from various parts of the
West Indies and four from
Ghana. whom he met in London. They're called the Sons of
the Jungle, meaning the world
is a jungle — so they're "sons
of the world."
Three singles from the album
have been hits in England. "I
Can See Clearly Now," "Stir it
Up" and "There Are More
Questions than Answers " In
the U.S. only the first has been
a hit. What will be the next
single? Nash says there is consideration at Epic of having it
be "Stir it Up" or maybe "My
Merry Go Round" from the upcoming album.
He says he is especially happy that his current success
came, not when he was trying a
change of direction but when he
was doing what he's been doing
the last several years — writing songs, influenced by Jamaican music. "This means the
ideas I had in mind weren't all
wrong. This happened just in
the course of things.''

Tuesday Highlights Nash Finally H ts Top via Jamaica
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and Try Our
•Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
•Country Hams amd Steaks
•All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
—J. C. GALLIMORE —

HAZEL CAFE

COME TO...

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
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Bill Anderson One Of The Top
Stars In Country Music World
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and put on the road from Maine
to Oregon to Texas.
"I really think that the point
of what we are doing is if we can
make art cheap enough for the
masses, so the average guy can
buy it, we can make up for it in
quantity," says producerdirector Drexel Riley. "We are
trying to appeal to groups that
are not normally exposed to live
theatre."
"In many places. not too
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Guod start
HOLLYWOOD IFNI
w
Graham Beekel. 22.
can
graduated from the Amerionly
Academy of Dramatic Arts
starring
this year. will day the
Chase" at
role in -"11w Pajwr
20th Cenntry-Fox.

Heston elected
HOLLY% 0)1) IUPII —
Charlton Heston has been
elected new chairman of ltws
American Film Institure'
Board of Tnistees.

Dan Whitfield (guest star
Michael Tolan) insists Mary
come to the engagement party
g,
he and his fiancee are givin
which brings out some qualities
in his would-be bride he never
dreamed existed_

'
:
"F

cr,

from • second floor office in
what was once an athletic dorm
near Southern Methodist
University.
The building serves as home
for the actors during the sixweek rehearsal period. Then the

Formation
Riley, 38. a former resident
re
artist at the Dallas Theat
PorCenter and a native of
A-0
tland, Tex., formed the the
Players five years ago from a
remains of Bishops Company,
touring rep theatre since the
1930s. He moved it to Dallas to
all
cut travel costs and runs it

Vat

at.. Ethan Allen

in the famous

....at the Carriage House

eltristntas isalantily

I

many, but some, we are the only
cultural even of the year,- nays
booking agent John Hancock,
an actor who *aired in 1969.
"Once you get out there, you get
the feeling that 'what I'm doing
is highly important'."

casts, who usually come straight
from college and work for an
admittedly low wage, pack sets,
personal
and
costumes
belongings into the sans and hit
the road.
"Opening night may be 800
where they
miles from
rehearsed." Riley says. The
actors must handle the driving
themselves. They often arrive in
town shortly before curtain time
and leave for another date soon
afterward.
This season, which began in
September and will run until
late spring, the A-0 Players are
presenting "Adam and f:ve**13.
Mark Twain; "Endgame" by
Samuel Beckett, and two oneacts, "Aria Da Capo" by Edna
Si, Vincent Millay and "The
James
Last Word" by
Broughton.
The actors are young but
enthusiastic. The level of
performance is no,t of Broadway
caliber but then that is not what
the "average guys" of Beebe,
Ark., and Grinnell. Iowa, are
paying for,
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OUR NEW 1PILOW BAR!
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Ethan Allen
Rocker in Nutmeg or Classic
Maple-Trim Restocrat Recliner
SALE $232
Manor finishes. Reg. $115.51

TILL 8:30
OPEN EVERY WEEKDAY NIGHT
L 6 P.M.
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY FROM 1 TIL

z
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Phone 413-6257

UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS
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... Shop our new home fashion
center featuring ... Custom Draperies...
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crat—Reg. $2115.54 Recliner
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"RESTOCRAT" RECLINER-ROCKER at Special Sale pri
During Our Pre-Christmas SALE!

Mozart's "Die Zauberfloete"
was first performed in Vienna
in 1791 with the composer
himself conducting. The work
had its American premiere at

Mary Richards meets an old
boyfriend in a crowded elevator
as he's taking his new fiancee to
get a marriage license, thus
unexpectedly setting off a chain
of events which puts Mary in
the role of "the other woman,"
on "The Mary Tyler Moore
Show" Saturday, Dec. 23,(8:008:30 p.m. CST) on the CBS
Television Network, Jay
Sandrich directed from a script
by David Pollock and Elias
Davis.

Mary Is 'The
Other Woman'
On This Week

Mozart's delightful opera,
"Die Zauberfloete"(The Magic
Flute), will be broadcast over
the Texaco-Metropolitan Opera
Radio Network on Saturday,
Dec. 23,starting at 1 p.m. CST.
It will be heard locally over
station WKMS- fin.
In the cast will be soprano
Adrianan Maliponte as Pamina,
soprano Edda Moser as Queen
Night, tenor Stuart
of the
his radio broadcast
in
(
ows
Burr
debut) as Tamino, baritone
John Reardon in the role of
Papageno, bass Hans Sotin
(another broadcast debut) As
Sarastro, and bass Donald
Gramm as the High Priest.
Conductor for this broadcast
performance ofO`Die Zauberfloete" will be Peter Maag who
will also be making his radio
broadcast debut.
During the single intermission period, the radio
audience will hear another
edition of "Opera News on the
Air" which, with Edward
Downes acting as em cee, will
present the children of famous
artists in what should be a lively
and entertaining "give-andtake.

New York's Park Theater in
1833, and it was first given by
the Metropolitan Opera in 1900
with a cast that included Emma
Eames and Marcella Sembrich,

M
Mozart Opera To Befiired Over WKMS-F

By ASHLEY P.CH F'-'411 IR E
DALLAS (UPI) — The set
for "Adam and Eve" is two
barstools and a frame of burlap
and ribbons that folds up at the
slip of a hingepin.
"Endgame- takes a raised
throne on metal casters, but it
too breaks down into an
unimpressive stack of jig-sawed
plywood and little wheels.
The lighting is a system of
knobs and television lamps that
fits into two black boxes and the

stage, well, the stage might be a
small-town sanctuary or a rodeo
arena.
The stage changes nearly
every performance for the
Alpha-Omega Players, more
than 600 times a season. At that
rate they are American touring
repertory theatre at its
broadest, a tedious booking of
90-minute performances to
minute audiences, a breakdown bundle of artistic endeavor packed into Ford vans
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